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Abstract
A key issue if we want to resolve some of the unanswered questions related
to the plasma physics properties of magnetic fusion concepts is: what is the
minimum scale of an experiment to test those properties. A general step by step
method has been developed to answer this question. It can be applied to any
particular toroidal concept and is based on the fact that we can consider small
scale experimrents as models of larger experiments by applying the method of
similarities. A minimum scale for the experiment arise then from a combination
of three factors: constraints on the parameter space in which one or more
of the dimensionless parameters can be dropped so as to be able to obtain a
scaled experiment; constraints resulting from factors that are not included in
the similarity scaling; and constraints on the possibility of actually obtaining
the parameters (geometrical, plasma physics and technological) mandated by
similarity considerations. Those three sets of constraints have been investigated.
Applying the constraints to the design of a helical axis stellarator we find
a limit on the combination of toroidal field, current density and major radius
< 0.45.
Another maior constraint for this concept is the ability to obtain the plasma
physics parameters dictated by similarity considerations. This depends on the
heating method used. A minimum scale experiment with 2 periods and no
linkage of the toroidal and poloidal coils, would have a major radius of 1.2m, a
toroidal ield of 3.5T and 2MW of ECRH power (for V = 1%, v= 10).
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. D.B. Montgomery
Title: Associate Director for Engineering Systems, Plasma Fusion Center
Thesis Reader: Prof. L.M. Lidsky
Title: Professor of Nuclear Engineering
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1. Introduction.
1.1. Goal of the thesis
The starting point of this thesis was a cuestion asked during a discussion
about the the design of magnetic fusion experiments. "\'hy can't we build a 1
Gauss machine ?" And as some apparently simple questions usually do, it posed
an important problerri. What in fact are the constraints that'set a minimum
scale for an exerinment ? The answer to this question depends strongly on
the experimental objective (what we want to achieve). It is thus important
at first to more clearly delineate the task. Since the answer also depends on
the excerirmental format (how we want to achieve it) we have concentrated on
identifying general constraints and developing a step by step method to find the
m.inmum scake so that the method can be applied to any particular toroidal
experiment. This is the primary goal of this thesis. The secondary goal is then
to apply the method to the design of a -pecific type of helical axis stellarator,
thus identifying the constraints and minimum size for this particular variation.
1.2. Definition of the problem
The constraints on the scale of an experiment depend in part on the goal for the
expCe;mCnt. A macnine built to investigate single particle containment, and to
trace out magnetic surfaces, as was the case for CLASP 11] resulted in a small
(R = 30 cm, a = 11.5 cm, B = IT) high shear stellarator. This simple machine
was subjected to quite different design constraints than a machine like ZEPHYR
12) designed to investigate a particle heating and ignition physics. A machine
built to test radio-frequency heating may be quite different from a machine used
to test refueling by pellet injection.
The question that was the starting point of this thesis, as alluded to in the
previous section, namely the question of the constraints on the scale of a fusion
experiment, was asked specifically in the context of the ability to test the plasma
physics properties of a particular concept. We will thus restrict ourselves to
addressing the issues of constraints for experiments with a specific goal : the
experimental investigation of plasma physics properties of a particular concept.
This restriction not only more clearly delineates the task, but is also justified
on the following grounds.
The goal of investigating the plasma physics properties of a concept in itself
is a very important and timely problem. Present experiments are mainly in
the tokamak/mirror line. Their success is squeezing out the investigation of
alternative concepts that may result in a better end product. While both the
tokamak and the mirror have obtained results, that in terms of temperature
and nr are closer to the Lawson criterion than any other concepts, they have
significant drawbacks (low power density, large recirculating power fraction)
that could make them unattractive as power producing reactors. The successes
of the tokamak and mirror lines in terms of plasma physics parameters have
been rewarded with funds for increasingly larger machines, at the expense of
other, possibly more reactor-friendly concepts still in the earlier stages of their
development. This policy could prove to be disastrous in the long term, when
fusion research will be faced with the realities of commercialization.
At that point fusion research and development could encounter a fate similar to
many projects that fail not so much because of scientific or technical problems,
but because the end product was neither wanted or needed. Fusion research
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should keep in mind that in the end it should provide humanity with a source
of energy that is more attractive than the energy sources it intends to replace.
While a number of alternative concepts have potential advantages that could
make them better commercial reactors, their weak point is often that little is
known about their plasma physics properties. It is thus important to fill this
gap in our knowledge, and to do it now, before we are definitively engaged in
the path that will only give us the choice between the tokamak and the mirror.
The investigation of the plasma physics properties of a concept is not only
important and timely, but the question of constraints on the minimum scale is
particularly relevant for those experiments. Indeed, building the machine and
performing the experiments is in this case the only way to go.
Less ambitious experiments, which were justifiable in the past, have either already
been done or could now be Derformed by other means. Since fast computers
have become available, and because the equations governing the phenomena
are well known and tractable, an experiment as CLASP to investigate single
particle containment and to map out magnetic surfaces, could now more easily
and with confldence be done on a computer. Thus there is no need to build a
machine.
More ambitious experiments related to cz-particle heating and ignition physics,
as well as experiments testing heating methods or refueling for example can
be considered as more or less concept independent. Those extremely important
aspects could thus be tested on whatever concept or scheme that makes it
easiest. Testing refueling by pellet injection in Alcator C is an extremely
valuale experiment and the results are independent of the fact that Alcator C
;s a tokamak. Some of those experiments could thus be performed in existing
rachIncs, while others reouire a very specinc and rather well-known (Lawson
criterion) set of constraints. The cuestion of idcntifying the constraints that set
a minimum scale is thus less pertinent for those experiments.
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We have thus restricted ourselves to looking at the constraints for experiments
with the goal : experimental investigation of the plasma physics properties of a
concept. We have then to ask ourselves whether the plasma physics properties
of a concept can be investigated in an experiment smaller than the full scale
reactor size. Only if this question can be answered positively and if we find
a method to obtain on a small experiment results that have relevance to the
full scale reactor, is it even remotely significant to address the issue of the
constraints that set a minimum scale.
1.3. The use of similarity and the resulting constraints
Two approaches to investigate the plasma physics properties of a concept are
possible:
The first one is to rely on experiments only. We can the try to model the plasma
physics processes that occur in a reactor size experiment in a scale version. The
issue of relevance of the results of'scaled experiments is then answered in the
same way that is used in other fields like hydraulics and aerodynamics : by the
use of similarity. This method is widely applied in those fields to obtain from
scaled versions (small models) results that can then be translated into results
of significance for the full scale object. The relevance of the scaled experiment
is justified based on the fact that, under some conditions, it models the same
processes as in the large version, and thus allows us to obtain information on
them. Sometimes the requirements are so stringent that no small experiments
could be build.
A second approach is then to rely partly on theory. Small experiments may
be used to check certain aspects of a theory. If this results in less stringent
constraints for the experiment than the first approach, it may be a first,
conndence building, step towards a second, larger experiment that then would
model the plasma physics processes of a reactor. For this second approach too,
when we look at the minimum size, we have to compare machines that fulfill
the goal to the samc extend. This again can be done by using the method of
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similarity.
The difference in applying the method of similarity for the first and second
approach is only in the following: the :aamily of machines, among which we
choose the one which, within constraints, is the minimum scale member contains
also the reactor, if we use the first approach. Using the second approach, we
choose the minimum scale member among a family which does not contain the
reactor. Each member of the family however, is similar in that it will test theory
to the same extend. Let us briefly discuss the method and how it automatically
results in the constraints that set a minimum scale for a model.
The use of similarity [31 requires that a constant scale factor exists between
the geometry of the different members of the family. and the model. It further
requires that a certain number of dimensionless parameters be kept constant
between them. Three additional steps have to be taken and those steps give the
constraints that result in a minimum scale.
First applying similarity considerations must be possible i.e. the degrees of
freedom and Lhe number of dimensionless parameters that have to be kept
constant must be indeed such that there is some freedom left in making a scaled
experiment. This sometimes entails not keeping one or more dimensionless
parameters constant, in cases where it would give us additional freedom without
interfering with the results of an experiment. Am example in hydraulics is
neglecting to keep the Mach number constant in cases where the fluid can be
assumed incompressible. It increases our degrees of freedom in making a scaled
experiment, but restricts us to look at incompressible fluids only.
The second step is to consider effiects that have not, or could not, be included
in similarity considerations. Again a typical example in hydraulics is that, when
one makes a scaled version of a simple pipe. the relative roughness of the inside
of the pipe should stay constant. This would mean that if we scale down a
large pipe with normal inish on the inside, the scaled version needs a highiy
polished surface. If we can not achie';e this hihly polished surface, we have to
discuss under what conditions it is justi.able to neglect the influence of this, or
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alternatively we have to find some clever ways of obtaining something similar
to it.
The third step is to investigate whether the model, as obtained from similarity
considerations can actually be built, and whether the new values of the variables
derived from similarity conditions can be achieved.
In the case of plasma physics experiments, the geometry that has to be to scale
as required by the similarity considerations, is the magnetic geometry. There
must thus be- a constant scale factor on all linear dimensions between the full
scale system and the model (to keep the relative direction of the magnetic field),
and a constant scale factor on all the currents (scale factor on the magnitude
of the magnetic field). We can then identify what the dimensionless parameters
are that should be kept constant. The total number of dimensionless parameters
to be kept constant. however, equals the degrees of freedom and thus, strictly
speaking, no scaled model could be built.
We therefore investigate in a first step, how we can gain more freedom by
dropping one or more of the dimensionless parameters. Relying on theoretical
models and experiments we set conditions under which we can actually justify
dropping some of those parameters. It is also shown that the choice of the
parameters we drop, depends on what we want to investigate.
The second step is to investigate effects that were not included in the similarity
considerations for plasma physics, in particular the neutrals and the impurities.
For both we address specifically the mechanisms for their presence in the plasma,
and we evaluate their level and obtain the conditions under which we can neglect
their infuence. We also qualitatively discuss what factors affect their level and
importance, and how some appropriate methods can be used to control them.
The third step, investigating whcthcr the new values of the variable, obtained
by simnilarity c6nditions, can in practice be achieved, has to be addressed on two
fronts.
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One front is whether the plasma physics parameters thus derived can indeed
be obtained. It is discussed in terms of plasma production and heating. The
other front is the engineering parameters. This discussion is rather extensive
because there is such a wide variety of choices, but at the same time some of
the limits are rather stringent. Two major constraints are current density limits
and stress limits. Both are critically reviewed. They will, together with the
specifics of a particular geometry, set constraints on a combination of magnetic
field and size. Another constraint, less stringent in absolute terms, is however,
extremely important : the cost of the experiment. It is a function of the size,
mass, engineering choices, pulse length of the experiment, stored energy etc..
but also in part, on what is already available at a particular site. To approach
the problem in sullcient generality we concentrate on developing some relations
between stored energy, pulse length and mass of the system in order to be able
to translate the current density and stress limits, as well as the availability of
energy and funds. into limits on the size and field of the machine. The discussion
of the method of similarity and the resulting constraints are addressed in chapter
2, except for the constraints resulting from engineering considerations, which
are discussed in chapter 3.
The constraints that can -arise because of the specific geometry of a particular
concept are not addressed in general, but they are discussed later for a particular
choice o. concept : the stellarator with helical magnetic axis.
The use ol Similarity, and the additional steps that automatically result in the
constraints and limits that set a minimum scale for the experiment, clearly
suggest a method to find this minimum sale. For a particular choice of concept
and geometry we can identify values of dimensionless parameters that would
yield relevant experiments. For a choice of values for # and L for example,
we can then plot in a diagram of size versus magnetic field, the cor responding
Plasma density anc temperature. In this diagram the constraints and limits can
be drawn, yidlding a des,;n rdow. Within the limits a choice can then be
made according to minimum size, minimum cost, minimum hcating power, or
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other considerations.
1.4. Application to the design of a stellarator with helical magnetic axis
To illustrate the method and address more specifically some of the concept
dependent constraints, we apply the method to the design of a stellarator with
helical magnetic axis. This is done in chapter 4.
The stellarator with helical magnetic axis being a somewhat unfamiliar concept,
is briefly introduced -its main properties, possible variations and the reasons for
this choice. The method of similarity does not say anything in particular about
geometry and as this varies markedly from one concept to another, it was not
discussed in the general case. It is, however, a very important aspect because it
can have an impact both on the dimensionless parameters that can be achieved
and on the constraints and limits.
The geometry is thus discussed in detail for this particular concept. We identify
the parameters that define the geometry and separate them into hard parameters
(number of periods, aspect ratio) and soft parameters (current in the ring, vertical
neld). The inBuence of the soft parameters is discussed. The choice for the hard
parameters is made and justified, based on some geometrical constraints and on
the interaction of the geometry with the dimensionless parameters.
Based on theoretically achievable values and on values one would like to achieve
in terms of relevance of the experiment, a choice is made for the dimensionless
variables. Using the "three steps" constraints developed earlier, we identify
the parameter space in a size versus magnetic field diagram where relevant
experiments can be performed. Vithin this design window further constraints
and/or choices, result in an unique configuration of size and magnetic field that
can be the reference case for a more detailed design.
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1.5. Organization or the tbcsis and major contributions
This report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 groups the constraints and
limits resulting from plasma physics considerations. There we discuss the
method of similarity and address the first two steps and the first part of the
third: whether we can drop one or more of the dimensionless parameters; the
factors that are not included in the similarity scaling; and the issue pertaining
to the possibility of achieving the plasma physics parameters mandated by
similarity considerations. Chapter 3 addresses in more detail the engineering
and technological considerations (second part of the third step). Chapter 4
applies the method developed in the previous chapters to the design of a helical
axis stellarator. Chapter 5 summarizes the results.
The major, original contribution of this thesis is the global approach to the
problem that provides a structured, justifiable method for the design of a small
experiment. Within this framework the goal can be chosen, and limits and
constraints identified that set a minimum scale for the experiment.
The most important original contributions in each of the three chapters (plasma
physics, engineering, and the helical axis stellarator) are
- development of a cualitative model for plasma-wall interaction that explains
a large number of diferent exDerimental results related to recycling at the wall
and impurity production; while quantitative models exist that are applicable to
particular machines, this model gives a qualitative explanation of the different,
and seemingly unrelated behaviors observed on di5erent machines.
- development of a method to analyze circular toroidal coils; it takes into
account both in-plane reactions as provided, for example by a central supporting
columrn and the reactions resulting from the out-of-piane structure; the method
connrmed that circular toroida! coils need not necessarily be dominated by
moments and highlighted the importance of proper distribution of the net
reaction force between external and internal reaction forces to obtain this result.
- development of a simple model that explains the variation of position and
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winding law of the magnetic axis of a helical axis stellarator in terms of vertical
Beld and poloidal ring current; the model results in some simple analytical
expressions and provides a method to obtain efficiently and accurately the
variation of the major parameters associated with the helical magnetic axis.
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2. Plasma Physics and Dimensionless Parameters
2.1. Introduction
Nothing but a full scale operating reactor can prove the scientiic and engineering
feasibility of a fusion reactor in a definitive fashion. However, as building such a
reactor recuires a large investment, it is imperative to gather as much information
as possible on smaller and less costly experiments. Can useful information indeed
be gathered on small experiments about the behavior of large experiment? Under
certain conditions this is indeed the case. From the method of similarity [3) we
know that if certain dimensionless constants are the same in a small experiment
as in a full scale system, then the phenomena described will be similar and
results obtained on the experiment can be related to the behavior of the full
scale system.
In plasma physics and fusion research, although the method is known, there
seem to be a tendency to build experiments more to obtain absolute values close
to a reactor rather than combinations of parameters such that the dimensionless
parameters have the same value as for a reactor.
From arguments based on ignition temperature, power densit-, and constraints
related to the need for tritium breeding we can say that the plasma physics
parameters at which a D-T reactor will operate are rather well known. However,
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crucial information on energy confinement time, and # limits is still unavailable.
While it is laudable to try to obtain parameters as close as possible to reactor
values in terms of n, T, nr it is of vital importance to obtain scaling laws and
relationships for the energy confinement time and the 0 limits. Relationships
obtained in machines that do not achieve record temperature, density or nr
product may be more relevant to a reactor if the dimensionless parameters
have the proper value than relationships obtained on machines that shoot for
reactor relevant temperature and densities. To put it even more bluntly, the
scientific progress and understanding of plasma physics achieved on machines
whose parameters do not show up on the famous n7, T diagram may bear more
relevance to reactor regimes than the experiments performed to achieve records
and to approach the ignition curve.
The use of dimensionless parameters is also called for when we want to find
the minimum scale machine to test certain aspects of a theory. Indeed, when
looking for the minimum scale, we should compare machines that test the
theory to the same extend. In this chapter we intend to discuss the method of
similarity and derive the dimensionless parameters applicable to plasma physics
experiments. We will then investigate the plasma physics constraints that result
from the three additional steps we have to take as mentioned in the introduction.
We will investigate the applicability of the method and the implication of not
keeping constant one or more of the dimensionless parameters. This will restrict
the paramieter space in which meaningful experiments can be performed. The
presence of neutrals and impurities can spoil the similarity between a model
and the original. Therefore we investigate separately under what conditions
their inBuence as to the application of similarity scaling laws can be neglected.
From this we will obtain a parameter space where useful experiments can be
performed. WYhether experiments can actually be performed in this parameter
space will depend on a number of constraints making areas of the parameter space
inaccessible. Some of those constraints, related to plasma physics parameters,
will be discussed here, while others, more technically related, are the focus of
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the next chapter.
2.2. Similarity Scaling Laws
The application of similarity, and similarity scaling laws -is routinely used in
fields as hydraulics and aerodynamics to obtain from scaled models information
that is more generally applicable.
The central point of the method is that if certain dimensionless combinations
of parameters have the same value for the different members of a family of
devices, the phenomena will be governed by identical relations. The results of
an experiment on one member of the family, can then be related to results for
any other member.
Two methods can be applied to derive the dimensionless combinations that
govern a certain phenomenon.
The first method is to count the number of independent parameters and
the number or dimensions. The theorem of Buckingham t3] then argues that
the number of dimensionless parameters equals the number of independent
parameters, minus the number of dimensions. Once the number of dimensionjess
parameters is known it is easy to construct them. This i-st method to derive
the dimensionless parameters is applicable even if no ex:plicit knowledge is
available on the equations governing the phenomena, but requires some care
and proper judgment in the selection of the parameters. An excellent work on
d&mensional analysis, and its application to model experiments was written by
P.W. Bridgman [.
A second method to obtain the dimensionless parameters is available if we
know the underlying equations. By writing down the ecuations and investigating
under which transformations those equations are invariant one can identify
the dimensionless cormbnations that have to be constant in order for the
equations to model the same phenomena. This second method allows one to
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derive dimensionless parameters without having to know explicitly which are
dependent and which are independent variables.
We will now present a simple example from hydraulics to clarify both methods,
their advantages and limitations.
2.2.1. A Simple Example
Suppose a centrifugal pump needs to pump a certain volume of water. We want
to know what the power rating should be for the motor driving the pump. The
problem can be solved by building a model and measuring the power needed
to drive the model. How should we choose the parameters so that from the
power measured on the model, the power needed on the full scale pump can be
calculated.
To apply the first method we identify the independent parameters. They are
the type of fluid used (u and p), some linear dimension (D), the Bow to be
pumped (Q) and the rotational speed of the pump (w). For a given fluid, pump,
and rotational speed, we can still vary the flow rate by using a throttle valve.
Rather than using the flow to be pumped (Q) as an independent parameter, we
could use the pressure drop (hp) over the pump. But the pressure drop is not
an additional independent variable. Or instead of the rotational speed (W) one
could use (!p). A thought experiment however (what can we vary independently)
can convince us that for an incompressible fuid, there are only five independent
parameters. The five we have chosen have the following dimensions
kq
kg
[D] -mr
I Q ) = - -'
1
S
There are thus three dimensions (kg, m, s). The number of dimensionless
constants is 5 - 3 = 2. The construction of the dimensionless parameters is
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then simple. We take the general form
I = P* p- DNQbw
and request that TI be dimensionless, i.e. the total exponent for each dimension
must be zero. This results in three equations (one per dimension)
-- -4 = 0
-a +- 6 -- 0
We can solve this set of equations for $, y and e as a function of o and 6.
Two independent solutions of this set of equations are then found by choosing
c = -1, 6 = 1 and a = 0, 6 = 1. This results in the two independent
parameters
p QTI1 = -- = ReA.D
and
I2 =
wD3
Other choices for o and 6 would have been possible, but they would not affect
what follows. From similarity we know that if we build a model, and keep the
same value for those two dimensionless parameters as in the full scale model
we can calculate the power on the full scale machine from the Dower needed
to drive the mode!. Building a model to 1/5 scale, while using the same fuid
(water, same p and p) we need to set the Bow in the model (to keep nl constant)
to 1/5 the value we need in the large pump and the speed at 52 the rotational
speed of the large pump (to keep T12 constant).
If we had chosen the pressure drop (Ap) rathe: than the rotational speed (w) as
an independent parameter, then the dimensionless parameter
ApD'
pQ
would be used instead of Fl2-
The way to calculate the power P needed for the full scale machine from the
experiment is based on the fact that, if normalized (made dimensionless) the
value of the dependent parameters too is identical in both machines. Thus
, is identical in both machines, so that the full scale machine will need
1/5 the power the model needed. Note that parameter scans (how for example
the power varies when varying the flow) can be made on the scaled model, the
functional dependence
P Q
w2pQD 2  F(Re, wD3
being independent of the scale of the machine.
Let us now solve the same problem by using the second method. The equations
governing the phenomena are the Navier-Stokes equation, and the continuity
equation. For steady state ( 0), and incompressible fiids (p = constant)
those equations are
pU -'7T) = --Up -- V
S- 0
We can now rind the independent linear transformation p kpp, D -+ kDD,
-> kju, .F- k7 P, p kpp, g - kyp, that keep the equations invariant. By
substituting those transformations into the equations and requesting that the
eouations do not change we obtain
k k kP kIkv
kD kD k2
This can also be written as
kekt kyk,
kP ~ kP
k kk
kD
- kP kP kv
ko k2kD D
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and thus three dimensionless parameters can be constructed.
1711 =pvD
p
Pv 2
FD
pD
The Navier-Stokes equation, using those dimensionless parameters, can be written
in dimensionless form, and result in a relationship between the dimensionless
parameters. Two of them can thus be taken as independent (for example f1 i
and fl 2 i), the third one is then a dependent dimensionless parameter atT. There
are three independent transformations
kD - C
kg=
k, =a-I
kF 3
an d
kP = -2
and
k=
k=
kF = -
The power then transforms as (since P ~ D 3Fv)
P -+ a-ipP.
Taking a linear scale a = [ and the other scales 5 = y 1, we immediately
see that the power increases by a factor 5 in the model. It is easy to show that
the three dimensionless parameters are independent of the transformation.
p(-'-)V(Pa-1)D(a) pvD
FD
1 -
p('a -I)D(a) pD
The first two dimensionless parameters are related to the two independent
parameters we derived using the first method. Indeed, using Q ~ D 2 v, and
F ~ pw 2D we have
p Q0/=-- =ip D
21 (H2)2
The third dimensionless parameter also can be related to H3 , using Q D2 v,
we obtain
= pD pD 3  pD3
yv pD 2v Q=
Note that if we had not assumed p = constant, and taken the more
complete equation, we would have one more equation between the k's and
one less independent transformation. We could have constructed an additional
dimensionless parameter: the Mach number (ratio of fluid velocity to sound
velocity). This additional dimensionless parameter could also have been obtained
from the first method had we included the gas constant R and the temperature
of the fluid T-as indepcndent parameters. The total nrumber of independent
carameters would then have been 7 with 4 dimensions (kg,n,s,"C), giving
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indeed one additional dimensionless parameter. Neglecting the Mach number as
a dimensionless parameter that one has to keep constant, corresponds thus to
assuming the fluid to be incompressible.
With this simple example we have illustrated the two methods to obtain
dimensionless parameters. We will use both when we address the issue for plasma
physics. The first method is easiest to derive the dimensionless parameters, while
the second allows us to trace back what the underlying assumptions are if we
drop a given parameter.
2.2.2. Dimensionless Parameters for Plasma Physics
In this section we intend to derive the dimensionless parameters applicable to
plasma physics experiments.
B. Kadomtsev was the first to point to the possibility of applying dimensional
ana)ysis to tokamaks 15,. He proposed to use dimensional analysis to guide
the design of larger experiments by basing them on information developed on
smaller ones. While we would rather use it to identify the value needed for small
plasma physics experiments, from target values for a reactor (which we argue are
pretty well known) the methodology is basically the same. Kadomtsev applied it
specifically to tokamaks it is, however, applicable to other confinement schemes.
First, as for any scaling experiment, the geometry must be to scale. For plasma
physics experiments this means essentially the magnetic geometry.
For a tokamak type machine it requires the aspect ratio { and the profile of
the rotational transform q(r) = to be the same. Note that for a family of
geometrically similar devices we have still two degrees of freedom left namely a
geometrical length (say R or a) and a value for the magnetic field (B).
Strict similarity of geometry for stellarators requires, in addition to aspect ratio
and a profile, the same number of periods (I and m number of the windings),
and the same winding law of the helical windings. That for example the winding
,aw can have an influence on the transIort of the particles because of its impact
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on the location of the ripple and the superbanana losses was clearly pointed out
in a numerical study done by Mynick 16]. But even in the case of stellarators a
family of geometrically similar machines has two and only two free parameters,
a geometrical length and the magnitude of the magnetic field.
It is not possible to go here in detail on the inBuence the geometry can have
on plasma physics quantities, for all possible concepts and geometries. The
differences due to the geometry, thus from one family of devices to another,
is a separate issue. While it is very important (the limit in a tokamak for
example may -be linked to the aspect ratio) it is not addressed here. It is rather
our aim here to show that experiments on one (small) member of the family may
yield information on many similar devices, and thus test certain theories (for
example precisely this link between aspect ratio and 0 limit). We will address
the influence of the geometry on the plasma physics parameters specifically
for one device, the helical axis stellarator in chapter 4. There the number of
parameters defining this particular geometry will be identifed, their influence on
the magnetic geometry pinpointed and theories relating this magnetic geometry
to limits on plasma physics parameters reviewed.
We take here the general approach that, for a given geometry there are two free
parameters, a dimension 6 and a magnetic field B, characterizing a member of
the family of similar devices. In addition to those two parameters (a and B)
there are a number of parameters related to the plasma.
Let us assume a pure, fully ionized single ion species plasma at rest and in steady
state, with walls infinitely far away. Assumption of a pure single ion species
plasma implies the presence only of electrons and single ion species ions with the
exclusion of any other component. Assumption of a fully ionized plasma rules
out the presence of neutrals, and any quantum effects related to ionization and
radiation. Assuming the plasma to be at rest rules out macroscopic motions.
Assumption of steady state rules out the dependence on initial parameters. We
have then only electrons and ions, whose motion is governed by classical laws
of motions and by the Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic field. We
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will of course not try to model the behavior of each electron and ion separately,
but are interested in the overall behavior. This can be thought of as taking
the average as usual in plasma kinetic theory. It is further assumed that each
particle distribution function can be, for the given geometry, completely defined
by a single independent parameter, the temperature. Possible loss cones are
identical for devices with similar geometry. The independent parameters are
then n, and n% the electron and ion density, T, and Ti the electron and ion
temperature (in units of energy), e and Ze the electron and ion charge, m and
M the mass of the electron and ion, cc and jp the permitivity and permeability
of free space.
The inclusion of s, yu may seem strange at £rst. A simple reason is that, if we
do not include them, we could not make some combination of the parameters
dimensionless. A more complete justincation, with numerous examples, is given
in the work by P.W. Bridgrnan 141, mentioned earlier. He shows there in
general that, when listing the parameters, one has to include what he calls the
dimensional constants of proportionality corresponding to the variables used.
Note that we did not include k, the Boltzman constant, since we measure the
temperature in energy. That we obtain the correct number of dimensionless
parameters this way can be confirmed by taking the equations governing the
phenomena (the Boltzman equation and Maxwell's equations) and applying the
second method. This is shown in Appendix G, where we also address the special
case of externally imposed currents, as in tokamaks.
From those twelve quantities with four basic dimensions (kg, M, A, s) we can
construct eight dimensionless parameters. They are
1. v the collisionality, denned as the ratio between a connection length and the
electron rmean free path. Its speciflc definition can take on different forms, and
even be normalized so as to obtain a specifc value. It is standard for example
to dcfine the coliisionality 1'- in tokamaks su.ch that v- = 1 at the transition
between plateau and banana regime for neoclassical diffusion. The definition in
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this case becomes
qR 1
( Te'rc ) 3/2
4 e qR
3 (47re) 2  C3/2 T 2
with
T
2. - the ratio larmor radius to the size of the machine. Except for an electron
temperature much higher than the ion temperature the ion larmor radius is
much larger than the electron larmor radius. It is also more relevant to take the
larmor radius in the poloidal feld rather than in the toroidal feld because of
toroidal effects [7). Thus
K =6 - =
a. eB
3. the ratio of plasma pressure (taking into account electrons and ions) to
magnetic pressure. It is given by
n (Te T)
B2/2p4
4. N, the number of particles per Debye sphere. This fourth parameter takes
the form
/477 3 4  /2
Ay -n(AD)~ =3 2 1/2
5,6. Two parameters related to the choice of the ion species, namely Z and g.
Choosing hydrogen (or deuterium) fxes those parameters.
7,8. The last two parameters are 7 and 7. The ratio is always very close
to 1, even for plasmas where charge neutrality is slightly violated. The ratio T
will be close to 1 for reactors as presently envsaged, it should thus also be close
to 1 for any experiment.
This in fact leaves us with four dimensionless parameters. Since we have only
four degrees of freedom (size, nagnetic 1eld, plasma density and temperature),
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we have no freedom left in making a scaled experiment. The machine is then
completely defined by choosing p, z/, K, and Nx. Indeed as
nT
B 2
na
T2
K T
aB
T3
n
This can be written as
S~-~K -6 3 N~S
T - P~2K~2 N~2
a - v3K 2 -1 N 4
B ~ v~1 K 4 3 / 2N-5
Which is another way of saying that by choosing v, K, f, N, for a given
geometry the parameters of the machine are completely defined.
It is interesting to note that the product
aB - i/-1K-201/2.N~'
is a more sluggish function of the dimensionless parameters than n, T, a or B
separately and is thus useful to classify a large range of different machines. The
stored energy, proportional to c 3B 2, falls too into this category.
aB 2 ~ vK 2! 2
Any parameter is a function of those four dimensionless parameters only. For
examnle, the onergy confinement time 7, v;ritten in dimensionless form is, for a
given geometry, function only of , 1, K, N
=F.(, vK, N)
Ma
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Similarly the power needed for maintaining a plasma at a certain temperature,
if expressed in dimensionless form, is a function only of fi, v, K, N.
= F2(P,v, K, N)
nTc
The functions F are unknown, and, if we have to keep all foux parameters in
the same range as for a reactor we have no degree of freedom left and are
thus unable to identify the function on a scaled version. By making appropriate
assumptions, and disregarding one or more of the dimensionless parameters, it
is possible to obtain information on the function. by making experiments on a
scaled model. In the next section we will describe the assumptions that go into
this and show how a scaled experiment can yield relevant information on reactor
relevant plasmas.
2.3. Increasing the degrees of freedom by not keeping constant one or more of
the dimensionless parameters
By not keeping constant one or more of the dimensionless parameters it is
possible to gain more freedom in designing a scaled experiment. Connor and
Taylor, [8-10) have derived the dimensionless parameters using the second
method described earlier. They have used for the plasma several different sets of
ecuations (ranging from the Boltzman equations with Maxwells equations to a
resistive MHD model) and derived for each set the dimensionless parameters. The
diferent set of equations result in diferent numbers of dimensionless parameters.
It is thus possible, when we neglect to keep constant one or more of the four
dimensionless parameters derived earlier, to trace back what the underlying
model is and thus what additional assumptions have to be made.
Keeping all four dimensionless parameters corresponds to a plasma governed by
the Boltzman, equation and the four Maxwell equations (and assuming T= Ti).
In this model electric fieids and magnetic fields are self-consistent solutions of
the equations. Collisions, as well as effects due to the finite larmor radius of the
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particles, are taken into account. As mentioned earlier, this leaves us no degree
of freedom to make a scaled experiment.
Let us now look at the possibility of not keeping constant some parameters. We
will investigate how it increases our freedom in making scaled models, but also
investigate what additional assumptions are necessary and what the resulting
constraints are.
2.3.1. Dropping Nx
If we choose not to keep NX the number of particles per Debye sphere constant,
we have one degree of freedom for which we can take B. This gives us a scaling
as
a ~- B~4 1 5
n 38/5
T ~B2/s
This means that if we want to decrease the size with respect to a reactor, we
have to increase the magnetic Eeld, increase the density and temperature.
Let us show how a scaled model could give information on how the power
needed to heat a reactorscale plasma varies with n or T. Take as typical value
for a reactor a = 1.5m, B = 5T and assume we want to identify the variation
of the power needed as a function of density and temperature in the range
10 1 9rm 3 < n < 2007-- and 1keV < T < 10keV. If we build a model of
the reactor with B = 14T we would need a = 1.5m X = 0.65m
The range variation for n would change from 10 1 m~~ 3 < n < 10 2 0m- 3 to
5.2 X 10Om- 3 < r, < 5.2 X 1020m~. The temperature would have to be
scaled from 1keV < T < 10keV to 1.5keV < T7 < 15keV. In the model the
power needed for the reactor could be scaled from the power needed on the
model by
P nTc3B B 3/
r~T~a~B ~0.52
Note that the .model would need almost twice the power the full scale system
neecs. This simple example shows Erst that if we only drop one parameter thus
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Figure 2.1 Nx, Number of particles per Debye sphere as a function of
temperature and density.
little freedom is gained. We will later investigate how we can gain more freedom
by dropping a second dimensionless parameter.
What are the underlying assumptions if we drop NX as parameter, and what
are the resulting constraints ? By using the second method it can be shown
I8-10) that we only obtain three parameters p, V, (thus we can neglect
keeping Nx constant), if we start from a set of equations including the Boltzman
ecuations and the Maxwell equations, but where the additional assumption of
charge neutrality is made. Droppirg N, thus corresponds to neglecting effects
associated with electrical fields set up by the plasma. We have now to look
at the conditions under which we can indeed make this assumption and thus
neglect keeping N, constant.
We have
471 / , --1/23 , = = 1.73 X 10'
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This number is large for a reactor, and thus should be large for any relevant
experiment, even if we do not keep it constant.
Within what range can we change NX without too much affecting the processes
related to charge neutrality. For Debye shielding to be a valid concept there
must be sufiicient particles in the Debye sphere. A quantitative value can be
found by noting that the factor in A, in the formula for collision frequencies
gives the dominance of small angle collisions over large angle collisions. The
value of A is 9 times the number of particles per Debye sphere 111). Setting a
minimum of LuA = 10, so that small angle collisions are at least 10 times more
frequent than large angle dejections, we obtain N, > 2500. This result in a
limit in the n, T diagram shown in Figure 2.1.
In some cases it is not Nx itself on which there is a limit but rather some
combination of N>x with another dimensionless parameter. An example 112} was
given by loffe. In an -:nstabilised mirror, losses were reduced by a large factor
when the Debye sphere of the ions was comparable to the size of the machine.
This is a completely different, and for a reactor, irrelevant regime. If the Debye
sphere is larger than the size of the machine, the particles behave as independent
single particles and collective effects are suppressed. In general we need thus
S< 1with
TX 10/2 
-T2f ' T
x =7.45 X 10 7  ) -- ~ -I -
we have
1
a LlNX
Thus we will have some limit on the product of v and Nx. For a particular
choice of zv it would translate into a minimum value for NX. Alternatively we
can put the rcquircment E- < 1 with a as parameter in the n, T diagram.
745 X 10~n <I
c 1020 o
As ca-n be seen from- Ficgure 2.2 this recuirement ;s not vcry stringent.
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Figure 2.2 Limits corresponding to Ao < a and e > 1
Experiments on mu]tipoles, at very low density and temperature have shown that
under some conditions transport can be completely dominated by convective
diffusion [13-15). Similar connective cells were'found in low denlsity stellarators
[16, 17]. While viscosity damp the convective cells [16] and the shear may reduce
their size [181, reactor relevant regimes may still be inluenced by convective
cells. The important parameter is [15, 18)
2 ~2
+ 
- 2
Ci Ce
which for reactor regimes fulils E >> 1. This corresponds to a regime where at
least the ion larmor radius is larger than the radius of the Debye sphere. As for
large c, e ~ y k*, this can again be expressed as some minimum value
for N\ for a particular choice of v and K. Eouivalently we can put some limits
on n, with B as parameter on the n, T diagram. The limit is then given by (Fig.
2.2)
n 2X10'
1020 B 2
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This limit has to be fulfilled if we want to investigate transport processes in the
plasma. To look at limits it may be of less importance. If, in addition to not
keeping N>X constant, we also drop a second dimensionless parameter it is clear
that the limits we have set for N will still be applicable.
2.3.2. Dropping N>X and #
Dropping a second dimensionless parameter gives us an second degree of freedom
for which we can take a. If we drop , the scaling becomes
T - a 2 3 2
Again applying this to our example, and scaling from a = .5m, B = 5T to
a = 0.15m and B = 14T we obtain that properties related to transport (if
dominated by collisional effects) would be similar in the scaled machine to the
properties of plasma in a reactor if the density in the scaled machine varies
as 6 X 101 7 m 3 < -, < 6 X 10"m- . The temperature range in the model
should be
80eV < T5 < 800eV
Of course limits related to # will be drastically different. Indeed, g would be a
factor a5B' lower in the scaled version compared to the reactor.
Dropping Nlx and # as dimensionless parameters corresponds to a plasma
described by the Boltzman equation, assuming charge neutrality and fixed
magnetic eld (the magnetic feld B is the imposed yacuum magnetic feld and
no longer self-consistently determined from Maxwell's equations). Under what
conditions is this justifed and what are the resulting constraints?
If one keeps z/, but does not keep ; constant, the emphasis is usually to look at
transport. However, there are strong indications that the g value may seriously
innuence transport. Because most toroidal systems rely on charge neutralisation
ty motion of the electrons along the field lines, transport may be affected if this
process becomes ineffective.
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According to [19] this happens when
(a)21 (Be 2
Thus when
#8 >1
Experimental evidence of the influence of #e on transport has been found
recently. While some experiments invoke a strong temperature dependence of
transport as the transport enhancing mechanism [20), others explain the effect
by MHD instabilities [21} or resistive ballooning modes [22, 23}. The point we
make here is that the value of 0 may den'nitely affect the transport mechanisms,
and that to obtain relevant information on transport it is important to measure
it at the appropriate 8 value.
2.3.3. Dropping N, and v
If we choose to keep g and K constant the scaling becomes
n ~ a-2
T ~ a2B 2
The emphasis would then be on an investigation of the 3 limits. Applying it again
to the previous example, we can ague that the properties related to # limits
are similar for a reactor at a = 1.5m and B = 5T as for a scaled experiment
at a = 0.15m and B = 24T, for densities 1 X 102 1 -r < ns < 1 X 102 2 m-3
and temperatures 80eV < T, < 800eV, if we wait to model the behavior
in a reactor for densities varying between 10 1 9 m- 3 < n < 10 20m-3 and
temperatures between IkeV < T < 10keV. The collisionality in this case scales
as a- 4B- and will go up drastically, in the scaled version.
Dropping v and N, corresponds to a plasma described by the Vlasov equation
(ccllision operator = 0), and assuming charge neutrality. The magnetic feld is
derived self-consistently from Maxwells equations. It seems that 0 limits are
little influenced by v. While it may only seem so because f6 limits are often
investigated theoretically using ideal MHD models that do not allow explicit
inclusion of collisionality, there has been little experimental evidence that #
limits may be influenced by the collisionality. Non ideal MHD modes would be
different in the full scale machine and in the model if the collisionality is not
kept constant between both.
2.34. Dropping NAX and 9
A third possibility to obtain two degrees of freedom is by keeping # and v
constant, while neglecting the influence of ! and N,. The scaling then is
n - a~ 1 /34/3
T ~ a1 /3B2/3
For the same example we obtain
8.5 X 10"m-- < n, < 8.5 X 102m-3
and
0.9keV < Ts < 9keV
There is however no theoretical justi5cation (based on the equation modeling
the phenomena) to keep those two variables constant and neglecting the others.
The closest one can get is the resistive MHD model whose equation under
transformation are invariant if # and K'v is kept constant. This would be
another possible choice. The scaling of n and T would then be T a- 1 2
n ~ B 2 1/2
If we attempt to keep , and v constant at the same time, we may model
transport more appropriately than by keeping i/ and [ constant, because as
we havje seen, there are strong indications that , does infuence the transport.
Under what conditions can we neglect the efect of f ? In a reactorscale plasma
is a small value. An upper limit on i for experiments is usually set by the
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heating method used. If the magnetic field is too low, i may become so large
for energetic particles that a large fraction of the injected power is lost. The
value of ( should also be such that stabilizing influence due to finite larmor
radius effects are present in the model to the same extent as they are in the
full scale version. This depends very much on the magnetic geometry and the
important parameter in this respect would be the ratio of p to the scale length
for gradients (which may be much smaller than a , and independent of the size
of the machine). Scaling with { can be easily performed by varying a and B on
a given machine, so that indications of the influence of this parameter could be
gathered separately.
In this section, we have shown how we can increase our degrees of freedom by
dropping one or more of the dimensionless parameters. We have also identified
the constraints resulting from this first step. We have delineated the area in
parameter space within which N>, can be dropped as a parameter. In order to
test scaling, we could drop v as a second parameter. For transport tests,
dropping # may not be the appropriate choice. It is more justifiable to keep V
and # and drop i as a second parameter.
Let us now discuss what constraints can arise from the second step : effects that
were not included in similarity considerations : the neutrals and impurities.
2.4. Ef'ects not included in the Similarity Scaling Laws
A widely accepted view is that the minimum size of an experiment is set by
the requirement that a plasma be not dominated by plasma wall interaction.
We want to investigate here in more detail whether those effects indeed set a
minimum size.
Presence of neutrals and impurities in the plasma are interconnected because,
at least for present machines, the mechanism of refueling, namely recycling at
the wall/limiter involves interaction with wall/limiter just as much as impurity
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production does. For the discussion we will try to separate both effects and
rely on theoretical and experimental results to see what the constraints are. For
both the neutrals and the impurities we will discuss their source (how they get
into the plasma), what an acceptable level is (when can we neglect their effect
on similarity scaling laws) and discuss some experimental results to find any
additional constraints.
2.4.1. Neutrals
One of the mechanisms by which the idealized plasma we have used in our
similarity scaling differs from a real plasma is-by the presence of neutrals.
The presence of neutrals in the plasma is a well known subject and we can
rely on theoretical results to calculate their level. First the mechanism for the
presence of neutrals in the plasma are reviewed. We then investigate what level
is acceptable and constraints on temperature, density and size are derived to
fulfill those conditions. Finally we discuss some experimental results related to
recycling and refueling.
2.4.1.1. Source of Neutrals in the Plasma
In this section we will first calculate the level of neutrals in a plasma in complete
thermodynamic equilibrium. We will then calculate this level for a plasma in
coronal equilibrium. Next we will consider the penetration of neutrals from the
edge, and finally the need for refueling.
Even in a plasma of infinite extent, and in thermal equilibrium, neutrals are
present. This level can be derived from methods of statistical mechanics. The
degree of ionization in a gas in thermal equilibrium can be calculated to be [24)
r 2mT 2 mT 3/2 mT -3/2 _,
7- M. T 2 ( -rneT)3 / 2(2%mlnT ( Tli2
or
ri 3 X 0 T3/
na na e
This ir- the well known Saha eq-uption and is shown 1r, Fig. 2.3.
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However a laboratory plasma is not in thermal equilibrium, its dimensions
being too small for equilibrium with the radiation fields. In coronal equilibrium,
the neutral density is a result of a balance between radiative recombination
of electrons and ions, and ionization by electron and ion impact. The level
of neutrals can be calculated from the steady state solution of the equations
provided by Johnson and Hinnov [25), using their tabulafted value of effective
rate coeffcients for ionization and recombination, and energy levels given by
[26]. We will use here a simpler method and assume, as Goldston did [27) that
the scale length for diffusion of the recombined neutrals is short under the
conditions when w e are led to consider recombination.
The local equilibrium density is then given as (we use rec as an index for
recombination, iii for ion impact ionization, eii for electron impact ionization)
nnrn < Cv >ec
rn, < aV >, +iIni < UV >i
For < cv >, we can use, if T, <; 400eV the formula given by 128)
1.27 X 1-m
< V >-rec= (2.1)
1276C+ 0.5
and for T, > 400eV, an analytical fit to their calculation
< aV >rec= 10 -20 ) (2.2)
85c s
The values from < av >,,, and < cv >;. vwere calculated from formulas given
in [29). In Fig. 2.4 the values of < cv > are plotted for different processes.
Calculating now we obtain
n_ < V >rec
n' < CrV >ei + < CrV >
This is function of temperature only and plotted in Fig. 2.5.
Combining Fig. 2.3. (Saha) and Fig. 2.5. (Coronal) we can plot Fig. 2.6., giving
the minimum level (ncglecting transport and boundaries) of neutrals in a plasma,
as a function of tcmrpcrature and density.
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Figure 2.3 Neutral density from Saba equilibrium
There is how.ever an additional mechanism for the presence of neutrals in the
pDlasma name))y tLheir penetratioM, from the ed-e. HEgh levels of neutrals at the
edg-e arise from several factors : the need to re-lue! the plasma, neutralisation
of ions at the wall or simply because of the higher recombination rate at lower
uemperature.
Various authors have made extensive calculations of peniet rat jon depth neutrals
into the plasma, either an alyti cally 130-34) or numerically 135-371. Numerical
m ethods are based on Mionte-Carlo alg orithms or on neutron transport codes
381. For F- sufficient large plasma size and densty he level o etasa h
cen Ler is no longer influenced by- the neujtrals from the edge, the minimum then
being the level calculated earlier (recombination). The penetration from neutrals
from the edge, under the assuMption Xm,c < Xmynf where
Xr~pC = (2.3)
ni < Cu >
's 'he mean free path for charge chc'an-e and
< V = (2.4)f r. < c v >i +n, < cv >i
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Figure 2.4 Cross section for charge exchange, electron and ion impact onization
and recombination for hydrogen
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Figure 2.6 Neutral density as a function of density and temperature from
coronal and Saha equilibrium. Note that the effect of the Saha equation only
appears at very high density
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is the mean free path for impact ionization, can be treated as a diffusive process,
governed by the equation [273
Xmfpcz n 25
72n =0 (2.5)
3 mfpii
Taking a simple exponential variation for the density nn = e-2/L (in slab
geometry) we obtain that the thickness of the layer influenced by the neutral
density at the edge is given by [27]
L = PC:XMf ij' 2  (2.6)
3
If the size of the plasma (minor radius a) is smaller than this scale neutrals
will Denetrate to the center. For L < a one can assume the minimum level of
neutrals at the center to be set by recombination.
To calculate the level of neutrals at the center, in the cases where a < L
we could use the numerical codes mentioned earlier. Their accuracy however is
somewhat artincial. They are mostly used to interpret the measurements of the
charge exchange flux. The neutral density at the edge is then not more than
a parameter used to match the measured curve of charge exchange measured
with the theoretical curve. Measurements of the neutral density at the edge is
di1icult and seldom performed.
That the accuracy may be somewhat artificial is further highlighted by the fact
that for machines where the central density is set by recombination (and thus
the "free" parameter at the edge is no longer useful), the codes are often not
able to match the measured charge exchange flux. To calculate the level of
neutrals at the center we will use a simple analytical formula. With the scale
length L given in ecuation (2.6) we obtain the level at the center from a simple
exponential decay [27)
n,(o)= nfr()et (2.7)
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To calculate L we have used the cross sections as given in Figure 2.3 and equations
(2.1) and (2.2). An even simpler analytical formula, which immediately identifies
the importance of the product na is given by Gordeev 128]
n() n(1.23 6 X 10 1 8 na
We have however chosen to take the value defined by equation (2.7). Using this
formula it is straightforward to calculate the neutral density in the plasma, from
the neutral density at the edge. Let us assume first that the particle confinement
time is infinite, so that there is no need for the presence of neutrals at the edge
of the plasma for refueling. Neutrals will then still be present there because of
the higher recombination rate at lower temperature. Those edge neutrals will
penetrate into the plasma through successive charge exchange, giving a level at
the center, depending on size, density and temperature.
Let us take the neutral density at the edge to be the one arising from
recombination assuming the plasma density at the edge to be 1/10 the plasma
density at the center and the edge temperature to be 3eV. The result for the
neutral density is then shown for a = 0.2m in Fig. 2.7 . Higher values of neutral
density at the edge and thus at the center could result from the need to refuel
the plasma.
We can estimate the impact of the need to refuel the plasma by the following
simple model from Podesta and Engclmann [39) . Taking Fi to be the flux of
ions leaving the plasma, Fh the fiux of hot neutral particles leaving and F, the
nux of returning cold neutral particles, we can write down, for steady state, a
balance of particle fux at the edge (see Figure 2.8)
F,+Fh -F
as each particle lost. (be it ion or fast neutrals) needs to be replaced by a cold
neutral.
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Figure 2.8 Simple model to calculate the influence of cold neutrals 139). Fj is
the fux of ions leaving the plasma, F , the Bux of fast hot neutral particles,
and r the fux of cold neutral particles. In B, a fraction Fj of the cold neutral
particles undergo ionization, while in A, a fraction of the ions undergo charge
excnange with the fraction F12 of the cold particles.
Of the incoming cold neutrals a fraction Fcj will be ionized, while a fraction F,2
will undergo charge exchange with ions.
< Cv > t
-Fc1 = F -< Uv >e + < v >
= < cv > Fe
< Cv > + < v>
The process of charge exchange of the cold neutrals F,2 with the ions in A, does
not change the number of ions so that Fi = F. The number of hot neutrals
corresponds to the number of cold neutrals that undergo charge exchange, giving
R = F, 2 . From those couations we can calculate
< Cv >c
The connnement time for charged particle is proportional to , ano the "energy
confinement time due to charge exchange is proportional to
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We obtain for their ratio
__X < U) >-
7P < CV > C.
which is given in Fig. 2.9 as a function of the temperature. The inverse of this
value can be considered as an enhancement factor that increases the energy
losses due to particle loss.
The particle confinement time must be, for temperature between 30eV and
10 4eV, at least an order of magnitude larger than the energy confinement time,
for us to be able to neglect charge exchange losses. The density of cold neutrals
can then be estimated from
1 1
r =< CCZV > 7C= < aiiv > 7P
The values of r, for which this yields a level of neutral density higher than our
previously calculated values are shown in Fig. 2.10 for a = 0.2m.
In this section we have calculated the minimum level of neutrals resulting from
Saha equation and coronal equilibrium. We have also shown how the level of
neutrals can be higher than this minimum level in cases where a < L. The level
of neutrals at the center will then be influenced by the neutral density at the
edge. For this neutral density at the edge we have taken the level corresponding
to the equilibrium recombination density for a temperature of 3eV and a plasma
density 1/10 the central plasma density. The level of neutrals is then shown for
a = 0.2m as an example, in Figure 2.7. Even higher levels may result from the
need to refuel the plasma.
2.4.1.2. Acceptable level
Setting an acceptable level of neutrals in the plasma for an experiment is a
complicated question. The fnal con~guration of the reactor with respect to
fueling, presence of limiter or divertor, cold plasma blanket, neutral density at
tne edge, 1rst wall design etc.. is not yet known. Thus we can not turn to a
reactor design .and deduce from it the level we could accept for an experiment,
as we could do for values of 0, 1, K, N>x. One point that can be derived in
ex
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Figure 2.20 Values of 7 the particle corninerment time below which the need
for refueling becomes an important effect for the level of neutrals in the plasma
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Figure 2.11 Constraint on na for a > L as a function of temperature.
this way is that a reactor plasma is impermeable (in terms of L < a ) to the
neutrals from the edge. The neutral density at the center is thus set by radiative
recombination.
If we view a reactor plasma as a core where neutrals do not play a significant
role, an intermediate region (of size L) where the presence of neutrals may be
an important effect and a scrape-off layer, and if we set the conditions that
an experirient should model appropriately the different layers then we have
the stringent condition that a minimum size on an experimental plasma is set
by a > L . This rather stringent constraint can be translated in terms of a
minimum a ;alue as a function of temperature and is shown in Figure 2.11.
It could be added, with a as a parameter to our previous constraints. For
temperature between 30eV and 10keV a good analytical fit is given by
nra = 1.6 X 10 17 -2
One also sees that below about 30eV the nc limit again increases drastically, so
tfat or an expcriment there is little reason to work below 30eV.
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One of the design constraints used for ASDEX-U 1401 was very precisely
this condition. This impermeability constraint is rather well defined and
experimentally proven [41).
Is it still possible to perform meaningful experiments in plasmas that do not
fulfill this condition ? In order to answer this question we will have to look at
the influence neutrals can have on an experiment, and obtain from this, limits
on their levels so that their infuence is minimized. The rest of this section looks
specifically at plasmas in which the impermeability condition is not fulfilled.
Lehnert [42, 43] argues that for a plasma in the permeable regime, but approaching
the critical limit above which it would become impermeable undergoes marked
changes in pressure and density gradients. Those gradients would favor the
development of ballooning instabilities, which would enhance transport and put
an artificial limit of f, = 1. This ballooning instability limit would not occur for
imp ermeable plasmas because of the much flatter density profile. Experimental
evidence is scant. Alcator A and C have operated from the permeable into the
impermeable regime without effect (except for the large decrease of neutral flux
coming from the center [41) ) but then again 0 is rather low in the machine.
A sharp transition with improvement in energy confinement and Battening of
the density profile has been observed in the so-called H-discharges of Asdex.
This transition is accompanied with marked changes in the scrape-off layer and
neutral density at the edge and neutral density in the divertor region. This
seems to indicate that effect due to neutrals may indeed infuence a discharge. If
it were to be confirmed that such an important effect'were due to the mechanism
proposed by Lehnert, then indeed any future experiment related to # limits and
transport near those limits should de'nitely be performed in the impermeable
regime.
Transport of particles and energy can be a5ected by neutrals in multiple ways,
n addition the possible effects related to limits.
Neutrals can have a large impact on energy losses through charge exchange
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losses. We have already shown that the particle confinement time must be much
larger than the energy confinement time in order to be able to neglect losses due
to charge exchange. It is in principle possible to take these losses into account
by including the presence of neutrals when analyzing transport losses with a
computer code. This is however onien difficult to implement because the losses
due to the cold neutrals depends very much on the edge neutral density and
edge plasma temperature, neither of which are well known 144). For a permeable
plasma the best of all possible worlds with respect to levels of neutrals is when
we have perfectly absorbing walls and a perfect vacuum at the edge. But then
of course, unless the particle confinement time is infLnite, the plasma density
will decay and no steady state can be achieved. One could envisage using pellet
refueling at the center to maintain the density even with a vacuum at the edge.
Another effect of neutrals is that they can enhance losses by radiation from
imp urities [45-47]. By charge exchange between neutrals and impurities the
charge state of the impurities is lowered resulting in increased radiation losses.
This is especially true in the case of high power neutral beam heating, but recent
calculations have also stressed the importance of this effect for regular discharges
[48]. Comparison of the rate coeicients for charge exchange recombination of
ionized impurities with the ionization rates of those impurities can give values
of the ratio of neutral density to plasma density above which this process can
have an in5uence. Figure 2.12 shows the dependence of radiated power on the
ratio of neutrals to plasma density and the temperature [49). The acceptable
infuence of neutrals in this case would depend on the impurity level, and the
power available.
High neutral levels in the center of the plasma should also be avoided because
charge exchange with energetic ions provide a source of hot neutrals which
bombard the wall. Those can eventually produce sputtering and cause impurities
to come into the plasma [50).
In addition to alectiing transport by the mechanism of charge exchange and
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Figure 2.12 Enhanced radiation due to the reduced ionization degree of the
impurities 49).
enhanced radiation losses, the presence of neutrals can also infuence transport
directly if their density is so high that particles collide more oltin with neutrals
than with the charged particles.
To calculate the collision time of electron with neutrals we only include electron
impact ionjzation [29] . In fact, below about 3eV elastic scattering [51, 52)
starts to dominate. The ratio of neutral density to plasma density for which the
electron-ion collision time rj equals a fraction f of the electron-neutral collision
time , is shown in Figure 2.13. Similarly we can calculate the ion-neutral
collision time and compare it to the ion-ion collision time. To calculate the
ion-neutral collision time we have included charge exchange and ion impact
ionization. The elastic collision cross section for protons with atomic hydrogen
are much smaller [531, than the charge exchange cross section [29]. At high
temperature (> 10keV) ion impact ionization dominates. Figure 2.13 shows the
ratio of neutral density to plasma density for which ri = f. Using the more
stringent of the two conditions, and f = 0.1 we have delineated in Figure 2.14
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the acceptable parameter space in the assumption that the only neutrals are
those arising from recombination at the edge.
In this section we have shown that for the plasma to be impermeable to neutrals
from the edge, there is a rather strict condition on the product of density
and size. In the case of permeable plasmas we have to take multiple effects
into account. Neutrals can have effects on 0 limits through influencing density
profiles and will increase losses through charge exchange and enhanced radiation
of impurities. Those effects could in principle be taken into account in large
computer codes. In terms of applicability of similarity scaling we can request
that the plasma behavior should not be dominated by collisions with neutral
particles, this sets a maximum operating temperature.
2.4.1.3. Recycling and refueling
It is clear that in the regime of permeable plasma recycling and refueling at
the wall are important effects. Some experimental results are reviewed here in
order to investigate how this efect could be minimized. We also present a model
that can explain some of the seemingly different behaviors between different
machines and provides a helpful qualitative guide to minimize effects of the
plasma wall interaction. -
Several experiments have con.Ermed that recycling is the major way by which the
plasma density is maintained. Hydrogen ions and neutrals that strike the walls
are reflected or detrap absorbed hydrogen atoms. An ecuilibrium is attained
where vhe number of particles gained is equal to the number of particles lost.
Isotopic exchange experiments [54) in Dite, show that after numerous discharges
in hydrogen, and a switch to D as filling gas, H is still present in the plasma
in the 5rst few discharges. While this recycling mechanism is useful in that
the density is maintained, without the need of a large neutral density at the
plasma edge, it has the disadvantage that controiiing the density in the plasma
is less easy. One could comnpare the situation with the method that was used
to provide the ecuilibriuM of the plasma in the early days of the tokamak. The
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Figure 2.14 Limits in n, T diagram in relationship to collisions with neutrals
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copper shell provided automatically equilibrium, but it was not until feedback
methods were developed that the plasma could be better controlled.
An extremely enlightening series of experiments was performed on T-3 in 1971
[55]. Some conclusions are still valid, while reinterpreting a number of findings
in view of recent information provides a better understanding. T-3 is particular
[56) in that the chamber can be heated to 500 - 600*C. At this temperature
all H is thermally desorbed [57). Thus it can be assumed that no H is present
on the walls of T-3. Another particular feature is the rather large plasma-wall
distance because the radius of the limiter is comparatively small compared to
the minor radius of the chamber. The series of experiments involved monitoring
the HA radiation at several locations, corresponding to ionization near the wall,
near the limiter and near a pulsed gas injection port. Their conclusion, with
respect to recycling is that the Bow of neutrals from the limiter is approximately
10 to 20% of the total Bow, and is proportional to the density of the plasma. An
experiment using He injection confirmed that this fow from the limiter is due
to neutralisation of the hydrogen ions reaching the limiter and desorption of
the atoms formed and not of desorption by ion bombardment of H that would
be present in the limiter. The remainder of the flow comes from the liner and
consists of two parts. One part, dependent on the pressure of the working gas
admitted to the chamber prior to the discharge, and only slightly dependent on
the plasma'-parameters. A second part is associated with bombardment of the
walls by plasma present in the shadow of the limiter. Distance between column
boundary and wall changes the repartition of the flow.
Experiments on the effect of plasma wall distance have been performed on
TFR [581. In spite of increasing quantities of gas injected, the density decreased
for increasing plasma wall distance from 7.4 X 10~ 1 9 m 3 for a = 19cm to
4.8 X 10-1M3 for a = 12.5cm (radius wall r.. = 21.5cm ), confirming the role
played by the wall in terms of recycling.
Experimerts on other machines (TFR, Dite, Alcator) have shown similar or
dinerent behavior. Models have been set up based on one reservoir of particles
f~p
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Figure 2.15 Two reservoirs model
in the wall, with fuxes of ions, hot or cold neutrals [59. 60). One model has
even be extended to include limiter interaction, a plasma transport model to
calculate the fuxes and a wall diffusion model [60).
Those models are useful when trying to obtain the evolution oX the density
under particular conditions. Numerous constants within equations have to be
estimated for the specific machine. It is then possible to get agreement between
the model and the results. Our purpose here is to try to End the major factors
afecting recycling and refueling and End the optimum conditions in terms of
plasma behavior.
We have devised a simple model that explains qualitatively the behavior of
wall interaction and especially the variation from one machine to another. We
assume that there are in the wall two reservoirs of particles Si and S 2, that
behave differently under diFerent conditions, see Figure 2.15. Attention was
drawn to fast processes in addition to slow processes by [61], the presence of two
reservoirs is further confirmed by thermal desorption experiments conducted by
Wilson [62) and by isotope exchange experiments by Blewer [63].
n.y
Assume the first "fast" reservoir Si to be filled by interaction with the plasma
fi, while it can be emptied along three paths. One is a flux fo proportional
to fa, when S1 is full, the second path is thermal desorption, the third is
by "slow" transfer to S2 . The second reservoir S2, is filled from reservoir S
and by more energetic ion and neutrals coming from the plasma. It desorbs
by thermal effects. This model can be used both for the wall and the limiter.
Different materials, at different temperature will behave differently, and this can
be explained in terms of relative size of the reservoirs S1 and S2, and of the size
of the fluxes f.
The relative contribution of limiter and wall is very much afected by the
distance between plasma and wall. Other factors that afect recycling and vary
from one machine to another are the choice of material for limiter and wall and
prior conditioning of the wall, the number of limiters, and the temperature of
the wall.
Recycling on the wall being due in part to the plasma in the shadow of the
limiter, it will be afected by the number of limiters and errors in the magnetic
5eld [643 If ield lines do not stay at a constant distance from the wall, a field
line which is just not intercepted by a limiter may carry plasma along field lines
cuite far into the shadow of the limiter, and thus provide a mechanism for a
high density plasma near the wall.
The usual choice for a wall has been stainless steel. Other choices have been
cuartz, gold plated stainless steel, with platinum diffusion barrier (Ormak),
alumina (Petula), carbon (TM- G-Tokama]) and inconel (TFiR, Textor). Stainless
steel is the best documented. The saturation level of the surface increases with
increasing energy of the impinging ions [631 and depends on microdamage of the
steel [62). Larger Euxes are needed to saturate the steel at lower temperature [653.
At low temperature ion induced release is the mechanism that detraps hydrogen.
At room temperature, difFusion also plays a role.Total release cross sections at
room temperature and at 77K [661 are about the same which confirms a reduction
in the induced dctrapping cross section at higher temperature. Clausing also
[65) found that recycling at higher temperature is greatly enhanced by thermal
processes, while at 80K it is dominated by plasma induced processes.
Oxygen contamination of the surfaces was discussed in [61, 65). It increases
the amount of hydrogen retained on the surface and, while it does not affect
the rapid recycling rate, it does increase the amount and the speed with which
hydrogen is released over a longer time scale.
If we now translate this information into our model we have that at low
temperature the Bow f12 is shut off and only S1 takes part in the process. The
reservoir is large, which explains why the first Alcator discharges, without gas
puEing have a large density drop 167). It also explains why only a small number
of discharges are necessary in Alcator to observe a complete switch over of the
gas when performing on isotopic exchange experiments. While S is large at low
temperature, the change over is rapid and easy. At higher temperature the size
of S2 increases with respect to Sj, at the same time the Buxes f12 increases, as
well as fotl and fo:2. The smaller reservoir S, is filled more rapidly, giving a
lower density drop. For isotopic exchange experiments, when S2 starts coming
into play, more discharges are necessary to change the gas because the processes
are slower. The T-3 result can be understood in the following terms. Because
of the elevated wall temperatures there is good communication between Si and
S2, while the size of S2 is relatively large compared to S1. Ionization of the
filling gas and poor confinement in the initial stage of the discharges fills Si,
and spills over in S2. The first part of the flux identi-Bed in the experiment
is the flow f,:2, from S2 proportional to the pressure of the filling gas. The
second part, proportional to the plasma density is the flow f,;i which involves
S1. The model can also explain why, in experiments on ISX with neutral beam
heating, the density drops. This is because fluxes to the wall are more energetic
and thus penetrate to the reservoir S2, from which the release is slower. The
efect of oxygen on the walls at room temperature is to increase reservoir S2 and
increasing the fux A12. ]t is thus similar to operating at higher temperature. No
information is available on the infuence of oxygen on trapping and detrapping
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at low temperature but in terms of our model, results of Alcator seem to concur
with the assumption that at low temperature only one "fast" reservoir exists.
The use of Ti gettering is equivalent to having only a large and fast reservoir
S1 . It is this in this respect completely similar to working with walls at liquid
nitrogen temperature.
The two reservoir model can also be used on limiters. Because limiters operate
at high temperatures, communication between S, and S2 is very good. At high
temperature S2 is much larger than S1, so that a large fraction of neutrals
coming from the limiter come from $2. For a graphite limiter S2 is very large,
which explains the dif1 culty of rising the density even with large gas puffing
on Alcator C with a graphite limiter. It has even been shown [68) that even at
room temperature 100% trapping is observed for fluxes up to 10 1gatoms/cm 2 .
The existence of two reservoirs, and their diferent behavior, could possibly
be explained by the presence of two different mechanisms. The first reservoir
would be linked to physical trapping of the atoms, while the second may involve
chemical processes. The experimental results, together with the qualitative
model we have developed suggest that operation with walls at liquid nitrogen
temperature or with loaded titanium gettered walls result in rapid recycling of
large quantities ofH at the edge. This maintains the density of the plasma
without the need of large neutral density at the edge. The rapid recycling cools
the plasma edge, which is beneficial in terms of impurity production, but it also
has effects on temperature and density gradients.
2.4.2. Impurities
In this section we intend to discuss the influence of impurities on the use of
similarity scaling laws. We will follow the same pattern as for our discussion of
the neutrals, although with slightly dierent emphasis. First we will discuss how
impurities can get into the plasma. Contrary to the case of neutrals we can not
calculate from theoretical grounds what their density is. We will therefore have
to rely on the third part where we review some experimental results to obtain
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more information. In the second part we discuss, as we did for neutrals, what
an acceptable level is of impurities in order to be able to use similarity scaling
laws.
2.4.2.1. Source of Impurities
In most cases impurities arise from the presence of a wall, and a limiter. Arcing,
sputtering by ions and hot neutrals, evaporation are all possible mechanisms for
dislodging some of the wall material or limiter, or of impurities absorbed on the
wall/limiter. Distinguishing between interaction with wall and interaction with
limiter is complicated by the fact that wall and liiiter operate in quite different
regimes. The large wall surface has a lower heat load than the limiter and is
thus usually at lower temperature. While in some cases limiter and wall material
are made of different material, which should allow us to pinpoint the source
of impurities in the plasma, this is too optimistic because sputtered limiter
material will cover the wall with a thin layer, making experiments inconclusive.
Ionized particles can interact with the limiter by Bfowing down the field lines,
while diffusion across the magnetic field is necessary to interact with the wall.
Other sources of impurities can be the original gas composition in the chamber
prior to filling, impurities introduced by the plasma formation scheme (plasma
gun) or through the neutral beams used to heat the plasma.
No successful atttmpt has ever been made to calculate quantitatively the
impurity level to be expected in a plasma based on the before mentioned
influences. Even qualitatively the understanding is far from complete. We will
thus have to rely more on experimental data.
2.4.2.2. Acceptable Level
The level from impurities from the point of view of application of similarity
scaling laws is very small. Indeed, transport in a plasma is altered because ions
(or electrons) will collide with impurities as well as with the other ions. Because
the collision frequency of ions with impurities is proportional to ninZ 2 where
n, is the density of impurities, while the collision frequency of ions among
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themselves is proportional the nini, it is clear that in order to have collisions
between ions to be the dominant effect there is a rather stringent condition on
the ratio n
Using the definition of Zeff (nZf f = SnZ,), charge neutrality (n, = n;Z;)
and the respective collision times, we can calculate the ratio - as a function
of Zeff, for different values of Z (shown in Figure 2.16). In general we have
Vi Z(Zcf -1)
Vis Z -Zff
and
nz Zeff-l
Z(Z - Zegf )
Let us take Oxygen as the dominant impurity, assume it to be completely
ionized (Z=8), and further take as limit of applicability of the similarity laws
-< . Even with this margial constraint (we would rather set 9 < j) we
obtain the stringent condition Zq, < 1.41, < K 0.8 X 10-.
The fact that theoretical scaling laws for E based or similarity considerations did
not agree with scaling laws derived by Hugill and Shefneld [69) from experiments
was mentioned by Connor and Taylor [8]. The reason they give is the fact that
radiation plays a dominant rose and is not excluded from the calculation of 7E.
Even though the data base used by Pfeiffer and Waltz [70] included only 14
out of 118 points where Zeff < 1.4 (11 from Alcator, 2 from ATC, 1 for ST)
they conclude it is possible to obtain scaling laws that are compatible with
similarity scaling laws. Recently Zampaglione [71) found that the scaling laws
for .E from machines with Zff = 1 agree with the theoretical constraints based
on a collisional high 3 model.
In addition to infuencing the transport, impurities can have other effects. A
major one of course is radiation. It can mask or make very dificult to measure
transport losses. Because of the large energy losses it restricts the parameter
space available to perform experiments. Gibson [72] has pointed to impurities as
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Figure 2.18 The operating Space of tokamaks is reduced as Zeff increases
a Possible cause of 'he density limits. The diagram of Figure 2.18 summarizes
the experimnental results o; nune-rous tokamaks [731 and shows how Zeff reduces
their operating space.-
In Figure 2.19 and 2.20 we show the results of calculations for power losses
i , cue to impurities for oxygen and iron, we have assumed coronal
equilibrium 174], and an impurity density of 1%7 for oxygen and of 0.1%0 for
iron.
Several ca-,eats have to acccompany those results.
A plasma may not be In coronal equilibrium, inward diffusion of impurities
causing then to be in a lower charge state than one would expect from coronal
ecuilibrium, thus p~ossijbly incr.easinc- the Dower radiated. Another mechanism
alread'y menatiored Is Lhe reduction in cha.-ge state of impurities due to charge
exchange with the neutrals present in the plasma. The usefulness however of
ts=,iDpe approach is to rcadi-ly idcr. ify regions of n, T parameter space that
are certainly in access',ble . Comparing the power lost through radiation, with
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the power that can be deposited through ohmic heating would define the space
within which tokamaks can certainly not operate. Machines in which a large
major fraction of the energy is deposited by Ohmic heating are particularly
sensitive to the presence of impurities. As the resistivity is proportional to Zff
it can give localized increase in power deposited, and this changes the profiles.
Similarly, large radiation levels have been responsible for inverted temperature
profiles (lower at the center than at the edge). In view again of the temperature
dependence of the resistivity it affects the current profile .
Only very low level of impurities, are thus acceptable in a plasma if similarity
scaling laws are to be applied. Additional constraints may arise from the large
power losses and the sensitivity of current profiles to the presence of impurities.
Let us now look at some experimental results to see whether size or magnetic
feld affect the impurity level.
2.4.2.3. Impurity Control
We have seen that, based on the applicability of similarity scaling laws, only
very smrall amounts of impurities are allowed. The constraints are more stringent
for heavy impurities than for light impurities. As the production mechanism
and behavior in the discharge of heavy and light impurities is different, we will
discuss them separately.
Heavy impurities are produced by arcing, evaporation and sputtering. -Acing
has been shown to be more frequent on unclean surfaces, while it also shows a
clear correlation with the edge temperature 175,76L. A low temperature at the
edge is necessary to avoid arcing. Runaway electrons, or large thermal loads
produce impuritics by evaporation of local hot spots, usually at the limiter.
Proper control of the discharge and a sufficient number of limiters are helpful
to cure this problem. Sputtering is caused by the ions or neutrals colliding
with and knocking out some of the atoms from the wall or limiter. There is a
nnimum energy necessary, depending on the mass of the sputtering particle
ano the material of the wall 177). In this respect energetic neutrals, coming from
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the center, because the plasma is not impermeable, are particularly damaging.
High temperatures at the edge too result in effcient sputtering by ions because
the ions may be accelerated by the sheath potential ( of the order of three times
the electron temperature ). The process of self sputtering, where the heavy ions
of charge Z gain an energy ZT, was shown to result in catastrophic increases
of the impurity levels in the plasma 178). Once again low temperatures at the
edge are necessary in order to mitigate this problem. Heavy impurities. will
radiate strongly even at rather high temperature because they are incompletely
stripped. Their behavior in the discharge is still not completely understood and
it is still not clear whether they will accumulate in the plasma or not. Recent
experiments on Alcator C 179, 801 have shown no accumulation in the center. An
interesting difference was also revealed in the time behavior of heavy and light
impurities, the reason being ascribed to the fact that light impurities (usually
gases) are recycled at the wall while heavy impurities are not.
Light impurities are usually present as surface or bulk contaminants of the wall.
Their introduction in the plasma arises from thermal desorption or particle
induced desorption. The presence of oxygen on the wall influences the recycling
of the hydrogen. It also affects the discharge in other ways. Effective radiation
by oxygen at the edge lowers the edge temperature and results in a. reduction of
the sputtering of heavy impurities. The achievement of lower q values in T-10
compared to T-11 is attributed to the fact that the wall of T-10 are less clean
than those of T-11. Better cooling of the edge, through oxygen radiation results
in less heavy impurities, allowing flater current proFiles and thus lower q. The
same effect was obtained by using Ne as radiator. In the case of oxygen however
there may be an additional explanation. Experiments in which stainless steel
was bombarded with 2 keV H have shown a strong dependence of the sputtering
yield on the amount of oxygen on the surface 1811. Oxygen plays a peculiar
role too in terms of the temperature of the wall. The oxygen/water cycle was
reviewed in 182). Marmar has shown that there is a distinct!v different behavior
for temperatures of the. wall above or below the freezing point of water 167).
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In terms of level of impurities is there an impact resulting from the size versus
the magnetic field 'of a machine ? Accuracy of the magnetic field is important
because errors can bring hot plasma, flowing along field lines nearer to the wall
than would normally be expected. The absolute value of the magnetic field
would only put constraints on the size in the case of very low magnetic fields,
where we would have to request that the larmor radius of the impurity ion be
small compared to a. In most cases the ratio (/ass/charge) of the impurity
ion is smaller than this ratio for a hydrogen ion so that the constraint on [
is more stringent for the hydrogen ions than for the impurities. If we want to
avoid sputtering by fast neutrals the product na has to be sufficiently high
for the plasma to operate in the impermeable regime. The presence of oxygen
contamination may be helpful both directly and indirectly (by reducing the edge
temperature) in reducing the sputtering of heavy impurities.
The amount of impurities in the plasma seems to bear little correlation with size
or magnetic Beld. It does seem influenced by temperature at the edge, plasma
wall distance, prior conditioning of the walls and by the vacuum system in
general. That size and magnetic field have further little influence is confirmed by
the fact that both Tosca and Alcator operate at Zeff = 1. The wall preparation
has a much larger impact : Alcator operates with walls at liquid nitrogen
temperature. This seems to be an excellent method. The rapid recycling of
a large reservoir of H on the wall keeps the edge temperature low. Possible
oxygen contamination on the walls reduces the sputtering, while most of the
oxygen that would be desorbed combines into H 20 that becomes fixed on the
wall. Tosca uses gettering. This is an alternative method that however has the
drawback of possible contamination with Ti.
2.5. Achicving the plasma pararnetcrs dictated by similarity
To achieve the plasma parameters obtained from similarity scaling laws we have
to be able to produce the plasma and bring it to the required densities and
temperatures. The constraints that can result from this are discussed here.
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2.5.1. Plasma production metbods
Several methods can be used for plasma production. The most widely used of
course is breakdown by a strong DC electric field. This can easily be achieved
when Ohmic heating is used, since the same coils are used. Other methods are
microwave startup near electron cyclotron and upper hybrid resonances [83),
and ICRF 184, 85).
Injection of plasma by washer-guns has often been applied to stellarators [17,
86), but can lead to a formation of convective cells. A more recent method has
been the in-situ illumination with laser light of frozen pellets [87). Sufficient
flexibility exist in the choice of the startup method since little power is needed.
More important constraints result from the methods that will be used to heat
the plasma.
2.5.2. Plasma heating
Constraints can arise from the limitations on the methods that are used to
heat the plasma. Our intention here is to review for each of the major heating
methods some relations that may put constraints on size, magnetic field, density
and temperature, thus restricting the parameter space in which one can operate.
2.5.2.1. Ohmic Heating
The use of ohmic heating sets a lower limit on a comrbinition of density and
temperature. The critical energy for runaway electrons is given by [88)
m7nv enlnA
2e 4fE . (2.8)
The maximum power per unit volume that can be deposited is given by
p = 77j2
Taking the resistivity to be
(m~)/ 2Ze2n A
372
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and the critical energy 2-. L equal to the electron temperature T, we obtain
n2 In.A e7/233/2 .1030 7 2  InA
S ()1/2 Z 4,,rnm 1/ 2  ()1/2 Z
This restriction could be alleviated by the use of turbulent heating 189).
For specific concepts there will also be a constraint resulting from MHD stability.
In a tokamak for example, the requirement that q on axis can not be much
smaller than 1, results in a maximum current density.
I 2BO 2B
q pugR yoR
The maximum power that can be deposited then is
2  (ne)/ 2 Z e 2 lnA(2Bi 2
r/ J = ?/2( 1
31/212, cc 2 u, qR2(.9
= 184 X 106 -
( 3/2)qR
Other concept may not be limited by this. It is not a constraint for a reverse
field pinch for example. Concepts that have a rotational transform provided by
external means can have a current density larger than given in formula (2.9)
since the original rotational transform can be in the opposite direction as the
one provided by the current. The need for coils providing the flux svwing can
put some constraints on the geometry and the method itself also results in a
limited pulse length.
2.5.2.2. Electron cyclotron resonance beating
Electron cyclotron resonance heating will set constraints on density and magnetic
oeld. The constraints are di:Terent depending on the heating mode considered [903.
Define Lc, the electron cyclotron frecuoncy, w : the electron plasma frequency
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and a the square of their ratio
eB
2 )1/2
Qp- - =I
a = - = -
Wcc 60 B 2
The constraints resulting from accessibility requirements are then 191)
a < 1 for ordinary wave heating at w = w,,
a < 2 for extraordinary wave heating at w = w, wave launched from high
field region.
a < 2 for extraordinary wave heating at w = 2we
a < 4 for the ordinary wave at E 2wcc.
In addition to accessibility we also have to consider whether the wave is being
absorbed. The fraction of the wave absorbed in one pass thzough the cyclotron
layer is given by
The value of I is given by 190)
7 T
ro =, Ttk R,2 mc
for the extraordinary wave at the fundamental frequency.
Sax=- cos2 6 -[2 a(1 - a)]2kRo2 mrc2 a
for extraordinary wave at the fundamental frequency.
r T,
2 mc2
for the extraordinary wave at the second harmonic.
And=
2 0 =--- akR2 MC2
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for the ordinary wave at the second harmonic. In those formulas R. is the major
radius of the device (for a tokamak; in general it is a measure of the gradient
in the B field), k is the wave number at the resonance and To is the central
temperature.
Note that the damping increases with the density (a) except for the extraordinary
wave at the fundamental for which it is higher at lower density. The damping
also increases with temperature and is rather small at low temperature for the
ordinary wave at the second harmonic frequency.
2.5.2.3. Lower hybrid beating
The heating by lower hybrid waves is still not completely understood. The reason
is that important effects result from non linear processes which are dificult to
treat theoretically. We summarize here the constraints mentioned by Brambilla
1921. The lower hybrid frequency is of the order of the ion plasma frequency
W2 2W2 (2.10)
There is a low density cut of for slow waves. It is given by w = 0, or
1.24 X 10 /m G 2 (2.11)
For the resonance to be accessible the parallel index N11 ck= has to be larger
than a certair value given by
N > + -(2.12)
Ct
Mode conversion and ion heating occurs for
IV Ti Ww ry eS(213)
WH
while electron Landau damping occurs for
IL.> a2 (2.14)
V 000 >
c oor nkon ersonI
Figure 2.21 Constraints on density and temperature for lower hybrid heating
[94}
Electron damping will be the prevailing mechanism when
> 1 - (2.1 5)
LIIXr.?jLiT 2
In a more recent paper 19 .3) B-ambilla gives ei 6.7 2Md C2 =6.4. Combining
the equations (2.13) with the accessibility conditions (2.12) will result in a
mi .mum Con the combination of density and temper ture. Combination of
equation (2.12) with the condition (2.14) result in a similar limit. Those limits
are shown in Figure 2.21 [94) for the particular combination B, = 2.5T,
f 1.3GH z and D 2 gas. For lower hybrid heating we have thus a low density
limit and a maximum on the combination of n and T. That this picture is far
from complete is confirmed by the fact that on the ATC tokamak a threshold
for the power was found, threshold which depended on the density [95]. For am
average density of 1.8 X 1019/M 3 the power threshold for heating was about
10kW, while for an average density of 0.9 x 10 1 /m 3 , the power threshold was
larger than 120kW. This could be the result of poorly understood non-linear
processes.
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2.5.2.4. Ion cyclotron resonance heating
Different methods can be used to beat the plasma in the ion cyclotron range of
frequencies. Heating at the second harmonic can only be eficient in high density,
high temperature plasmas. Heating of a minority species at the fundamental with
subsequent transfer of energy to the bulk through collisions provides absorption
of the power in a single pass, but results in the production of an energetic tail
which has to be confined. For a comparable concentration of two ion species
mode conversion occurs at the ion-ion hybrid resonance layer. The wave energy
is then damped through electron landau damping.
A common condition needed for propagation of the fast wave is given by
10" (M'\w 2
nIQ >:> x
Confinement of the fast particles requires a minimum on -. Constraint on the
size of an experiment can also result from the limited power density (about
500 W/cm 3) of the wave launching structures.
2.5.2.5. Heating by neutral beams
The use of neutral beams to heat the pliasma result in a set of rather stringent
constraints. A minimum for the product of density and size is set by the need to
ionize a major fraction of the beam before it emerges again out of the plasma.
An estimate is given by [94]
1018 E
m2 1keV
lOr D tangential injection and
2 X 10 18  E
m2 keV
for H tangential injection.
On the other hand the energctic particles have to be ccnfir,.ed. Details will
depend on the geometry and injection method (counter or co-injection). As in
the case of ICR- there will be the requirement that L be smaller than a certain
value.
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2.6. Summary
In this chapter we have discussed the method of similarity, which argues
that information obtained on models are applicable to full scale machines if
some dimensionless parameters are kept constant. We have briefly reviewed
two methods to derive the dimensionless parameters, each method having its
particular advantages and drawbacks. Application of the method to plasma
physics yielded the appropriate dimensionless parameters. In order to gain
suficient freedom in the choice of the parameters in the scaled version, we
had to drop -one or more of the dimensionless parameters. We have delineated
under what conditions we can justify this. Departure of the model on which
the similarity is based arises from the presence of neutrals in the plasma and
from the presence of impurities. We have set limits on the level of neutrals
and impurities that can be accepted in order to be able to continue to use the
model. A major constraint arises if we request that the plasma be impermeable
to neutrals. Level of impurities have little correlation with size or magnetic field.
In a last section we have discussed the constraints we can encounter when we
try to obtain the parameters dictated by similarity considerations.
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3. Technical Constraints
3.1. Introduction
In this chapter we plan to investigate the technological constraints that may
make some areas in the paramoter space inaccessible. We will concentrate on
obtaining relationships between the weight of the system (or a measure of its
cost), its stored energy and energy requirements with size and magnetic ield.
Those two parameters were our possible degrees of freedom for the similarity
scaling.
The weight of the coils depends on the size and the magnetic field, but also
on current density limits and structural constraints. Those limits are different
depending on the choices made for the coils. We thus investigate current density
limits for water cooled, liquid nitrogen cooled and superconducting coils. For
the structural constraints, we looked both at D shaped and circular coils. Using
those constraints a general formula is set up that gives the mass of the system
in terms of the size and the magnetic field.
Since the stored energy is also a function of size and magnetic field, we investigate
v:hether there is a relation between stored energy and the mass of the coils
A sometimos stringent constrairrt, when going to small size and high magnetic
neid is access to the plasma for diagnostic and heating purposes. This aspect is
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mentioned but depends strongly on the geometry. It is discussed in a later chapter
specifically for the stellarator with helical magnetic axis. Power requirements
can further restrict the choices one can make with respect to the design of an
experiment. We show those requirements can be related to the stored energy,
the pulse length and the mass of the experiment.
Let us now first turn to the investigation of current density limits.
3.2. Current Density Limits
3.2.1. Introduction
It is easy to see that current density limitations play an important role in the
total weight of conductor that will be needed for an experiment. Indeed, take
W = Al- where W is the weight, A is some characteristic cross section, I is the
total length of the conductor and - the density.
The cross section can be related to the current I and the current density J
through A = .
The weight of the current carrying conductor is then W = Zi-. Thus for a given
size and magnetic field, the total weight of the conductor will go down, inversely
proportional to the current density pointing to the reason why it is, from that
point of view, necessary to go as high a current density as possible.
Limitations on the current density difier according to the type of conductor.
WVater cooled copper conductors have a maximum current density based primarily
on the maximum alloWable temperature rise and heat removal capacity of
the cooling water. This is also the case for cryogenically cooled conductors.
Superconducting coils have a current density limit because of safety and stability
considerations. We will discuss each type of conductor separately. Since the
current density in pulscd coils is related to the pulse length of the system, let
us irst address this issue.
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3.2.2. The Equivalent Pulse Length
The pulse length of a system not only includes the experimental flat top time,
but also a time related to the time it takes to ramp up and ramp down the
fields, because resistive losses are also incurred during those times.
Let us, under some simplifying assumptions obtain an estimate for those losses.
We will assume that the resistivity does not change (only true for water cooled
coils, for IN2 cooled coils the resistivity change is a very important effect and
this will be considered when we calculate the current density) and that during
each of the three phases (ramp up, flat top, and ramp down of the fields), the
voltage is kept constant. During ramp up it is necessary to use a voltage higher
than needed to sustain the Bat top current. This reduces the time it takes to
reach the nominal current and thus reduces the losses. In the same way, to
decrease the current after the Bat top reversing the voltage will bring down the
current faster, reducing the energy deposited in the magnet.
If I is the nominal current, then we can define a "forcing constant" Cf for the
voltage during ramp up as
VC
R
The time to reach nominal current is then
r= r in(C)7., In Cf - 1)
with 7 = A the time constant of the coils. The losses going up are then
E, = R I2- -C2. In(1 - - C1 -
We can define an equivalent time for ramp up r, as
giving
rCU =7 -C fn3. )I Cf -
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If we take the time for ramp up equal to the time for ramp down, then we need
the reversed voltage to be
--d = 
-I(Cf 
-1R
The losses going down will be
Eld = RI2r(-(1 
- Cf) 2 Ln(i - +) -- C
Similarly, an equivalent time for ramp down is then
Eld = RI2Ted
with
ed= 7,-(l- Cf) 2 ln(1 - )- C 1 +
The total energy deposited in the coils, during ramp up and ramp down is then
given by
El = El + EL"
Cf
RI2 r[(Cf + (C1 - 1)2) in1 - 2C + 1
This formula can be approximated by
El = RI2 r 2;37
This is also what one would obtain assuming the current to ramp up and ramp
down linearly.
The energy deposited in the coils is thus
E = R12 r,+ E
2)
3
-RI
2
-
Th;s now dcfines an equivalent pulse length -e, corresponding to a square pulse
of length -, at the nominal current I. The value of 7, is then
2 , C
3 Cf - 1 )
9o
1- --T
with r = , the time constant of the coils, 7, the flat top time and Cf the
voltage forcing constant during ramp up and ramp down. For experiment with
very short flat top pulses rp, the equivalent time can be completely dominated
by r'ln C
3.2.3. Current Density in Water Cooled Copper Magnets
We have set up a model to calculate the maximum allowed current density based
on the heat removal capacity of water cooling, both under steady state and
pulsed conditions.
The model, the detailed calculations and more complete results are given in
Appendix A. We found that the pulse length of an experiment, puts it, from
the point of view of current density/heat removal capacity in the conductors,
rather unambiguously in one of two classes: pulsed mode or steady state. For
a coolant velocity of lm/s and a pulse length smaller than about 10 s, it is
best to work in pulsed mode ( i.e provide as much copper as possible to increase
the thermal inertia of the system, while dimensioning the cooling passages for
heat removal between pulses ). The maximum current density is then given
byfJ = / T being J .~ 10 k-A/cm2 maximum for AT = 50*C and
p = 1.72 X 10-8nm. In this formula -; is the equivalent pulse length as defined
in the previous section. For a pulse length larger than about 10 s, the steady
state current density can be J ~ 2 kA/cm2 . The value of 10s depends on the
coolant velocity through a 0.8 power. At higher coolant velocity, the dividing
line between pulsed and steady state system occurs at a lower value of the
equivalent pulse length (for v = 2m/s, dividing line ~s) with corresponding
increase (- v") in steady state current density.
3.2.4. Cryozcnically Cooled Coils
The main purpose of using cryogenical'y cooled coils is to reduce the resistance
of the copper conductor, allowing a longer 1at top for the same energy dissipated
as wth room-temperature coils.
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The limit on average current density is again the result of a limit on the allowable
temperature rise. The transition of liquid nitrogen from nucleate boiling to film
boilihg at a temperature difference of about 13'C 196, 97] results in a drastic
drop in beat transfer rate and thus much larger cooling times. See Table 3.1. At
higher temperature, the initial advantage of lower resistivity is lost, so that little
is gained for too high a temperature rise. Bitter type coils have a very uneven
current density distribution, giving a local hot spot temperature rise much
higher than the average. This local hot spot temperature increase, which can be
up to 160*C, for an average increase of only 6C 196], has to be limited in order
to avoid approaching the annealing temperature of the copper (about 350*C).
Cryogenically cooled coils only use copper hardened by cold drawing, eventually
interleaved with steel for strength because copper alloys do not achieve the large
reduction in resistance at cryogenic temperature. BeCu for example has a room
temperature resistivity twice that of copper, and its resistivity only drops by a
factor two at IN2 temperature. Yield strength is 85kg/mm 2 (850 MPa). ZrCu has
a room temperature resistivity 10% higher than copper at room temperature and
AT (*K) QA w/crm2
Film Boiling
300 5.5
250 3.5
200 3.0
150 2.0
100 1.5
60 0.9
Nucleate Boiling
13 19
10 33
6 3.5
4 1.4
2 0.25
Table 3.1. Heat Transfer Rate for Liquid Nitrogen 1961.
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it decreases by a factor 4 at IN 2. Yield strength is 45kg/mm 2 (450MPa). Using
copper interleaved with steel, lower resistivity values are obtained at the same
strength (assuming infinite resistivity for the steel, and plastic precompression
of the copper as in Alcator C): the gain in going to i'N6 for copper interleaved
with steel, achieving a strength of 85kg/mm2 )is a factor 5 compared to pure
room temperature copper and about a factor 6.5 for a strength of 45kg/mm 2
[961.
We derive briefly the formula for maximum current density based on maximum
average temperature rise. Since the temperature changes over the pulse length,
and both the resistivity and heat capacity are a strong function of temperature,
we take this explicitly into account. Assuming an adiabatic temperature rise we
have
p(T)J 2dt = Icp(T)dT
where p( T ) is the electrical resistance of the copper, being given by 1981
p(T) =1.37067 X i0 0.545491 X 10-"T - 0.165573 X 10~"T2
- 0.449932 X 10~1 T3
in Qm for -200'C < T < 30*C and
c,(T) = 379.87 + 0.214147T + 1.0255 X 10~T2 + 2.419 X 10 5 T3
in -o for -253*C < T < 25C and 7 is the density of the copper, taken to
be 8.88 X . The equation can be used to determine the temperature rise
AT
77K'+L7 cp(T)JI = Jr -dT0 =fK p( T )
Putting the left hand side equal to J^7, using an ecuivalent square wave pulse
tiLe it is possible to plot the temperature rise AT as a function of this parameter.
The result is shovwn in Figure 3.1.
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22s
Figure 3.1 Temperature rise AT, as a function of equivalent square wave
Limiting L T to 15*C one obtains
j2 = 10 X 10,
m 2 s
giving for a 1 s equivalent square pulse a current density of 10 5 A or 10#.
In Figure 3.2 we have also plotted the ratio of the resistance at the end of the
pulse compared to the resistance at 77K.
We may also mention here that there is little advantage to use jN 2 cooled coils in
steady state. Indeed, even though the beat deposited in the copper at 77K is a
1-1
factor 7 lower than at room temperature, the power needed to remove this heat
at 77K is about 7.5 times the power deposited (carnot eiciency 0.35, assumed
mechanical efciency 0.4). The total power needed would thus be iZ = 1.2
the power needed for a room temperature system.
3.2.5. Superconducting Coils
Requirement of stabilization and protection set a limit both on the current
density and the maximum current per conductor for large superconducting
coils. We summarize here the results of reference [99]. Stability requires that
RR
7
A2 j2 T
Figure 3.2 Resistance Ratio, as a funct'orn of equivalent square wave
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if part of a superconductor goes normal, the disturbance will not spread, and
the conductor will return to its superconducting state. This can be achieved
if sufficient copper is provided around the superconductor. The current then
will temporarily bypass the superconductor. If the heat dissipated in the copper
is smaller than the critical heat flux, the conductor can cool down again and
recover. Stability thus requires
pI 2
- < QCPA
The wetted perimeter per unit length, P can be related to the area A using a
dimensionless constant C in the following way
P= CV
The current density then is limited to
j < j- 1/3 (3.1)
Even though the superconductor may be fully stable it is always possible that
a failure may drive the whole coil normal. An external dump resistor is used to
discharge the coil current in this case. To save the coil one has to limit both the
amount of heat deposited to avoid overheating, and limit the voltage to avoid
breakdown. Choosing R, the resistance of the external dump resistor, such that
the initial voltage at discharge is the maximum allowed voltage will discharge
the superconducting coil the fastest. Thus
V, = IR
Restricting the temperature rise in the coil during the discharge gives
r J 2 (t)dt = T -dT
The left hand side can be written as j27 where J is the initial current density and
S=L is the time constant for the decay. The integral on the right hand side
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depends on the sLabilizers properties and the maximum allowed temperature
rise. Let
T. _P,f(Tm)= (--P dT
Values of f(Tmn) are given in fgure 2 of reference 199) for viarious metals. Using
further E = IL1 2 we obtain
(f(Tm)vrn I
E f (3.2)
Equation (3.1) gives a maximum current density decreasing with the conductor
current, equation (3.2) a maximum current density increasing with current.
Combining both, we can obtain a optimum current density and current given
by
(f(Tm)Vm) (QC)
Jopr E (3.3)
Iort = r( ---V11 Q (3.4)
For typical values of the parameters, namely
0A2f(T,) = 1.5 X 10 - at Tm 300K
cm4
Q= 0.3w
Vm 20 kV
C =2
p = 3'X 10~80cm
we obtain
1.5 X 109 4 X 20 X 103V { 2/s
* ', E 3 X 10-80cm
k A E 1"
= 10 -- - E
cm2, 106 J.
In this section we have investigated the current density limits for various types
of conducto:s in pulsed and steady state.
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3.3. Structural Constraints
3.3.1. Introduction
Most toroidal concepts incorporate the use of toroidal coils. Those coils are
usually the most stressed component of the experiment and account for a major
fraction of its cost. We have therefore concentrated on constraints associated
with the toroidal coils.
Often the current carrying conductor is not sufficiently strong by itself to carry
the magnetic load, and reinforcing material is needed to support the load. The
loads can essentially be subdivided into loads due to normal operating conditions
and loads due to fault conditions, the latter being usually much larger than
the former. Still we will restrict ourselves to the analysis of normal operating
conditions because the magnitude of loads arising from fault conditions can
depend a "Ot on the type of protection devised to detect the faults and to take
appropriate steps to avoid the consequences. It is also more difficult to get
general guidelines as the type of damage one could allow can vary widely from
no damage at all to acceptance of the destruction of the faulty coil. We will
thus restrict ourselves to calculating stresses in magnets due to magnetic loads
in normal operating conditions. In addition we will only look at the interaction
of the current with the self generated magnetic field thereby neglecting possible
interactions like the load arising from other fields, as for example interaction of
the vertical field with the current in toroidal Beld coils in tokamaks.
In order to be able to investigate several types of coils from a rather general
viewpoint, and to obtain a formula suficiently simple and versatile to be
included later on in our weight and cost estimate, we show first that in the most
general case of a coil subjected to forces in a plane and composed of copper
and structural material, we can define an ecuivalent tangential force that will
incorporate the regular tangential force and the bending moments and write a
formula of the type,
T
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Where T is the "equivalent" tangential force, that gives the same maximum
stress or strain as the tangential force and moments together. In a next step we
show that this "equivalent" tangential force can be written as
p0 NI2T =g
where g, is a dimensionless constant depending only on geometrical factors. we
further derive this geometrical factor for a number of coil geometries, namely a
very long solenoid, D shaped coils and circular coils. Finally in this section we
briefly discuss the limits on stresses and strains.
3.3.2. The Ecuivalent Tangential Force
Here we will prove that an equivalent tangential force can be defined, that gives
the same maximnum stress or strain as the sum of a regular tangential force and
bending momnents in a cross section composed of copper and steel.
First looking at the tangential force (we have used N. to avoid confusion with
N, the number of turns)
For the tangen tial force, a fraction is take: up by the copper, a fraction by the
steel, so that
= uCAc + uA,
= (NEA.c + eN EA,
thus giving
cj E.N Accij = Nt
if we define
ZNAcoil = EcAc + E.A,
Similarly, for the moment
h
emrmleoa = M-2
with
E I ,= Ec + E, T
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Figure 3.3 Two extreme possibilities for the distribution of the steel
Summing the strains we obtain
EN(EN-M)= :
ENi = ME
Nth ZM)
Using the deinitions of EN and EM we can calculate the ratio =. TakingEM
A,
and
the ratio is equal to I if the steel is concentrated as in Fig. 3.3a.
if the steel is concentrated as in Fig. 3.3b then
IC
1-- (1 
- )Ico
and
EN f +-f,)3)
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for 0 < f, < 1 we have 0.83 < Q K 1 and we neglcct the small variation of
this ratio with f,.
We obtain
Nt + 6M
Acj Nj h
Thus yielding
T
where
T =Nt(1 + -M
Nth
I have thus shown how an equivalent tangential force can be defined, yielding a
general and simple formula. We will calculate this equivalent tangential force in
terms of 1- and g, the dimensionless geometrical quantity.
As a simple example, let us nrst look at a very long solenoid of length L (Fig.
3.4). We have
jiNIB - L
N
r
Figur-e 3.4 Long- solenoid
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The average pressure is given by
BNI B2
2 L 2po
The tension T on the current carrying conductor is
B 2  L
T = -- X - Xr2p N
p0NI 2 Xr
2L
pNI2 27,r
47;.
where go=
We will now see what g, is for constant tension coils or circular coils.
3.3.3. Stresses in D shaped Toroidal Coils
The formula for tension in D shaped toroidal coils is easily cast in the form
poNI2
47
Indeed according to 1100] the tension can be approximated by
T yNI2 1 R,
47, 2 R,
This gives
1 (R 2.
2 \R}
3.3.4. Stresses in Circular Coils
For circular coils we have moments and tangential forces. The formula will thus
have the general form
re =
A4ccal
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--T
with
6M)
'40ATI 2
47r
The complete analysis is given in appendix B. The results are summarized here.
We find that the formula can be written as
T = r .1
4- R ' Ir h
with the values for (h), given in Fig. B.18 and B.19. They depend on the aspect
ratio, the stiffness of the structure and the way -the reaction is taken up. For
our purposes here we can use
r l
with varying between 3 and 20, depending on the stiffness of the structure
and the way the reaction is taken up.
3.3.5. Limits on Stresses and Strains
Limits on stresses in conducting materials have been summarized in [1011. Tensile
strength of full hard copper is in the range of 340 to 380 MvTa. Reinforcing
material (steel) can have maximum stresses up to 1500 MPa at room temperature,
and 2300 MPa at liquid nitrogen temperature [102]. More commonly used design
limits are 400 to 600 Mba [103).
The stresses in the conducting material are important limits when no reinforce-
ment material is used. When reinforcement material is used the limit is usually
the stress in the reinforcing material, or the strain (for superconductors).
A particular case is the Alcator type design where the yield of the copper under
its initial loading cycle is used to prestress it. Assuming identical strains in the
copper and the stee ' we can derive the following formula
The maximum Zf for the copper not to yield is
E(
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If ones allows the copper to yield, then the limit is set by the ultimate strength
of the steel.
U = Omax(i - fs) + crsm"(fs)
For
fS > Ucma:
siax -- 2 4Ucmaz + Ucmaz
a more stringent condition (lower a) follows from the requirement not to allow
the copper to yield in compression. The limit is then
U = 2Ucma( (1 - f,) + f, --
For superconducting materials a maximum limit of 0.2% is set for the strain
because of degradation of critical current above this point.
3A. Weight of the Toroidal coil system
In order to get a general idea of the cost of an experiment it is important to
be able to estimate the total weight. If one can get this weight as a function of
size and magnetic field, it is even possible to explore the parameter space as a
function of the cost.
F.C. Moon 11041 investigated the scaling of the weight of toroidal coils systems
as a function of stored energy. He obtains one general scaling, both for
superconducting and resistive water cooled magnets.
Within the range
1OMJ < E(stored energy) < 2 X 10 4MJ
and
5 X 103kg < M(mass) < 10 6 kg
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he obtains a simple scaling law, function of stored energy only. This scaling law
is
M E \0.76
=1.37 E
10 3kg iMJ-
A similar scaling law was obtained by Raeder et al., for the conductor mass of
superconducting coils 1941.
Several reasons have prompted us to investigate this in more detail.
1. constraints for resistive and superconducting magnets are different.
2. it is interesting to be able to separate copper (or current carrying) mass and
steel (or supporting structure). The time constant of the coils system indeed is
closely related to the copper mass.
L. the validity of the weight estimates of some reactor studies has been questioned
1105).
4. the justif'cation given by F.C. Moon for the power scaling law is not very
convincing.
I plan to Lrst obtain an expression for the mass as a function of size and
magnetic field. In the next section the stored energy will be calculated and we
will then be able to compare mass with stored energy, to see whether a simple
law, relating mass to stored energy is justified.
I have looked both at circular and pure tension coils.
The total mass is taken as the sum of the current carrying mass and the load
supporting mass. Both are calculated as a material density times a cross sectional
area times a length.
The material density is taken to be - = 2 for copper and -y = 7 for steel
The cross section for copper is based on constraints related to current density
(heat removal capacity, temperature increase, stabilization). The limits on
current density have been investigated in more detail for water cooled coils, for
cryogenic coils and superconducting coils.
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The section for steel is assumed to enclose the copper and its dimensions
are constrained by mechanical considerations (maximum stress, and for
superconductors maximum strain).
Let us now first calculate the length of the coils, and then turn to the calculation
of the cross section of copper and steel needed.
3.4.1. Length
The perimeter of one coil is easily calculated for the circular case.
1C= 27r a
where
a = average radius of the coil
For D shaped coils the length 1200] is equal to
S= 2-,Rok[1 0(k)+ 11(k))
where k = in and R, VRIR2 ( see Fig. 3.5). Formulas for D shaped coils
can be simplified if one relates some geometrical parameters to the dimensions
of a circular coil, with major radius R and minor radius a, inscribed in the D
shaped coil (Fig. 3.5). We have that
1 R 2k=-in-
2 R1
1 R+a
2R-a
R R R
a
R
The length can be then approximated by
l a
= 2a(1 
--2 R
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Figure 3.5 Relationship between the parameters of D shaped coil and inscribed
circular coil.
Thus in general we can write the length as
Pao
l= 27rao
where g = 1 for circular coils and g, = (1+ 1) for D shaped coils.
3.4.2. Cross Section of Copper and Steel
The analysis is based in part on the calculation by Cain and Gray for the
fraction of structural reinforcement needed !106] in constant tension coils. The
calculation is carried further here to get an expression for the total weight.
The gereral e>:pression set up for stresses in coils also allows us to extend this
derivation to circular coils.
Denning the steel cross section (Fig. 3.6) as
A, '= fshw = ,.,
The cross section of copper, is A<, while the section for copper, cooling passages
and insulation is given by (1 - f,)hw.
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Figure 3.6 Cross section of a coil
Define the strain e, using an average modulus of elasticity and the generalized
tangential force T
T
with T = oNI2
Amperes law relates the current in the coil to the magnetic field with
where l is defined as 1 f Bdl. This gives us
__j gc (Bla) 2
A Nye
AC C
SBla
1BIa
47r C
With the average modulus of elasticity given by
EAca1 = EAe + EA,
(A,E +A Ee i =-L - 1 3cg"
B0  4;-
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We obtain
p0N __1 B1ag, Aepi0NAsEs =j" -I 19 - E, cy
A Bla AE" Bla
Using again
'UoNI
la
we can transform this into
oN 1 Blag_ EcAc
Bla A4 e
or
S AC oN 1 BE.gN EC
Bla A y.
je being an average current density in the copper.
31a ' 1 B109, EC'
_ =1 l g (3.5)
p0N E,Ac A.,, I f 4, .
This is a slightly more general expression of the formula obtained by Cain and
Gray for the fraction of reinforcement needed. They have used their formula
to derive maximum obtainable magnetic fields in toroids, subject to strain
limitations. Indeed, for some combinations of B, e, and -J, f, can exceed
100% leaving no room for copper. We will use our formula to derive the mass
of copper and steel components.
Taking j as an average current density for the coil, cooling holes and insulation,
we can write
(I - f5)Acc = - (3.6)
Combining (3.5) and (3.6) it is possible to solve for J, and A 0,,1 . We obtain
Bi 1 Ec ,Ir B1, 9c
p' N."IL E E, AnEe
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fa = 4E
- ~ + 4rc Z'
We can now calculate the total volume of the material and using the densities
of copper and steel calculate the total weight.
The volume can be calculated as length X N X Acoa. The total mass equals
M = l X N X A, 0 jfs()+ (1 --
This in fact will slightly overestimate the wAeight of the copper as it assumes
insuLYtion hole= 'Icopper
We obtain
1,Br 1 BICg0 EC 1 Ce
=I- -- (3.7)
The terms of this formula can be readily identified. The term with -, is the
structural material and giyes the reinforcement. Note that some fraction of the
force is also taken up by the copper. Indeed, if
1 Blag< E 1
47r eEs Es-
or
e < 4 c
Blaga
then the copper will be enough to take up the load and no structural material
is needed.
The term with -, is the contrib'tion due to the copper because of the need to
carry current. Using the value for l the length of the coil, for 1, the length of
the coil axis, and the values g,, c, JC and j as derived in previous sections it is
possible to calculate the total mass of the system.
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3.5. Stored Energy
In this section we will briefly mention the formulas for stored energy in the two
different types of coils I investigate, but also show that sufficient accurate results
can be obtained by calculating the stored energy from & X Volume
3.5.1. Circular Coils
Taking first a system of circular coils, as for a tokamak the formula for stored
energy is given by 100)
1
E = -L 2
2 (3.8)
=4 N2R 1- - 2 ; 
3
2
It is however easier, and more general to estimate the energy as a product of
average energy per unit volume times a volume.
B2
E=--X c12\ 2R (3.9)
where B is calculated on the axis.
For 0 < < 0.6 the error made by using (3.9) gives values that are at most
10% lower than those obtained from (3.8).
Note that the formula, as (3.8) is for filamentary conductors. This overestimates
the energy comn pared to the actual value when the thickness of the coil is taken
into account [12003. Our estimate, which gives smaller values than the formula
(3.8) is thus sometimes closer to the reality than we would by using the formula
for filamentary conductors (3.8).
3.5.2. D shaped Coils
An exact formula also exists for the stored energy of filamentary coils of the
Princeton D shape 1100).
III
E 1LI2
2 (3.10)1 po0R0N 2 k
- 2 1o(k) + 21 1(k) + 12(k))1 2
where
k = In
2 R1 ]
RD= R 1R2
Again we can estimate the stored energy instead, by using an average energy
per unit volume times a volume. Calculating the B field at RD and the volume
to be the area times 27rR, we obtain
E = B2' X 2R,k[Ih(2k) - e-ki(k)2rRo (3.11)
By using (3.11) instead of (3.10) we are overestimating the stored energy by
at most 5%. However, except for the fact that it confirms the accuracy of the
calculation method Volume X Average Energy Density the formula (3.11) is
not much simpler than (3.10).
The area of the D coil (AD) can be written as a function of the area of the
inscribed circular coil (A,) as
AD =:: Ae(1 + k) _~ A,(1 + aR
Rather than using the magnetic field at R, as the average magnetic field we use
the magnetic field at the center R of the circular coil. Calculating the volume
then as
ra2(1 )2R
we can estimate the stored magnetic energy to be
82 aE -7ra (1+-)27-R
2pi, R
This gives, for 0 < k < 0.6 an error smaller than 15%.
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3.5.3. Generalization -
We can thus generalize the stored energy as
B2  2
E = -2rR~ra2gE2p,
with
g= 1 for circular coils
= (1 + -- ) for D shaped coilsR
3.6. Energy Requirements
The energy required for an experiment with pulse length -, is the sum of the
stored energy E = LI 2, the losses R12- during the pulse length r and the
losses R12-,E, where me is the equivalent time during ramp up of the field.
When we looked at the equivalent time to get an expression for the total energy
deposited in the coil, we had to include losses during ramp up and ramp down of
the fields. The losses during ramp down are not to be included in the calculation
of the total energy needed, because those losses are in fact a fraction of the
energy stored in the fields. The total energy required is thus
p =0LTI2RI2 r,2r
2
Writing this as a function of the stored energy we obtain
P=E 1+2 +2 2)
where r = j is the time constant of the coils.
We found in a previous section the equivalent time during ramp up of the fields
to be 7-,, - where %, is the actual time it takes to reach the nominal current,
and is given by
(C)
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I will now derive an expression for the time constant 7 of the coils. We can write
L 2E
R PR
Using the expression for the resistance R
N1e
R = pI
with the length given by
1C = 27ra.g1
the stored energy
and the magnetic field
B2E = --2 2R7a2gE
= kLNI
2RR
this can be written in the form
4 p7, 27-R g
(3.12)
= 0.093 ("f)gs
1S(
1.92 X 108f0m)
p
The accuracy of this simple formula can be judged by comparison with actual
numbers.
For circular coils we take as example TFTR [107) with
R = 2.8m
k gW I 12800- 1 X 20coils
coil
we obtain
1,2.8 X 20
S= 0.093 X 2.8
1
2)= S.6s
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The value is 7 = j = 7.5s
Calculating it for the D-shaped coils of JET [108) we obtain with
R = 3.05m
a = 1.93m
kgW = 12000- X 32coils
coils
ju'! have -
12 X 32 1 + 0.63277=00.093X X 2
3.05 (1 + x 0.6327)
= 11.O s
The quoted value calculated from L = 0.66H and R = 61mf is r 10.8s.
Summarizing we can write the total energy needed for an experiment as
'P =2
7 3 -
where -, is the pulse length of the experiment, 7 the time constant and
r 
-
= n r il --
For short pulse experiments the first and second term will dominate, both are
independent of r, for longer pulse experiment the second term becomes more
important, pointing to the need to have a system with long time constant for
long pulse experiment.
3.7. Relationship between Mass and Stored Energy
Having set up a formula that gives the mass as a function of the dimensions
and the magnetic field as well as a formula for the stored energy in terms of the
same parameters, we can now turn to the question of the relationship between
the mass of the experiment and the stored energy.
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It will be shown that different scalings of mass with stored energy are applicable,
depending on the conditions. Recalling formula (3.7) we have
10B 1 Blaga
y, 41r eE,
Ec 1
Es j) + -
The structural mass is given by
ilel.B [
I = aB:M$ _cA
1 Bla
47-. cEs
E:1I
T. ',sEs JC
(3.13)
the mass of the conductor by
lClaB 1O= - X (3.14)
If no structural material is needed, that is if j, < , then the mass will
scale as the mass of the conductor only. The mass of the conductor depends on
the current density.
For steady state operation (7, > 10s) we had
2kA
cm
giving a copper mass
B m 2Me-- CRB
p0 2 X 107A
thus not scaling as the stored energy.
For pulsed operation we had for the current density
lOkA/cm 2
Let us write this as
= 2s (3.15)
with Js = 2-4. The equivalent pulse length -, was given byCmn,
-=p +
2 Cf
-r ln
3 C 1 -1
(3.16)
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where 7 is the time constant of the coils. The time constant r itself depends
on the weight of the coils through the formula (3.12). Using then the formulas
(3.12), (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16) we can obtain a quadratic equation for the
conductor mass.
The limiting cases are the most interesting. For short pulse length, short being
defined as
Ba gE Cf
J. s < Cf - 1
or
7P B 2 Cf ( 2 2 X X 10~"Om
- < 82 -- In
s 2 T m C - 1gJ P
the mass will scale as the stored energy
(M~ E_ Cf (2_x 107.\2, 1.2 1 lm \ 2
= 0.0625( In X 10
103kg 1MTJ7 Cj - 1 Js, p
If the pulse length, together with a time related to ramp up and ramp down of
the fields is sufficiently long, i.e. if
I-P Ba gE Cf 1.92 X 10-lnm 2 X 107;; 5
- 0.875(" in '> 251s Tmgi Cj-i p J,,
the conductor can be assumed in steady state. This means that even for
extremely short pulse length, if )n > 2, so much heat is deposited
in the coils during ramp up and ramp down of the fields that the experiment
can be assumed steady state and the conductor mass will then scale as aRB.
If now structural material is needed then the scaling for the structural material
will differ from the scaling of the conductor mass. Neglecting the term
Ec 1
E'S je
in formula (3.7), we have that the structural mass scales as
ii B20, aR 2B2g,
EE, C
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With g, constant, this scales as aR 2B 2 ~ stored energy. We have discussed in
Appendix B that in some cases (by changing g), the scaling can go as B rather
than B 2.
The conductor mass scales as
1c1aB aRB
The combination of the structural mass scaling as aR 2B 2 and the conductor
mass scaling as aRB can indeed give under certain limited conditions a scaling
law as proposed by Moon, namely (a2RB2)/ 4 .
The ratio of structural mass to conductor mass scales as
I l.Bgaj I RBj
4r EE, -e f
so that as we go to larger systems with higher magnetic :ield the structural mass
term starts to dominate and we obtain a scaling as aR 2B 2 , which for constant
aspect ratio will be similar to a scaling with stored energy.
This increased dominance of the structural material for larger machines is
somewhat slowed down for superconducting coils. Indeed for those coils we had
that
1 0.2
E
so that
A/1 RB R OA 0406
Mte (a2RB2)
0 2
For a pulsed system (liquid nitrogen cooled or water cooled) the dominance of
the structural material can be enhanced, because the short pulse allows a higher
current density in the copper and thus less conducting material. As in this case
~ , where -, is the equivalent pulse length, we obtain
structural mass RB
conductor mass
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3.8. Access and ripple
Lower limits on the size of an experiment are set by the need for access. That
this is especially the case for the small high field experiments can be seen from
the Alcator machines.
If we knew the depth of the coils, h, then it would be possible to calculate the
available open area as
Volume copper and steel l
However, the choice of h can depend on a lot of factors,-as for example structural
constraints. It is also not necessarily true that a large h providing for a large
open surface is optimum. Indeed, it may very much hinder the possibility of
tangential injection. Access and ripple are very much interrelated and further
depend on the particular geometry, the number of coils, the choice of the heating
method etc... This issue has been addressed in more detail for the particular
case of the helical axis stellarator. We should however keep in mind that it is a
possible constraint on size and margetic field of an experimental system.
3.9. Summary
In this chapter we have concentrated on investigating the technological
constraints. We have also derived some useful scaling relationships (mass, stored
energy, required energy) with size and magnetic 5eld (the two free parameters
we had from our similarity considerations). WNhile it is usually straight forvard
to design an experiment once the general parameters-as size, magnetic field, etc.
are set, -computer programs have been written to do it [109, 110)- trade ofis
between size, magnetic field, pulse length, stored energy are seldom investigated
in detail. More often than not they are picked as being a reasonable combination,
without much justih cation.
In this chapter we have obtained for those parameters some general tendencies
and interrelations providing a sounder basis for some basic choices.
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Application of the methodology to the identification of the minimum
scale for a stellarator with helical magnetic axis.
3.1. Introduction
3.1.1. Objectives
In this chapter we show how the methodology developed earlier can be applied.
We will investigate the constraints specifically for the design of a stellarator
with helical magnetic axis, and then find what the minimum scale is for this
particular experiment. Conseouently the emphasis is on two aspects: frst we will
investigate the geometry in detail to find the specific constraints resulting from
the particular configuration, and then show how those constraints, together with
the more general ones identified in the previous chapters (resulting from the
three step method) can be applied to find a minimum scale for this machine.
Further in this introduction we briefly review the methodology described in
the first chapter. In the rest of The chapter we will first give some background
information on the stellarator with helical magnetic axis. We will then address
the issue of the constraints resulting from the choice of experimental format,
and use the matcrial developed in the previous chapters to identify a design
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window for a particular experimental objective. Within the design window the
final choice can then be made, based on other considerations.
Because the methodology and the supporting work of chapter 2 and 3 is very
general, not all of it will be used. On the other hand, since some constraints
result from the peculiarities of the configuration chosen, and since those were not
discussed in general, a large portion of this chapter is devoted to the identification
and explanation of the constraints specific to this particular configuration. For
a fixed geometry and a chosen experimental objective the constraints can be
applied and within the design window a minimum scale can be found. Some
choices have to be made along the way. Other choices could have been made,
even resulting in a different end product. This however, does not affect our main
purpose to show how the method is to be applied.
3.1.2. Methodology
In this section we will briefly review the methodology and show how we are
planning to apply it to the stellarator with helical magnetic axis. For a given
geometry, we have to decide, based on our experimental objectives, which
dimensionless parameters we want to keep constant in our model. In chapter 2
we have discussed the important dimensionless parameters. We have shown that
an obvious parameter, that we are allowed not to keep constant (within some
limits) is N . In order to test ideal lvHD 0 limits, we could drop i/ as second
parameter. Non ideal modes would be affected by Ll. In transport tests, dropping
0, may not be the appropriate choice. Is is thus more justifiable, to keep and
v, and drop as a second parameter. If we want two degrees of freedom (the.
size and the magnetic field), we can only fix two dimensionless parameters. For
the particular geometry, and the value for the fixed dimensionless parameters,
we can draw the constraints in a size versus magnetic field diagram. A special
set of constraints is those that result from the particular geometry chosen.
More general constraints are those that were discussed in the previous chapters
and are the result of the three steps described in the introduction. The first
step is to eyamine under which conditions we can drop the other dimensionless
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parameters. The second step is to investigate under which conditions we can
neglect effects related to neutrals and impurities. We will in this context apply
the na limit. The presence of impurities, even within acceptable limits, may still
have an effect on the power needed to heat the plasma. This is linked to the
third step, the possibility of achieving the plasma physics parameters dictated
by the similarity considerations. This last step requires us essentially to look
at constraints resulting from heating methods and technological constraints.
Constraints on a and B will result, for fixed P and v, from the choice of
the heating method (for example due to accessibility of the electron cyclotron
resonance layer). Technological constraints, related to stresses and current
density limits, can also reduce the design window in a a and B diagram. Having
identified all the constraints, we can in this diagram make a choice based on
other considerations, as for example cost, access, etc..
The method does not give guidance with respect to the choice of the concept
to be investigated. Nor about the particular configuration chosen to embody
the concept. External cons derations usually fix those choices, and we were no
exception. The choice of the helical axis stellarator, and some specifics of its
configuration are merely the result of particular interests at the time a concrete
example was needed to illustrate how one can go about finding a minimum
scale. We have, however, investigated some variations on the geometry and we
will justify the resulting choices that have been made.
3.1.3. Subdivision of the chapter
The chapter is subdivided as follows
In section 2 we explain what a stellarator with helical magnetic axis is, give
some possible variation of this type of concept, and present the particular
configuration used here to apply the method.
In section 3 we discuss the geomletry in more detail, present which variations we
have considered, and how we went about making some choices.
The fourth section investigates the speclfic constraints resulting from the
geometry at the same time using those constraints to finalize the geometry.
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In section 5 we discuss in more detail the topic related to equilibrium, stability
and to transport and collisionality. This is needed to make appropriate choices for
the fixed dimensionless parameters, g and v.-, but also to provide the necessary:
information in order to later make an estimate of the power requirements.
In section 6 we then apply the constraints resulting from the three steps described
earlier, and also take into account the particular constraints resulting from the
geometry.
The seventh and last section shows how, within the design window a final choice
can be made.
3.2. The Stellarator with Helical Magnetic Axis
In this section we give some background information on the stellarator with
helical magnetic axis. We first discuss the concept, and how it fits into the larger
set of toroidal configurations. We then briefly discuss a number of particular
conagurations that can be classified under the name of helical magnetic axis
stellarator. Finally we describe which particular one was chosen for this thesis.
3.2.1. Concept
A stellarator with helical magnetic axis is a particular type oi toroidal
configuratien. Toroidal configurations have the advantage over op-n configurations
that there is th eoretically no .2)ss of particles and energy along the field lines.
They have a drawback, however : they are toroidal, which automatically implies
that no absolute minimum B geometry can be constructed and that some way
must be found to avoid possible charge separation resulting from drifts associated
with the toroidal inhomogeneity of the magnetic field.
The large spectrum of concepts in toroidal geometry result in part from the
different approaches that are used to avoid this charge separation.
The charge separating drifts can be canccled by modeling the magnetic geometry
such that the drihs occur in the poloidal direction, as in an Elmo Bumpy Torus.
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Radial electric fields can achieve the same result. A more standard method is
to give the field lines a rotational transform, thus allowing charge cancellation
by particles flowing along the field lines.
There are three ways of producing a rotational transform.
A rotational transform can be provided by a current along the magnetic axis as is
the case in a tokamak. A second way is by making non circular magnetic surfaces
and rotating them. This can be done by using helical windings as in a torsatron.
The third way, and historically the first 1111] by giving the magnetic axis a
torsion. Figure 4.1 schematically shows how a torsion can produce rotational
transform of the Beld lines [112).
The three ways can be combined and the total rotational transform on axis is
then given by Mercier's formula [113]
1/ ds fx2L= -coh - +d'(s)- -- (4.1)2 cosh r7 2 7(S)
where
is the rotational transform, measured from the normal,
7 is a measure of the ellipticity of the surfaces, defined as
p = with a, b being the large and small axis of the
elliptical surface near the axis (Fig. 4.2).
In terms of the excentricity e defined as e = "2 -b 2
we c.n write = -2,COSL~ 77
X is defined as I =
J,, being the current density on axis,
and B,, the magnetic field there,
d(s) measures the rotation of the ellipse with respect to the normal,
(s) is the radius of torsion.
In this formula the angle i is measured from the normal. For concepts with
a plane axis this fact is not crucial as the normal is always directed towards
the axis of symmetry of the device. Measuring the angle with respect to the
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Figua e oa b tansfor arising p from torsion.
Figure 4.2 Dc-f.nition,, of a,b anid d fcr rotLating ellipticalsrfe
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normal or to some fixed frame then does not make a difference. For the case
of a non planar axis it is important to keep the difference in mind. Measuring
the rotational transform from the normal is the most useful definition. Indeed,
what matters is not the absolute motion of a field line, but its motion relative
to the normal of the axis. It is the motion of the field line with respect to the
normal that makes it sample regions of lower and higher magnetic field, and
thus results in compensating drifts.
A stellarator with-helical magnetic axis relies essentially on the third method to
provide the rotational transform.
3.2.2. Different variations
A stellarator with helical magnetic axis can be built using helical coils, or using
only circular coils
A number of variations rely on helical coils to achieve their goal. A torsatron
with I = 1 is such a configuration. Another possibility is a combination of a
single, planar poloidal coil with helical coils: the Vintotron j114, 115]. Still
another is the combination of helical conductors and toroidal coils forming a
solenoid with helical magnetic axis, but plane-geometric axis (this is achieved
by tilting the coils) 11161.
The configuration can also be constructed using only circular coils. The first
and most obvious choice is to place the (toroidal) coils perpendicular to the
magnetic axis one would like to generate. Figure 4.3 shows some theoretically
possible confgurations from 117], at the same time defining n and m numbers.
Figure 4.4 shows in more detail an m = 1, n = 3 system. Another proposal
[118] keeps the center of the toroidal coil on a circular loop but gives the coils
a tilt (Fig. 4.5). A third way is to combine a poloidal ring with toroidal coils.
The toroidal coils are centered on a helical axis, but kept in 4 = constant
planes. A schematic vertical projection is shown in Fig. 4.6, while Fig. 4.7 gives
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Figure 4.3 Possible confgurations for stellarator with helical magnetic axis
a perspective drawing [119}. The coils can either link the poloidal ring or can be.
completely outside of it.
This last scheme is structurally especially sDle, and allows some experimental
uexibility because parameters associated with the magnetic axis can be changed
by changing only the current in coils. This particular configurations, with no
topological link between the toroidal coils and the poloidal ring was chosen as
the configutation for further investigation and application of the method.
3.2.3. Dcflnition of the parameters
Here we describe in more detail the particular choice and we identify the
parameters that define the magnetic geometry. The basic components are shown
in Figure 4.8.
A circular poloidal coil, of radius Rft carries a current 1R. The radius of its cross
section is rR. A pair of ielmholtz coils provide a vertical field B,.
The torcidal coils, in 4 = constant planes, have a radius a, and are centercd on
a helical line with major radius R, and minor radius r,. While it is possible to
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Figure 4.4 Stellarator with helical magnetic axis, obtained by placing the coils
perpendicular to this magnetic axis. The figure is a vertical projection showing
the coils and the circular loop (compare with Fig. 4.3).
2
Figure 4.5 Stellarator with helical magnetic axis obtained by tilting the coils,
straight version. The geometric center of the coils is a planar curve, but the tilt
of the coils produces a spatial magnetic axis.
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Figure 4.6 Helical stellarator obtained with coils in 6 =constant plane, vertical
projection showing the coils and the circular loop m = 1,n = 3.
T i n
7 -gure 4.7 Stellaratol- wi!th helical mnagnetic axi m= ,YL 3 11]
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take Rc#RR, and even to vary the radius r,, so that the centerline of the coils
would not lie on a torus with circular cross section (but rather, for example,
on a torus with elliptical cross section), we have limited ourselves to the case
where RR = Re, and r, = constant. This particular choice was made because
it results in toroidal coils, located at a constant distance of the toroidal ring,
with obvious advantages in terms of standardization of the components and
simplicity of construction.
The cross sectional dimension of the coils are w. X hc where w, is the width
(measured in-the 6 direction)-and hc the height. Their number is N and they
carry a current 1c. The winding law of the helical line on which the coils are
centered is defined as
B R
po)Oida. ing
n 22~
toro.dal cootry
RR
RC
Figre .8Para-mc*Etes de"'ning the geometry.
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n
- C = C+ sin 0, (4.2)
Those parameters are sufficient to uniquely define the magnetic geometry,
including the position of the magnetic axis, shape o' the surfaces etc... Let
us, for the purpose of the discussion of the relation between the parameters
introduce some additional definitions.
The magnetic axis is a helical line with major radius Re, minor radius r, and a
wInding law of the form
= , + a,, sin 8  (4.3)
It is not obvious that the magnetic axis can be represented as a helical line with
constant R,,r, and only a single harmonic for its modulation, but we will be
show later that this is the case. The center for measuring the angle 0, is the
center of the ring (R = Rc = Rp), while the center for measuring the angle 6,
is R = Re.
The angle a, can be viewed as the angle - - 0, at Z4 = (quarter perio'd).
Similarly, a, can be viewed as the angle j -6 at = 0 , Define further CR
to be the angle of the magnetic axis at = measured from the ring center
(R = RR).
Let us also define a dimensionless parameter 6 through b, = 6-,, where b, is
the bore of the coil.
We have throughout used the index a to refer to properties related to the axis,
the index c for properties related to the toroidal coils and an index R for
properties related to the poloidal ring.
We have chosen here to define the geometry through dimensions, currents and
magnetic felds. Alternatively one could use the more theoretical approach and
define the magnetic geometry in terms of the position of the magnetic axis, shape
of the surfaces, variation of the rotational transform etc... Difierent choices for
the coil coningration could result in the sa:e magnetic geometry. One could,
for eamnpie, obain the same magnetic ge*metry with helical coils. The reason
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for first choosing the coil configuration, and investigating the geometry, is that
it is easier to derive the theoretical parameters from real coil data than to infer
actual coils from theoretical parameters. Other coil configurations, however, will
result in other geometrical constraints, and those may even be less stringent
For example, in order to obtain a helical axis stellarator with a large number
of periods, the use of helical coils may be easier, at least for an experimental
machine.
3.3. Geometry
3.3.1. Introduction
Having made a decision about the concept (stellarator with helical magnetic
axis), and the particular coil configuration (toroidal coils, one poloidal ring,
no topological link), we will want to address the constraints that arise from
the particular geometry. From the start we have pointed out the importance
of the magnetic geometry in performing scaling experiments, both in terms of
its possible impact on the plasma parameters, and because of the existence
of constraints specifically related to the geometry. However, as the geometry
is different for each concept and as each concept needs a different number of
parameters to be completely defined, we have not addressed'the issue in general,
but chosen to postpone the discussion and limit it to the particular concept and
the particular configuration we used as an example. It is now time to tackle this
aspect for the helical axis stellarator in the particular.variation we have chosen.
It should be noted that while we have chosen a conliguration for the helical axis
stellarator consisting of toroidal coils, a poloidal ring with no linkage of the two
sets of coils, we have not yet completely defined the geometry. To do this we
could use two possible approaches.
The first apcroach would be to say that we want to model the geometry
of a reactor exactly. One would have to rely on a reactor design to obtain
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information on its geometry. Scaling it according to our parameters a and B,
for fixed values of the dimensionless parametcrs # and va, which we would also
obtain from the reactor design, would give us the minimum scale experiment,
after applying the constraints. This approach would be straightforward, if it
were not for two problems. First there is no recent, well documented reactor
design for a stellarator with helical magnetic axis (the adjective recent is added
because, in fact, the first reactor design ever made, was a helical axis stellarator:
the D-stellarator). Secondly, when we make a cursory calculation of what the
geometry of such a reactor might look like, we note the need for a large number
of periods in order to achieve large # values (the relationship between the number
of periods and the value will be discussed later). Unfortunately, however, the
geometrical constraints, which will also be derived later, become more stringent
when the number of periods increases. The resulting minimum scale experiment,
because of this stringent geometrical constr:ant, together with high 6 values,
w'ould be very large. Those two problems essentially preclude the straightforward
choice that the geometry be the reactor geometry.
We can then envisage a second approach. It is to keep our options open, and
at first not completely fix the geometry. We can then investigate what the
geometrical constraints are, for various geometries. The constraints resulting
from the geometry are somewhat less stringent for particular choices of the
geornetry, and we might opt for a particular geometry where the constraints are
the least stringent. This alternative aDproach to fixing the geometry is the one
that was chosen here.
Any reactor design carried out today, would be based in part on the presently
accepted, but untested relationship between the number of periods and the
maximum achievable . If we can test this theory under easier conditions (for
example at a smaller number of periods), we could gain some confidence in the
theory, and then, pcrhaps as the next step, build a model with reactor geometry.
Using this second approach for our particular case - i.e. choosing the geometry
such that the geometrical conditions are the least stringcent - we can not
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choose the dimensionless parameters just by fixing them to the corresponding
value in a reactor. Remember that the choice of the geometrical parameters
has an influence on the achievable plasma parameters (for example there is a
connection between P and the number of periods). The choice of the dimensionless
parameters is now rather based upon the theory we want to test. The whole
methodology however, namely 1) fixing dimensionless parameters, 2) taking a
and B as the variables, 3) applying the constraints, and 4) choosing the final
design within the design window, is still completely applicable. Indeed, the
only difference is the following: if we had used the first approach (geometry
=reactor geometry), the family of machines among which we choose the one
which, within constraints, is the minimum scale member, contained also the
reactor. Each member of the family (varying a and B) was similar to a reactor.
Now we will choose the minimum scale member among a family which does not
contain the reactor. Each member of the family however, is similar in that it
will test the theory to the same extent. For a choice of # and L.', we will still
have to apply the constraints resulting from the neglect of the other parameters
(the members of the family must be truly similar), the constraints resulting
from neutrals and impurities, and the constraints resulting from the ability to
obtain the parameters required (constraints resulting from heating methods and
technological constraints). Within the design window we can then choose the
machine with the minimum scale, based on cost, access, etc...
3.3.2. How do we fix the geometry and find the resulting constraints ?
We have explained in the previous section how we are planning to fix the
geometry: essentially by looking for the particular combination where the
geometrical constraints are the least stringent. This will define the geometry
and also identify the constraints specifically related to the geometry.
How do we 4rnd our way in this very large parameter space ? We will subdivide the
parameters ;n "soft" parameters and "hard" parameters. The soft parameters
are the easily changeable parameters, such as the current in the coils. The hard
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parametcrs are the more permanent ones, those that are fixed once the machine
is built. An example of a hard parameter is the number of periods.
Both the hard parameters and the soft ones affect the magnetic geometry. For
example, it is clear that the shape of the magnetic axis depends on the number
of periods. The position of the magnetic axis, within the toroidal coils also
depends on the current in the toroidal ring.
Therefore we will first derive some relationship between those soft parameters
(the current in the coils) and the magnetic geometry. Since the constraints we
want to derive depend on the hard parameters and on the soft parameters,
we then use the relationships that were developed (between soft parameters
and magnetic geometry) and a particular choice of the geometry to make the
constraints function of the hard parameters alone.
This then allows us to discuss the influence of the hard parameters on the
constraints and choose them such as to make those constraints the least stringent.
This Enalizes the geometry and identifies the geometrical constraints.
Throughout this section we use dimensions, magnetic fields. It should be
understood however, that in this section their absolute value is not fixed, since
we will use R and B as scaling variables.
3.3.3. Discussion of the soft parameters
In this configuration a large number of parameters, associated with the magnetic
geometry, can be changed by changing what we call soft engineering variables,
the current 1p in the ring and the vertical field B,. The modulation angle ag of
the winding law of the coils can be considered "serni-soft", as one could envisage
the possibility to reposition those coils without too many problems. For those
paramneters it is necessary to have design va!ues and suficient freedom should
still be maintained in order to be able to investigate easily the influence of their
variation and the resulting variation of the well depth, rotational transform
etc.., on plasma properties. Let us now discuss the influence of the soft variables
(the vertical field and the ring current) on the geometry. In Appendix C we give
some basic information on spatial curves. We urge the reader to go through it
carefully as an understanding of it is the basis of much of the further discussion
in this chapter.
Extensive numerical calculations were performed by P.A. Politzer j120) in order
to investigate the vacuum magnetic surfaces and the parameters associated with
the magnetic axis, with variations of the vertical field, B, the ring current JR
and the winding law of the solenoid a. As there is no published record of them
we brie'uy summarize the results here. A Beld line follower was used to trace
out magnetic surfaces (puncture plots) and to calculate the magnetic properties.
Coils were modeled by filamentary conductors. The calculations were performed
for several combinations of ,R and B, for the particular case of n = 3.
We summarize here the results obtained for RR = 2m, ar = 0.4m, r, = 0.4m
and ac = aR (modulation angle for the winding law of the geometric center
of the coils equal to the angle of the magnetic axis, as measured from the ring
center).
1. The minor radius of the magnetic axis r, depends on the ring current only,
the dependence on the vertical field is extremely small (see Fig. 4.9).
2. The major radius R, depends both on the ring current JR and the vertical
Deld 3, (Fig. 4.10).
3. While r, and R, vary when -the angle of the solenoid is varied, the angle
ar varies little when the winding law of the solenoid is varied from ac = 0 to
ac = aR (in order to center the coils on the magnetic axis), as can be seen in
Fig. 4.11.
4. The rotational transform depends only on JR and decreases with increasing
'R (Fi g. 4.12).
5. No magnetic surfaces are obtained from some combinations of B, and JR.
Results pertaining to the well depth are shown in Fig. 4.13. and Fig. 4.14 shows
an example of the shape of the flux surfaces.
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3-,. The w.avincss of the lines is the r-esult or tLhe fact that the values of were
obtained for a Einite rnmbDer of combination p and B,.
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To obtain all the information (magnetic surfaces, well depth, etc...) on the final
magnetic geometry there is no way around doing field line following. However
in order to make choices with respect to the number of periods, major radius,
minor radius (the hard parameters), it is important to be able to have some
analytical or semi-analytical tools to narrow the parameter space that will be
looked at numerically, and obtain relationships between the magnetic geometry
and the soft parameters.
We have developed an simple analytical model which explains the parametric
variations. A further refined numerical-analytical method obtains very easily
and effciently r., R,, the angles or, aR and the rotational transform and
is in excellent quantitative agreement with the detailed numerical results.
Approximate formulas are also provided for the ring current IR needed to
position the magnetic axis for a given minor radius, and for the vertical field
B to obtain & = RR. This is detailed in Appendbx D.
3.3.4. Discussion of the hard parameters
In contrast to currents in coils, other engineering parameters are fimed or less
easily changeable once the machine is built. They are the number of periods
(n, m number); the ring radius (RR), its cross section (wrr); the number (N) of
the toroidal coils, their radius (ce), the bore of the coils (be), the displacement
(re), and cross section (h, X we). The modulation angle (a,) was considered
semi-sort. Let us discuss how we can go about choosing those parameters.
The magnetic geometry and the' geometrical constraints depend both on the
choice of the soft parameters, and on the choice of the hard parameters. In
order to make it a function of the hard parameters on],, w.'e will assume that
the relationships developed in Appendix D are used to obtain the values of the
soft parameters for each choice of the hard parameters. More explicitly, for each
choice of the hard parameters, we will take for the ring current the value that
will give for the magnetic axis a minor radius re = r. This narticular value of
ring current will further be called the design value of the ring current. Using the
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vertical field, the magnetic axis can then be centered in the toroidal coils, giving
also R. = RR. This then makes the geometry, and the constraints resulting
from it, a function of the hard parameters only.
We will now show how we can reduce the number of hard parameters, so that
we can concentrate on only five of them: n, the number of periods; r,, the
displacement of the coil; RR, the major radius of the ring; b,, the bore of the
coil; and N the number of the coils.
Going back to Figure 4.3 where a configuration with myl is shown, will easily
convince us to take m = 1. A more solidly based argument is that taking mfl
would increase the effects due to toroidality, compared to -a machine with the
same n and m = 1.
In view of the fact that this is to be an experimental machine, one appealing
property of which is that the magnetic axis can be easily moved by changing
currents in the coils, it is important to keep this flexibility and thus important
not to take any steps that would, without reason, reduce the radius of the
coil. Using the parameter A as defined in Figure 4.15, we can write in general
= r- - - r- .- The coil radius a will be largest when A = 0, and
we thus opt for this choice. The result is also that the coils can be attached to
the circular ring, with no additional stand off piece in between. We take thus
always
Cc = r -7- - (4.4)
2
We further have that there is, for a given configuration a relationship between the
current in the toroidal coils, and the current in the ring. This is the relationship
mentioned earlier and discussed in Appendix D.
Let
IR X (4.5)
1C
This can also be written as
IR 7
J h 
(4.6)
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Figure 4.15 Position of the toroidal coils with respect to the ring
Requirements that the coils do not interfere ;n the center (see Fig. 4.17 for the
defnition of the variables) results in
PA -4 w, (4.7).
With
A 27,= (4.8)
and
R = R - r, - a, (4.9)
the equation (4.7) can be written as
27:(RR - rc - ac) = Nwc (4.10)
We can further write a, very simply in terms of be and hc. Indeed, we have
h
C = be + ' (4.11)
2
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The four equations (4.4), (4.6), (4.10), (4.11) can be used to express four variables
as a function of the others. For example, we can express ra, a,, h, and w, as a
function of the other parameters.
Having thus eliminated a,, rR, hc and w, we are left with: n the number of
periods, RR the ring radius, r the displacement of the coils, be the bore of the
coil, and N, their number ( and a, the modulation angle of the winding law).
Remember that we still have the scale factor for the dimensions so that we can
reduce the number of parameters by one by taking the ratio of the dimensions.
The parameters are then n, g, , N and a,. Note that we have taken the
ratio r, with respect to the ring radius RR, and the ratio of the bore b, to the
displacement of the coils r.
There are some qualitative indications on the choice of n, j, e, N. Those
cualitative indications are given here only to give the reader some feeling for
possible directions. We will address the issues quantitatively later on. A small
value of n results in a simpler machine (see again Figure 4.3), but on the other
hand helical symmetry is improved for a large number of periods. For the choice
of g, one expects that increasing this value will give larger values of " (for
constant bi) and thus possibly a larger plasma for the same overall size. A value
of 1 gives the maximum coil radius for a given displacement of the coil. It
is however a theoretical maximum as for 6 = 1 the ring has zero radius
and the toroidal coils zero height (both are filaments). For a given size, the
number of coils should be as small as acceptable, in order to increase access.
The minimum will then be set by ripple requirements. The choice of a, is not
so crucial since it is a semi-soft parameter. In order to be able to investigate
winding laws of the magnetic axis with both positive and negative winding
angle, the choice of a, = 0 would give maximum flexibility. The choice of ac
could also be made such as to center the magnetic surfaces optimally in the
coils (ac = oa). in a First configuration we would take at = 0.
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3.3.5. Summary
In this section we have introduced and defined the major parameters associated
with the magnetic geometry of a stellarator with helical magnetic axis. We
have divided the parameters in "hard" and "soft" parameters, and explained
how we would go about finalizing the geometry and obtaining the geometrical
constraints.
Results of numerical calculations were reported showing how parameters
associated with the magnetic geometry can be changed by changing only the
"soft" parameters, namely the vertical field and the ring current. A model was
devised that gives the geometric data related to the magnetic axis and provides
some simple analytical expressions relating the soft parameters to the geometry.
This allows us to make the geometry function of the hard parameters only. We
have further shown how we could reduce the number of hard parameters and
briefly discussed qualitatively the choice of the remaining ones. Let us now turn
to the quantitative discussion of those parameters.
3.4. Choice of the geometry and investigation of the related constraints
We will now discuss the issues more quantitatively. The choices will be dictated
in part by' geometric considerations (properties of the magnetic axis as a
spatial curve, space constraints, ripple) and in part by required relations
between ring current, coil current, number of periods and displacement of the
coils. Optimization and trade-offs between plasma size and magnetic field, and
properties related to MHD and transport also play a role in the choice of the
parameters.
We have in the previous sect.on explained how we take into account the
dependence of the geometry on the soft paramcters, and how we reduced the
number of hard parameters to a manageable number. In what further follows
we will often use a diagram of the number of periods n versus 9, in which for
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convenience n is treated as a continuous variable. It should however be clear
that only integer values are of actual significance.
3.4.1. Constraints for the magnetic axis
The magnetic axis is a spatial curve whose position (R,,re) and winding law
(a") are only slightly influenced by the details of how the toroidal coils are
built. The only importa'nt parameters are then the number of periods n, the
displacement of the coil k and the winding law a,. Taking here for the purpose
of discussion here re = rc, R = Re and a. = a. we can derive a constraint,
purely from geometrical consideration, on n, l- and ac.
The constraint result from the fact that the normal to the magnetic axis can
have two distinctly different behaviors. The minor radius curvature can always
be dominant (with the normal thus always pointing towards the ring) or, at some
points on the inside of the torus, the major radius can start to dominate (with
the normal then pointing towards the center of the machine). If the major radius
curvature starts to dominate on the inside of the torus, there is a discontinuity
in the value of the rotational transform, because of the discontinuity in the
behavior of the normal. Indeed, if the normal points towards the ring, it makes a
27 rotation per period. In the case the major radius starts to dominate, the net
rotation after a period will be zero. Since the rotational transform is measured
from the normal, there is a discontinuous change of 27r per period in the value
of the rotational transform when the behavior of the normal changes (see also
[1213). This discontinuous switch delineates thus two regions, one where we
can truly speak of a stellarator with helical magnetic axis, and one where the
minor radius curvature is no longer dominant. In this second region, the total
rotational transform becomes zero in the limit of very small so that the
charge separating drifts are no longer canceled. It is thus best to avoid this
second region.
It is shown in appcndix C that for the minor radius curvature to dominate we
need
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Figure 4.16 Regions in parameter space -where the major radius curvature
dominates.
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Lines of constant a, are shown in Figure 4.16. The allowable parameter space
depends on a, but is in the direction of larger n, and larger .. For illustrative
purposes we have hatched in the drawing the forbidden space for a, = 0.
3.4.2. Constraints from non-interference of the coil.
We have briey used earlier the recuirement that coils should not interfere on
the inside, to obtain one relation that allowed us to eliminate a parameter. Here
we will develop it in more detail because it also results in a maximum achievable
value for (.. The geometry is shown in Fig. 4.17.
Tho ring curront JR results, for a given currcnt density, in a minimum radius
rg for the ring.
rRj (4.13)
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ure ~ ~~ _)1 efnon of some coil dimensions.
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Similarly the toroidal coils need a minimum area w, X h, to carry the current
for a given density.
weh Jc = 1. (4.14)
In order for the toroidal coils not to interfere at the iraside (assuming the coil to
be wedged) we request that
where
2r6 =-- (4.u5)
N
RRa - r, - ac (4.16)
In principle w, could get arbitrarily thin, the necessary area being provided
by increasing h. However, increasing h, decreases the bore of the coils. This
trade-off will be considered later. To avoid the fact that the bore b, would
become too small, let us fix the ratio 6 = to some value 6 =0.5.
The value of the ring current depends on the size, the number of periods,
the winding law etc... This has been discussed earlier and in Appendix D. To
eliminate this dependence on the soft parameters we will use what we have
previously called the design value of the current (this corresponds to the current
for a magnetic axis centered at ra = re). The ring current is then given to a
good approximation by
2-,RB6
IR (4.17)
a, m R .
Let us further take as a first approximation for the current in the toroidal coils
Bex "42=pNIe (4.18)
where Be is an average magnetic field, and 2 1 + (, R is the length of
the helical line in the center of the coils under the assumption of a straight
helix.
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From the set of ecuations (4.13 - 4.15) we can solve for Be,
We obtain the quadratic equation
B0 n r,)2
-- 1 -+- --
0
-J rc 3+6 1 2B6 7' 2BO n rc
R 2 - 2\ poR J, m \, pR JR m R
Choosing values for
Jc = 2 X 10A/rn2
JR = 2 X 10A/M 2
We can solve this equation for j in terms of - and :. The result is shown in
Fig. 4.18.
The lines in Fig. 4.18 delineate for a particular choice of j the regions where
the coils will not interfere. For small ' values we have wide coils, of small
height, but for large g, as the coils increase in size, and thus crowd more and
more the center, the width has to be reduced (with a corresponding increase in
height). Figure 4.19 shows the variation of -with k for fixed n = 3, as well as
the relative distribution of the space between ring radius rR, height of the coil
and bore of the coil.
It is clear from Figure 4.18 that interference of the coils will put a rather stringent
constraint on the value of f. Figure 4.18 was drawn for J, = JR = 2kA/cM 2
and 6 = 0.5. Changing the value of J, JR or 6 will change the value of j but
does not change the location of the maxima. In fact if we take JR = J,, Figure
4.18 can be normalized v'ith respect to current density. The lines would then be
lines of constant .
Since it is easier to relate to i than to , we will for the purpose of obtaining
numbers, continue to use JR =J = 2kA/cm 2. One should keep in mind
hovever, that the geometrical constraint is on L rather than on
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Figure 4.28 Maximum value of j because of coil interference. We have assumed
JR = Jc = 2 X 10 7A/m 2 and 6 = 0.5. For small " the value of j decreases
because below a certain point further decrease of a and thus of h. can no longer
be compensated by an increase in ". For fixed current density the current in
the coil and the ring must decrease thus decreasing 9. For large 9 there is also
a decrease in due to the fact that as the inner part of the coil gets closer to
the center its width w, decreases more rapidly than its height can increase.
Notice that combining Figure 4.18 (interference of coils), with Figure 4.16
(behavior of the magnetic axis) already gives us clear indication about the
constraints on n and (for fixed values of 6), shown in Fig. 4.20.
We have ir this sccticn fixed the value of 6. In the next section we will discuss
how things change when we allow 6 to vary. Figure 4.20 will then change slightly
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Figure 4.19 Maximum value of ( as a function of g for n = 3, JR = Jc =
2 X 10 7A/r2 (lop figure). Also shown is the relative fraction taken up by the
ring and the toroidal coil as varies (bottom figure). We have assumed 6 = 0.5.
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Figure 4.20 Combination of Figure 4.16 giving the regions where the minor
radius curvature dominates with Fig. 4.18 giving the regions where the coils
would interfere.
when we allow 6 to change.
3.4.3. Effect of changing 6
In the previous constraints we have not addressed the issue of plasma size. By
choosing the bore of the coil to be a certain fraction of the coil displacement
(6 = 0.5) we had assumed to have some room left for the plasma. WVhen we
allow 6 to change we are faced however with a complicated trade-off. Increasing
6 increases the bore of the coils and allows thus more space for the plasma, but
will reduce the achievable magnetic field.
Influence on the magnetic field
Indeed, as 6 increases, we have to decrease the height (he) of the coils. As the
vwidth wt of the coils is set by interference near the center, the current in the
toroida] coils has to go down if we fix the current density. The ring current,
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Figure 4.21 Effect of changing 6 = on the distribution of the space between
rn and he.
and thus the ring radius can then go down in the same proportion (Fig. 4.21).
This also will influence the space available for the height of the coils. The exact
distribution of the space (re - bc) between the coil (he) and the ring (r.) is
discussed in Appendix E. The net result, is that at constant current density and
overall size, if we decrease 6, the magnetic field has to go down.
Influence on the plasma size
The actual increase of the plasma size when the bore of the coil increases can
only be found exactly by runn.ing a computer code that gives the magnetic
surfaces (puncture plots). It is however useful to identify the mechanisms that
have an influence on the plasma size, and to obtain an approximate result.
This will allow us to make a choice in the large parameter space n, , b,
N, without having to scan this whole space numerically. There are three major
factors.
The first is that we have to stay away a certain distance from the coils because
of ripple considerations. We have taken here a simple, but quite accurate rule
of thumb that surfaces of constant ripple are located at a distance Af, from the
coil, such that
where Aie is the distance between the coils and a ratio depending on the
value of the ripple (Fig. 4.22). This rule of thumb was checked against a model
given in [i00J where, to calculate the ripple for a tokamak'in the z = 0 plane,
the toroidal coils are replaced by two infinitely long parallel straight current
filaments, located at the position of the inner (ri) and the outer (r2 ) leg of the
coil. The ratio ( = g calculated from their data at constant ripple is indeed
independent of r2 and ri, and only slightly dependent on the number of coils.
For 4 coils and a 2% ripple, we obtain = 2.25, for 6 coils C= 2.05 and for 12
coils = 1.83. The rule was also checked against published data about ripple
surfaces in tokamaks (see-Fig. 4.22).
Defining the plasma size through a, = b, - Af,, we introduce the ratio 7 =
This ratio can be related to the parameters , N, y and through
Q
r= 1 - -_
where Q is a parameter defined in Appendix F. It depends on the number of
periods n, the displacement of the coils ' and the bore of the coils 6 - b.
We have plotted in Figure 4.23 the value of r = as a function of the number
of periods n and g for N = 6 ) and ( = 2 (corresponding to a 2% ripple). It
is clear that for this choice of N and there is a limit above which there is no
area to the right of the centr of the coil for which the ripple is smaller than
2%.
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Figure 4.22 Surface of constant ripple for TFR [122]. The surface with ripple
2% at z = 0 is located at a distance Af, = 128 - 112cm = 16cm from the
inner side of the toroidal coil (at R = 128cm). TFR has 24 coils. The distance
between the coils at R ='128cm is A c = 2-, = 33.5cm. For the ratio
(= we obtain ( = g = = 2.09.
A second factor infuencing the size of the plasma results from the fact that
the plane of the coils is not perpendicular to the magnetic axis. The actual
dimension of the plasma is related to the dimension of the plasma in the bore
of the coil through the cosinus Of the angle of the magnetic axis with the 4
direction. This angle is the pitch angle given approximately in the general case
(and exactly in the case of constant pitch winding law) by
tan 11 n r.
tanp =
Thus if we have an elliptical plasma with dimensions ap, and a;2 in the bore of
the coil at 0 = ', the actual dimension is cpi and c, 2 cosp. This effect can be
very large for large n and M. Shovn in, Figure 4.24 is the value of cosp.
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Figure 4.23' The parameter r= is a measure of the relative distance from
the center of the coil to the radius where the ripple is 2%. The number of coils
is N = 60.
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Figure 4.24 The value of cosp relates the actual size of the plasma to its size
in the plane of the coils.
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Figure 4.23 For a highly elong.1ed plasma the limit may become the ripple at
top and bottom. The fact that the coils are not perpendicular to the magnetic
axis then also starts to play a role in calculating the distance (in the plane of
the coils) one has to stay away from the coil.
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A third effect can arise when the plasma is highly elongated. In this case the
limit may not be set by the ripple on the outside, but at the top and the bottom
( Fig. 4.25 ). One should also notice that in this case, the fact that the coils are
not perpendicular to the magnetic axis also starts to play an effect in calculating
the distance one has to stay away from the coils. With = we have in fact
to take de = AL if Lfef is measured in the plane of the coils.
Trade-off between magnetic field and plasma size
Having briefly discussed in the first part of this section (and more at length in
Appendix E) how the magnetic Beld changes as we change 6, the relative bore
of the coils, and in the second part what factors affect the plasma size when 6
changes we can now ask the question what effect this change has on our previous
geometrical constraint (where we had taken & constant) and how this affect
the choice of the number of periods n and displacement of the coil
A computer model was set up that incorporates the variation with 6 of i, and of
the plasma size. The variation of . with 6 is included, as explained in Appendix
E. To calculate the plasma size we take into account the ripple and the cosp
effect. The effect of the elongation on the plasma size was not incorporated,
since in order to know what the elongation is, we would need first to obtain
puncture plots, and this would defeat the purpose of obtaining some tendencies
in the larger parameter space without a prohibitively large numerical load. The
resulting model is of course crude, but it will still give us some clear indication
as to the choice of n and M.
The model was used to find for each combination of n and g the value of 6 that
would optimize some criterion. Recall that increasing 6 increases the plasma
size but decreases J. We have looked at several possibilities, optimizing aB 2,
cB or a2B. The optimum choice for 6 depend on what we optimize. But we
found, interestingly enough, that for the optimum choice of 6, the area in the
, paramcter space where c3 2 7 aB or C2B was maximum, did not depend on
whether v'c optimized a3 2, aB or a2B.
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To illustrate our mode we refer to Figure 4.26. For the particular case of n = 2
and = .39 we have plotted B and " as a function of 6. Recall that the
variation is in fact on 2. We have assumed J = 2kA/crn2 in the drawing,
but scaling with J is straightforward. The figure shows clearly that when 6
increases, the allowable value of - decreases, while as 6 increases, the plasma
radius increases. The solid line gives the value of aB 2 and shows the presence of
an optimum at 6 = 0.45. Finding this value of 6 that optimize a 2B can be done
for each n, and k so that for each combination of n and k we can identify an
optimum 6, as well as a corresponding value of a2B.
We show in Figure 4.27 for the case n = 2 and n = 3 how this optimum 6
varies as a function of k. In the same plot is shown the value of a, the value
of r and the value of .
We see that cB 2 has a rather broad optimum around y = 0.4. If we were to
have optimized aB or a2 B, rather than aB 2, the optimum value for 6 would
change resulting in different values for 77and , but the actual position of the
maximum of aB or a2 B for given n as a function of g does not change much.
Similarly we obtain for n = 3 a broad maximum, independent again of whether
we optimize aB2, aB, or a 2B. It lies at slightly lower values of k, in the range
0.33 < k < 0.42. It is however important to note that the values of the maxima
for n = 3 is consistently about a factor 2 lower than the maxima for n = 2.
In terms of trade-off between plasma size and the constraint on we can conclude
from this model that there is a region in n, " space where the constraints on
are the least stringent. In the case we optimize aB 2 the constraint on R,
for the optimum choice is shown in Figure 4.28. Note that for low n the value
of 5 is larger in Fig. 4.28 than in Fig. 4.12. This is because the optimum 6 is
lower than 0.5 (which was assumed in Fig. 4.12). For large n the opposite is
true (R larger in Fig. 4.12), because the optimum 6 is larger than 0.5. Had we
optimized aS, the actual value of in Figure 4.28 would change. The shape of
the curve however not. The constraints on j would still be the least stringent
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Figure 4.26 Variation of the plasma size t and of with the rclative-bore of
the coil 6 = . ssumed JC = JR = 2 X 10 7A/m 2 , N = 60 and = 2.
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for n = 2, 9 ~ 0.4. Our model thus points to a choice of n = 2 and z 0.4.
This choice would also be acceptable in terms of the first constraint, related
to the avoidance of the region where the major radius curvature may start to
dominate. This is shown in Figure 4.29.
Our model says that the constraints on f are the least stringent in a certain
region of the parameter space. In order to obtain the actual value of the
constraint on 5, and also in order to take into account some other constraints,
we will resort now to more detailed numerical calculations. The computer code
that makes the puncture plots and calculates parameters associated with the
magnetic geometry was kindly provided by P.A. Politzer.
Numerical calculations
We report here the more detailed calculations in two cases. This will allow us
to calculate the actual 5 constraint, compare the results with our model and
confirm the fact that the constraints on 5 are the least stringent for n =.2,
. 0.4. The two cases are one with n = 2 and 4 = 0.38 and one with n - 3
and = 0.33.
In order to compare the numerical calculations with our model we also have to
aix values of the ring current and the vertical field for the numerical calculations.
Our simple model implicitly assumes r. = r,, R, = RR and kR = 0, and
we had taken for the ring current the value given by the approximate formula
derived in Appendix D. The combination r re, Ra = RR and ap = 0
is not achievable in practice. For our numerical calculations we have chosen,
using the more reFned model of appendix D, the current such that r r ,
and the vertical field such that cR = 0. Ve will then have that R, > RR,
and the current 13 is slightly lower than the design value calculated from the
apDroximate formula. The choice is shown in Figure 4.30.
For the fixed position of the coil, coil current and vertical field, we investigated
how the area of good magnetic surfaces changcd when the bore of the coil was
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Figure 4.28. Values of , when we allow 6 to vary. The choice of 6 is such
that for each n, L the value of aB 2 is maximized.
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Figure 4,29. Constraints related to the behavior of the magnetic axis, and
constraints on R
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Figure 4.30 Choice of ring current 1P and vertica] reld 3., for n = 2, = 0.33.
changed, and we calculated, using the method outlined in Appendix F, what
values of Z could be achieved. Results are shown in Figure 4.31, for n =-2
and g 0.38. Our model predicted lower values of j and larger values of
c,. The reason for the higher values of j is a result of the fact that for the
numerical results we used a ring current of 2100 kA, lower than the ring current
our approximate formula would give for r, = r, (2680kA). Thus as the ring,
dimensioned for this smaller current can be smaller, more room is available for
the height of the coils for a given bore, resulting in a larger achievable -. The
reason for the smaller size for r, is that for our choice of B, and Ip the plasma
is slightly shifted outward (R, > RR), and not centered as assumed in our
mode!, thus leaving less space for well formed surfaces. The agreement between
the slope confirms the validity of our method to approximate the plasma size.
We have also seen that although the optimum value of 6 predicted by our model
depends on what was optlimized, the region in n, space where we obtained
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a maximum was insensitive to it. We can thus be reasonably confident that
the model identifies properly the optimum region in the n versus k space. We
observe a similar agreement for n = 3 and 9 = 0.33 (Fig. 4.32). The detailed
numerical calculations also confirmed that achievable values of aB 2 for example
are lower for the n = 3 case than for the n = 2 case.
The underlying reasons for this advantage are : at the same value of W the design
current is smaller for lower n going as n giving thus a smaller cross section
for the ring and thus more room for the height of the coils and a larger allowable
%. The length of the magnetic axis is also smaller (L ~ 2-,R 1+(")
resulting in a larger B for the same current in the toroidal coils. For a fixed
number of coils, and fixed major radius of the ring (RR), the ripple is smaller for
lower n, while the cosp term is larger ; those two effects allow a larger plasma
radius. While at higher n values one would rather go to lower y values, this
also decreases the radius of the coils and thus the space for the plasma. The
numerical calculations and our understanding of the underlying reasons make
us confident that n = 2 and g = 0.38 would be a good choice for the geometry.
Other considerations, to be discussed in the next section, will finalize the choice
of 5 and further confirm that the choice n = 2, =0.38 is also a good one on
other grounds.
The final choice of 6= and resulting constraint on - will be obtained from
the numerical calculations from considerations related to well depth. This will
be discussed now.
3.4.4. Constraints for the geometry resulting from MILD considerations
MHD equilibrium and stability is addressed here briefly, only in terms of its
impact on the choice of the geometry. It will be addressed later in more detail
to make a choice for the value of the dimensionless parameter $.
The numerical calculations provided information on the well depth. Strangely
en1ourh it was found that, for e'.'erything fixed. except the bore of the coil, the
well depth measured at constant radius would decrease and even disappear as the
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bore of the coil decreased. This effect was traced back to the fact that changing
the bore of the coil has a slight effect on the position of the magnetic axis.
Decreasing the bore of the coil decreases r, and increases R,. This results in a
decrease in well depth. If we want to keep some well depth for the cases we have
considered, the minimum 6 for n = 2 and 0.39 is 6 = 0.6 corresponding
to . = 0.105 and . = 0.45. For the case n = 3 and 9 = 0.33, the minimum
is 6 = 0.9, corresponding to - 0.105 and = 0.05.
The situation for the well depth can be improved by taking a,1 or by reducing
the design value of the ring current. Both measures reduce the flexibility of the
machine, but still leave the advantage of the n = 2 system over the n = 3
system.
MHD equilibrium is discussed later in more detail. By limiting the pressure
driven displacement of the plasma to some fraction of the bore of the coil, a
value of 5 equilibrium can be found. It is function of n and k and for each n,
maximum for k n: .. The maximum value decreases with decreasing n. Shown
in Figure 4.33 is the region where 5 eouilibrium is maximum. as well as its
actual value. In this respect a choice of large n would be best if we wanted to
achieve the highest possible #. If the purpose however is to test theoretically
predicted limits, then a low value of is not a disadvantage.
In view of our approach to choose the geometry such that the geometrical
constraint is the least strinerent, while still being able to test the theory, the
choice n = 2 and -L = 0.38 is acceptable.
3.4.5. Constraints on the geometry resulting from transport considerations
Transport in a helical axis stellarator is discussed later in more detail. Here
we want to address specifically the influence of the geometry on the easiness
of achieving low i'. values. The collisionality is the ratio of the connection
length to the mean free path. The connection length is related to the geometry,
While the mean free path is related to the plasma parameters. Can we, through
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appropriate choices for the geornetry, make iteasier to obta!In lower values of the
collisiozality ? In essence we are asking, can we, for Exed -values of the plasma
parameters, make the achievement of low collisionality easlexr by' infuencing the
connection leng-th.
As n and change, the connection length changes. The connection length is
given by 1.,where r, is the torsion. To first approximation we have used for the
torsion the value for, a str~aight helix. This is justified by the following 2Xrgument:
what matters in the end is an F-verage over many periods. The integr a] of the
torsion is the rotational transfo.-m and cross check wvith numerical calculations
have shown th at as long as -we avoid the region -,,here the major radius curvature
starts to dom-I'ate, the rotational transform (calculated from the integral or the
ragees within 20%7 with 'he numerical calculations.
T'e integral of the torsion was also found to be little in uenced by the actual
pIdn la, of the magnetic axis teerefore e cilecked whether using the value
ti h afor a straight hl.stem 'Li , is jtfid y that this was indeed the
case.
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Intuitively, it is clear that for a fixed size, the connection length decreases as k
decreases, and as the number of periods increases. This is shown in Figure 4.34,
where we have plotted the value of the connection length (in arbitrary units,
we are only interested in the relative measures). In order to get the smallest
connection length, for fixed plasma parameters, one should go to high n number
and low !. In this drawing we have assumed fixed overall size (RR = constant).
If, however, we compare machines of constant magnetic field we have to increase
the size when we go to higher n (because of lower value of J for higher n).
This increases the absolute connection length for larger n machines. Taking this
effect into account we obtain Figure 4.35, showing again, in arbitrary units,
the connection length, now for constant B field. This drawing confirms that
the choice n = 2, = 0.38 is also, with respect to achieving easily a low
collisionality, an appropriate choice.
3.4.6. Summarizing the section on the geometry
In the previous section we had introduced and defined the major parametirs
associated with the magnetic geometry of a stellarator with helical magnetic
axis. We had divided the parameters as "hard" and "soft", and explained
how we would go about finalizing the geometry and obtaining the geometrical
constraints.
In this section we have discussed the choice of the hard parameters based
on constraints associated with the magnetic axis, constraints related to the
interference of the coils, and plasma dimensions. It was found that going
to lower n and high value of g would give an optimum choice, within the
constraints. Further we have briefly discussed the choice of the geometry in
terms of MHD equilibrium and stability. We have also shown how the geometry
can influence the easiness with which one achieves low collisionality.
The intent of this section was to analyze and finalize the geometry of the
experiment within a scale factor on size and magnetic field, and also to obtain
the geometrical constraints. We succeeded in finalizing the geometry and have
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Figure 4.35 Measure of the connection length (in arbitrary units) as a function
of n and 1, for constant magnetic field. We have taken into account the fact
that as n and " increases the allowable ? decreases, thus resulting in the need
to increase R for constant magnetic field.
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chosen and justified the following paramcters for the geometry : n = 2, M =
0.39, i 0.255, N = 60. The value of other parameters can be calculated
from this, and we obtain : = 0.08, R = 0.055, 9 = 0.0314.
The other result from this section is the geometrical constraint: the magnetic
field and the dimension cannot be chosen completely independently. They have,
for our particular geometry, to fulfill the condition
-IT) < 0.45.
(2X10 A/m2AD~
Note that a constraint on B is not particular to this geometry. The value of
0.45 however, is. Toroidal system that are limited by space constraints in the
center (as for example tokamaks), will have a similar constraint. The value will
depend on the particular choices made for the geometry, and especially on-the
slimness of the coil, but not on the scale of the machine.
Indeed, take I the total Ampere-turns, and let it be equal to Jp2 , where p 2 is a
measure of the area occupied by the coils in the center. Then using Id =
we can calculate
JR 27r Ri
independent of the scale of the machine, but dependent on the square of the
fraction of the major radius used to carry current. What is the value of A for
some machines ? Alcator A has B = lOT, R = 0.54rn, J = 10.2 X 10 7A/m 2,
and this results in
(~) = 3.63.
Alcator C with B = 14T, R = 0.6 4m, J = 11.8 X 10 7A/m 2 achieves
(2 n)W 3.9.
2xi ~ A/m in
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JET, with B = 2.7T, R = 3.05m, J = 2 X 10'A/m 2 obtains
0.88.
As pointed out, the reason for this smaller value is not that JET is much larger
than the Alcator machines, but because its coils are much slimmer than the
Alcator coils.
Let us now investigate in more detail the choice of the dimensionless parameters.
3.5. Choice of the dimensionless parameters
3.5.1. Introduction
This section focuses on the choice of the dimensionless parameters 0 and v.
We will discuss transport, and the different regimes that occur in this type-of
machine.. From this we obtain a range of values of L that we would like to
investigate.
Similarly, MHD equilibrium and stability is reviewed to identify the possible #
limits and be able to maki a choice of ?.
3.5.2. Transport and choice of v
This section on transport is needed to identify the different regimes that occur
in a steliarator with helical magnetic axis. It is also needed later as a basis to
estimate the heating power required for a given experiment.
Different transport regimes occur because, at different degrees of collisionality,
the ratio of the mean free path of particles between collisions to the length
of magnetic 15eld inhomogeneities can take different values. In a tokamak, the
variation of the magnetic ficld along the feld lines arises to first order because of
the rotational transicrm and the } variation of the toroidal B field. The inverse
aspect ratio e is a measure of the inhomogeneity while the connection
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Figure 4.36 Tokamak neo-classical transport regimes
length is proportional to qR. The resulting transport regimes are the well known
Galeev-Sagdeev regime, the plateau regime and Pfirsch-Schluter regime (Fig.
4.36).
To apply the same approach to a stellarator with helical magnetic axis let us
first assume a straight helical solenoid. Even in a straight system the particles
can be trapped in inhomogeneities of the magnetic field. Due to the rotational
transform (the magnetic field lines lag with respect to the rotation of the normal
to the magnetic axis) the magnetic field lines sample regions of high and low
miagnetic neld. For a straight helical solenoid, the magnetic field on the magnetic
axis is constant. The magnetic feld away from the magnetic axis is modulated
by a term krcosG (similar to the term A cosO for the field modulation along a
neld line in a tokamak).
In this case the helical inhomogeneity takes the role of the toroidal inhomogeneity
in a tokamak and one would expect intuitively that in the formulas for the
different regions of tokamak transport, e would be replaced by kr. Similarly
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Figure 4.37 Neoclassical transport regimes for a straight helical axis stellarator
the role of the connection length cR in a tokamak is now replaced by A. The
transformation of the neoclassical formulas for a tokamak was obtained in a
more rigorous fashion by Kalyu zhnyj and Nemov [123] for a' straight helical
system and for distances close to the magnetic axis (kr < 1, nr <1)
- e --+ kr
We thus obtain the same three regimes (Fig. 4.37). Those regimes are strictly
valid only for a straight belical system.
The equivalence (in terms of drift orbits and transport) of a tokamak and
a system having a helical symmetry, was proven in a much more general
fashion (without the restriction ;r < 1 and rr < 1) by Boozer [124, 125].
Equilibria which have identical drift orbits and associated transport, are called
bY him isomorphic. He proves that all system with one periodicity (including the
tokamak and straight helical systems) are isomorphic, and that their transport
ccelicient can be written in a general way.
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If we now turn the system into a torus but still want to minimize the toroidal
effects we need that the toroidal inhomogeneity must be much smaller than the
helical inhomogeneity. If the displacement of the banana due to toroidal drift,
during a trapped collision time, is much smaller than the banana thickness, then
the toroidal inhomogeneity can be completely neglected. This reouires [123)
I > PZVuINVk7 (4.20)
R
(n) > - (4.21)
ma ra
Under those conditions, the diffusion coefficient obtained for a straight helical
system are also valid for a torus. Note however that the conditions are quite
restrictive, and not valid on the magnetic axis.
If we now are in a regime where the drift of the bananas do start to play a role
we have something analogous to the ripple diffusion and helical plateau of a
stellarator. This was discussed by Nemov [1261 and Kalyuzhnyj 11271. Turning
a straight helical system into a torus has two important effects.
1/ The curvature and the torsion of the magnetic axis become modulated. For
a low toroidality system ( >> and constant d the curvature and torsion
are described by 1126)
k = k + pk, cos9
K = K + pi cos 9
where ko, r. are the curvature and torsion for a straight system, and y is the
small parameter 9( )2 < 1. Further
k, = and k1 = k,
I + (5) ( 2 -L nr
1+(a)2 and
2/ The second cect is that, even on the magnetic axis, there is a modulation
of the magnetic field. Only the first effect was considered in those articles.
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This facilitates theoretical treatment, but can also be achieved in practice by
choosing appropriately the current in the toroidal coils. Coils on the inside of
the torus would carry less current than those on the outside.
The ripple diffusion coefticient is then formally derivable from that of a toroidal
stellarator by replacing et and Eh - kor and by multiplying the diffusion
coefficient by a factor X, dependent on M. The factor X, can be found in (126).
Modulation of the angle of the magnetic axis in order to reduce the diffusion
coefficient was also discussed bylKalyuzhnyj [1273. There is an optimal modulation
of the magnetic axis given by G = 1+ d' sin 16 and d = 3, which reduces
the diffusion coefficient by about 70% compared to the value for an unmodulated
magnetic axis. He further shows that the value of ; close to unity is the worst
choice with respect to diffusion because the diffusion coeffcient is maximum
at about this value (note that - = 1 may be an optimum choice for MD
equilibrium).
Defining v. such that vi- =1 at the transition from banana to plateau regime,
we have that, for our geometry, the transition between plateau and P.S. regime
occurs at v. = 100. The requirement that the infuence of toroidal effects can
be neglected (4.20) translates into v. > 1. If we thus want to investigate the
theory, while not being influenced by the toroidal effects, we need 1.v > 1. This
puts us in the plateau regime. A maximum on v., in order to stay in the same
regime is i.- = 100. Note that this is higher than for a reactor, where . ~ 0.1.
A reactor, because of the higher number of periods, will not be influenced by
toroidal inhomogeneity, even at this low value of v.. The actual choice of vi for
the experiment, within the limits 1 < i/- < 100, will be made later.
3.5.3. MIlD equilibrium and stability, value of 8
The equilibrium of a plasma in a toroidal magnetic feld with non-planar axis
has been treated by Shafranov [128, 1291 and by Nagao et al [121, 130, 131).
The methodology adopted is to calculate the displacement of the magnetic
axis resulting from the plasma pressure. The displacement has in general two
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Figure 4.38 Values of # equilibrium as a function of n and (-,
components, one along the normal (in the direction opposite to it) and one
along the binormal. The value of # equilibrium is limited by requesting that the
maximum displacement should not exceed a certain fraction of the bore of the
coil. For a small number of periods, the displacement is minimum (and thus #
equilibrium maximum) when = 1. The actual values are shown in Figure
4.38 (adapted from 11301).
Zakharov 1132] has addressed the question of stability of a plasma in stellarator
with spatial magnetic axis. For a plasma without current, the stability against
m = 1, n = 0 is guaranteed. For a low degree of shear, the plasma is weakly
unstable against helical perturbations with m#0 and n#0 if the surfaces are
circular. A D-shaped configuration of the magnetic surfaces can avoid this
instability. Miond and Weitzner 1133] have found that low shear systems with
zero net current can be stable to interchange-like modes. They have also shown
that for stability to be achieved, one needs
g2
a > (4.22)2(1 -62)
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where 6 is the amplitude of the helical magnetic field associated with the 1 =:2
harmonic
V" k r2(1 6 cos 2)+...]
2
and a is a measure of the pressure gradient. For a given helical magnetic field
6 the system may be unstable when the pressure is slowly increased from zero
until the pressure is large enough to fulfill the condition (4.22). A weak magnetic
well would be suffcient to stabilize this mode until the pressure terms achieve
the stabilizing effects. The increase in stability at higher plasma pressures was
already mentioned earlier in 1134, 135) and is a result of the deepening of the
magnetic well because of the displacement of the magnetic surfaces under the
infuence of the plasma pressure.
As a summary of this section we can say that in the system we have chosen,
the plasma should be in equilibrium for -values up to about 3%, while the
presence of a slight magnetic well is sufficient to make it stable, a stability which
is further improved by the presence of the plasma. The region of # we may want
to investigate, is thus limited to < 3%.
3.6. Application of the coistraints
3.6.1. The four dimensionless parameters
Let us now go step by step through the constraints. We have chosen, as discussed
in Chapter 2, to take R and B as scaling variables. The dimensionless parameters
were #, u, NX and 9 of which we will have to drop two in order to be able
indeed to take R and B as scaling variables. Let us calculate of the dimensionless
parameters.
The number of particles per Debye sphere is given by
, 1.73 X 102)/2
=(4.23)
(0)
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and the ratio of poloidal larmor radius to the size of the plasma radius is
PB a p p p140
a ICTap n~ap R (4.24)
0.0144 T 1
R eB
The plasma P is given by
2nT =8.06 X 10- ( n )(T)
B 2  1020 (
and the collisionality by
4 e4n AqR
3 (47-E,)2 3/2 T2/2t2 (4.26)
= 2.063 X 10- -- nR
T2 3/2
For the geometry we had = 0.38, = 2, =0.105. We will further assume
here r, = r. We can evaluate the collisionality at half the plasma radius using
the transformation of the formula as discussed in the transport section. We
obtain
i- = 1.45 X 106 10)0R . (4.27)
We will take B and R as the scaling variables and # and v. as the dimensionless
parameters, to be considered as our experimental objective. From the previous
section we had 1 < L. < 100 and g < 3%. Fixing the choice of 0 and V. will
give, for varying R and B, a family of similar machines (same experimental
objective), among which the member with minimum scale can be found by
applying the constraints.
Let us at Erst keep 0 and i.,, explicitly in the equations giving the constraints
(rather than including a number), so that we can, for various values of # and
v., see vwhich constraints are really of importance in our case. To obtain the
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constraints on B and R, we need to solve the equations (4.25) and (4.27) for the
density and the temperature in terms of , i/. and the scaling variables B and
R, so that in the different constraints we can eliminate n and T. We obtain
71 (g4w 1/3
= 4.73 
-- 2B (4.28)10 20 /m 3  (
T 1
= 2.62 X 10' RB2- (4.29)
We will investigate the constraints resulting from the step by step method. We
will express the constraints on B and R as a function of 0 and v-.. To obtain a
feeling for the importance of the constraint, we will insert the worst case values
v1 and 0 within the limits, 1 < z/. <,100 and 0.3% < 0 < 3%.
3.6.2. Conitraints resulting from the first step
The first step was to consider under which conditions we could drop the wo
dimensionless constants Nx and . This is needed so that the devices we consider,
for varying values R and B, are really similar.
Dropping NX
Using (4.28) and (4.29) we can calculate AT),
Nx = 1 X 107(R2B 
-2 1' (4.30)
The reouireMent N>x > 2500 transforms (4.30) into
R 2B > 2.5 X 10 1 2-,31
Within the limits 1 < L. < 100 and 0.3% < < 3% this constraint becomes
the most stringent for v. = 100 and # = 0.3%. Even using those values it is
not a very stringent requirement
R 2 B > 8.3 X 10~6
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Other constraints which we have discussed and result from properties that could
be affected if we do not keep Nx constant, were related to the ratio Debye
length/size of the plasma, and Debye length/ion larmor radius. The Debye
length had to be smaller than the size of the plasma
XD 1
a 10
With
= 1.75 X 10-(R B-i 1/
3 < 1
a 10
we obtain
R
< 1.86 X 10"#9v-
Even with # 0.003 and P= 1 this requirement is not stringent.
R
R < 5.6 X 108
The ion larmor radius had to be larger than the radius of the Debye sphere.
This resulted in
n 2 X 10 4
1020 B 2  >
or
B 2R < 1 X 10 15fi2v
With # = 0.003 and l. = 1 we obtain
B 2R < 4 X 10'.
We thus see that, even when using in each case the worst assumption with
respect to the choice of 0 and v-, it is quite justifable to drop NX as parameter.
Dropping
Let us now' look at the parameter . We obtain
e 0.74 ~
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Setting the requirement - = we obtain
R 516B 2/3 > 1.48
with = 0.03 and v. = 1 we obtain
R5/6B2/ 3 > 0.82
This is certainly a requirement we will have to take into account.
3.6.3. Constraints.resulting from the second step
Neutrals
In terms of the influence of the neutrals we had the condition that the plasma
must be imper meable for neutrals which resulted in
na > 1.6 X 10"
this translates into
B2R > 0.027~1- 1  (4.31)
a ve-y stringent requirement. Taking for example 3 = 0.003 and Vz 1 we
ob ain
B 2R > 9
If we did allow the plasma to be permeable to neutrals (which is however
questionable), we then needed that the temperature should be suiiciently low
that collisions between charged particles would dominate over collisions with
neutrals. The requirement T < 400eV translates into
.B2R > 3.5 x 10- 39- 1 v. (4.32)
Since both are limits on B 2R we can see under which conditions one is more
stringent than the other. Com:aring (4.31) with (4.32) we can calculate that
for Lv. > 2.77 it is easier to fulfill the condition on na, while for v. < 2.77
the condition on temperature would be less stringent, at least if we accept a
permeable plasma.
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Impurities
We have argued in chapter 2 that there does not seem to be a constraint on R
or B from requirements related to impurities. The surface preparation and wall
cleaning method is of much more importance. The presence of impurities will
increase the power requirements and this will be taken into account later.
3.6.4. Constraints resulting from the third step
Here we investigate what constraints result from the actual possibility to achieve
the parameters we want. We will look at two possible heating methods ECRH
and ICRH, and also look at technological constraints related to current density
and stress limits.
Constraints resulting from the heating method used
Let us now briefly look at the requirement for heating by ECRH. With -g < a
(where a = 1, 2, 4 depends on which wave is launched and from which side) we
obtain
0.097B 2  1
This results in
2 R > 1.2 X 10'
a3
It is interesting to compare this to the na limit
B2R > 0.027#~ 1 v;-
For ?i/P > 6.15 X 10-3a the limit set by accessibility of ECRH waves is more
stringent than the constraint set by the impermeability requirement. Remember
also that the use of ECRH may limit the maximum B, because gyrotrons with
frequency higher than 100Ghz do not exist yet.
The accessibility limit for the ICRH fast wave can be translated into
B / R5/> 0.026 -2/3V--1
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which is not very stringent. A more stringent requirement will result from the
need to confine the high energy tail. Another constraint when using ICRH is
the result of the limited power density of the launching structure.
Let us now further investigate the necessary heating power. A small computer
program was set up to calculate for the given geometry the losses from simple
O-D equations. Several expressions for the confinement time can be used and the
program also takes into account power lost by radiation (we have taken 0.1% Fe
impurity and 1% Oxygen impurity). The expressions of the confinement time
of a fast cofiponent (as for-example an ICRH tail) can be chosen differently
from the confinement time of the bulk particles. In the examples that follow we
have taken for the bulk plasma a confinement time given by the Alcator scaling
law, together with a neo-classical expression (Hinton-Hazeltine, appropriately
translated for the helical axis stellarator) when this value is lower. For values of
v. < 1 we have taken the value at v- = 1 (extended plateau).
In the case of ICRH heating we took a temperature of the tail 20 times the
bulk temperature and an expression for the con-nement time of the tail going
as Hinton-Hazeltine with extended plateau. The power calculated from the
confnement time of the -bulk particles was corrected by an effciency factor
which we took to be
-1 1
to account for the fact that if the connnement time (-,) of the fast particles is
less than their slowing down time (-) they can not give energy to the plasma.
For the slowing down time we used the expression given by Rose and Clark
[Il). The second factor is to correct for the losses of the fast particles if their
poloidal larmor radius is larger Lhan the plasma size.
In the case of ECRH heating we have uscd an efciency correction factor given
by
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where 7,9 is the electron-ion equilibrium time and r is the bulk energy confinement
time (for which we used the Alcator scaling law and Hinton-Hazeltine with
extended plateau). The first factor takes into account that if the electron-ion
equilibration time is much larger than the bulk energy confinement time, the
temperature of the electron population will be much larger than that of the -ions
resulting in a regime quite different from a reactor regime. The second factor is
pe
a way to take into account the constraint on
It is clear that the values obtained for the power needed will only be approximate
values. More detailed calculations are not w"arranted in view of large uncertainties
in confinement times and scaling laws, especially for a machine as the helical
axis stellarator. After all, one of the purposes of doing the experiment is exactly
to obtain more information on the power needed.
Figure 4.39 shows for R = 2m, v.- = 10 the power needed as a function of B,
with 0 as parameter (ICRH). Figure 4.40, for the same dimension and heating
method, shows the power as a function of B for # 0.01 with vl as parameter.
The corresponding figures, in the case of ECRH are Fig. 4.41, Fig. 4.42.
Technological constraints
The geometrical constraint a < 0.45, can be translated in a R versus
B diagram into requirements for current density. This is shown in Figure 4.43.
The current density limits depend on the mode of operation (steady state,
pulsed). We have therefore also shown in Figure 4.43 what mode of operation is
needed to obtain the particular combination of B and R.
Stresses are not an important problem in this type of machine. We know from
the results of Appendix B, that in some cases, we can neglect the in plane
moments of the toroidal coils. This is particularly so here because it is a large
aspect ratio machine. The stresses resulting from in plane loads can then simply
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Figure 4.43 Current density requirements and corresponding mode of operation
be calculated from
B2 a
2po he
= 0.2 X 10TN/m 2 X B 2
For a limit of a = 340MPa full hard copper alone could take up the stresses
up to B = 13T.
Larger stresses however arise from the interaction of the current in the ring with
the toroidal field coils, giving overturning moments. Taking a simple } variation
for the fieid due to the ring we obtain
B= 2xr
The force per unit length on the toroidal coils becomes
2wr
Using Fig. 4.44 we have
x= a sin 8
r = /2 (r - c cosG) 2
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Figure 4.44 Calculation of the overturning moments on the toroidal coils.
We can then calculate the total overturning moment
M = 2 0 x adO X a, sin6
S27,r
2= .?oIRIT a sin 6dO
JO 2-7r (a sin 6)2 + (r - c cos 2
=8.4 X 10 3B 2R 3Nm
This results in the midplane near the coil in a stress cr = 46 X 10 7 X B2  N/n 2
which for B > 0.84T is too high for copper only. Thus at least in the area near
the circular ring the coil will need, under certain conditions, some structural
material to reduces stresses in the copper below acceptable levels.
3.6.5. Application of the important constraints to define a design window
We have, until now, purposely d&ayed to make a final choice for # and V., which
we consider our experimental objective. This for the simple reason that, making
a choice, vwithout being fully aware of the constraints, may have resulted in no
design window at all in the R, B diagram, or unrealistic power requirements.
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Figure 4.45 Values of tem-rper-ature and density, as a function of size and
magnetic field, for =0.01 and va* = 10
Figure 4.39 and Figure 4.40 show Ithat, to have, for a machine with R := 2M,
heating power requiremenits of the order of a MW, v/- should not be much
smalle7 then 10, while # not Iarger thar, 1%.
If -we are willing to accep larger power requirements, other choices would have
been possible. But we wiltake here, to obtain definite values for the design
windo .v - 10 and 27=c1. With those values we can calculate what the
6ensity n, and the temperature T should be 'Jo7 simnila7r nachines. This is shown
in Figrure 4.45.
The power requirements can then be calculated as explained earlier, and result
in Figure 4.46 for ICRH power 2and Figure 4.47 for ECRH power. The major
constrzints w~here the L constraint, the na limit, the accessibility of the ECRH
layer, the p.vai1ability Of .yrOtTOnCS. Constraints 'that have already been show~n in
Fiue 4.A3 F-re 'he conbinatio- of eomre'rical constraints and current density.
The const-,aints on L' were J-m.p1)-c;ty included by correcting the pow er needed
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Figure 4.46 ICRH power as a function of size and magnetic field
by a factor that takes the losses into account if 7 is too large. Shown in Figure
4.48 are the na limit, limits due to accessibility of the ECRH layer and the
availability of gyrotrons (assumed 100GHz).
It follows from Figure 4.43 that there are still choices possible with respect to
the actual machine. Machine A ( R = 6m, B = 1.75T) would be the minimum
size machine if we used extraordinary wave at the second harmonic.
Machine B (R = 1.27n. B = 3.5T) the minimum size if we used the extraordinary
vave at the fundamental. If in addition we want the machine to be able to operate
in steady state, then the minimum size is machine C (R = 4m, B = 1.8T, with
extraordinary wave heating at the fundamental).
The final design is chosen based on the cost of the machines and the heating
power. Within the constraints ie will try to find the minimum scale machine,
based on the minimum of this total cost. If only the cost of the machine had
to be considercd (because for example the heating power is already available),
another final choice for the machine might result. Or, if we had in addition
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to purchase the power supplies to energize the experiment, a different choice
might result. The following section is an illustration on how we can, within
the design window, make choices. We have assumed here on the one hand that
the complete heating system has to be purchased. On the other hand we have
assumed that suffcient energy is available on site (line, generator) that this is
not an additional cost.
3.7. Final choice within the design window
In order to make the final choice, we will estimate the capital cost of the
machine, and the heating power, both as a function of R and B. The final choice
is then the machine which, within the constraints, minimizes this cost. The cost
of the machine is estimated as follows. We have developed a reference design for
R = 2m, B = 1.14T, IR = 21.OOkA and B, = 0-105T. Figure 4.49 gives the
dimensions. Figure 4.50 shows a perspective drawing of the full machine and
Figure 4.51 shows a cutaway view (cur thanks to P. Roemer for providing the
program that generated those plots).
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Figure 450 Perspective drawing of the n =2 helical axis stellarator reference.
case
Figure 451 Cutaway view
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The cost of this machine is estimated by calculating for this reference design
the weight of the copper and the steel needed for the coils (based on current
density), and then multiply the weight by a generally accepted cost per weight.
The cost of the vacuum chamber is based on the cost for machines of similar size
and complexity. The cost for machines other than this reference design (thus
for other values of R and B), is obtained by scaling the cost of the components
according to their weight as a function of size and magnetic field (using the
relationship developed in chapter 3).
The current- density needed to achieve B = 1.14T and R = 2m is J -
2.5kA/cm 2 , in view of the constraint < 0.45. An estimate of
2X1ID A/m2 "
the cost of the toroidal field coils is then 1.61m 3 X 9 X 10 3kg/m 3 X 30$/kg =
0.434 X 10$. The vertical coils were positioned on a pentagon, and the current
in them was calculated, using a program (SOLVE) provided by John Aspinal,
so as to obtain the required vertical field and to null the flux linked to the
poloidal ring. The currents are (Fig 4.47) 1.38MA in the central coil, 0.148MA
in the top and bottom coil and -44.5kA in the outer coils. Their resulting cost
is 0.358r 3 X 9 X 101kg/M 3 X 30$/kg = 0.096 X 106$. The cost of the ring is
given by 1.055m 3 X 9 X 10 3kg/M 3 X 30$/kg = 0.285 X 106$. The total cost of
the coils is thus approximately 0.8 X 106$.
For the structure we envisage a framework made of hollow circular beams,
connecting the coils providing the vertical field to the central poloidal ring.
(Fig. 4.52). The major load is the weight, and the cost of the total structure is
estimated at 5.7m 3 X 7kg/rn3 X 10' X 26$/kg = 1 X 106$.
For the vacuum chamber we would adopt circular bellows attached to rigid port
sections. The rigid port sections would be located every fourth coil, and attached
to the ring. This approach would allow, without major problems, to reposition
the toroidal feld coils, in order to change their winding law. An estimate, based
on other machines of similar size and complexity is I X 106$.
To scale those costs to machines of different size and field we have used for
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Structure, showing how the poloidal coils are connected to the
central ring at intenals of 4 toroidal coils.
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the coils 1.0 X .O6$ X (a)(R)2 For the structure we have taken that the
section of the hollow beams should increase proportional to the weight of the
coil system. Their length further increases linearly with the size. This gives us
1.0 X 106S X (B)(X) 3 . For the vacuum chamber we have taken a scaling
going as the 3/4 power of the volume, thus giving 1 X 106$ X (")2.2s. The
scaling for the coils (and thus also of the structure) assumes constant current
density. If the current density is increased from 2.5kA (which is necessary to
achieve even higher R values), the weight of the coils will go down. We have used
the following scaling. If i > 14T then the weight of the coils is reduced by
B 2-n which is proportional to the increase in current density needed, above
2.SkA/cm 2 . For lower values of 3, we have reduced the current density (and
correspondingly increased the mass) down to a limit of 2kA/cm 2.
For large values of B and R more reinforcement will be needed, and as shown
in Chapter 3 the mass will then scale as R 3B 2. We have taken this into account
by multiplying the mass of the coils and the structure by (I-B) for.the
case where RB > 2m X 1.14T ( our reference design for which some structural
material was needed for the coils). The resulting direct cost of the machine is
shown in Figure 4.53.
The picture changes when we start taking into account the additional power.
For ICRH we have taken a cost of 1S/W and for ECRH a cost of 3$/W.
Figure 4.54 shows the cost of the machine (capital and ICRH heating cost),
as a function of size and magnetic fleld for = 0.01, . = 10. To minimize
the total cost, one would go to a small, high field machine. If we require that
the space needed for the antenna structures to launch the power (at 4MW/m 2 )
should not exceed 10% of the total area we obtain a minimum size of R ~ 1m,
and B ~ 4T. The total cost does not vary markedly if we go to R = 1.4m
and B = 2.5T. Since this last machine has better access we opt for this choice.
The corresponding density and tempcrature are T ~ 500eV and n - 10 20/m 3
The current density needed is 8kA/cm 2 , a value which can be achieved using a
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Figure 4.53 Direct cost of the machine, function of size and field
pulsed liquid nitrogen cooled system.
The machine takes on a different format if we assume ECRF heating. Figure 4.55
shows the total cost in this case, together with the limits. Since the absorption
of the ordinary wave at the second harmonic frequency (a = 4) is insuffcient
at low temperature we have little choice but to use the extraordinary wave at
the fundamental (launched form the high Beld side), however with the caveat
that the wave may still need multiple reflections to be completely absorbed.
The choice is then R = 1.27n, B = 3.5T. The current density needed would be
13kA/cm2
3.8. Summary
In this chapter we have shown how we could develop the methodology guidelines
and formulas developed in the previous chapters to our particular case. We have
investigated in detail the geometry of the helical axis stellarator and explained
how we would go about fixing the geometry. We have shown what the influence
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is of the currcnt in the ring and of the vertical held on parameters associated
with the magnetic axis. Relationships were developed so that the geometry
could be made function of the hard parameters only. We have then investigated
how we could choose those parameters (especially the number of periods and the
displacement of the coils). This resulted in the definition of the geometry and a
constraint on %. Choosing then 0 and v we could investigate the constraints
imposed on size and magnetic field. By further applying the plasma physics and
technological constraints developed in the earlier chapters we have identified
two possible minimum cost machines. The choice between them would depend
on the heating method used.
Let us briefly highlight where some basic choices have been made and what the
resulting effects were. We have chosen from the start the particular configuration
for the helical axis stellarator (circular toroidal coils, a poloidal ring, and no
topological link between both). We have also taken the center of the toroidal coils
to be located on a helical line with R, = R. and r, = constant. Those choices
have resulted in a rather stringent geometrical constraint, pushing the machine
to a larger size. The underlying reason is that size of the coils on the inside of the
ring is constrained by non-interference recuirements. The constraint, because of
ripple requirement, is on the outside coils. For a tokamak the ripple problem
can be solved by increasing the size of the coils, without a very large effect on
the overall size of the system. In this case however, an increase in the size of the
toroidal coils results immediately in an increase in the size of the whole system.
This could be alleviated for example, by using helical coils to make the magnetic
geometry. If one wanted to stick with circular coils, less stringent constraints
would result from a number of other choices: we could allow a topological link
between the ring and the toroidal coils, we could shift the toroidal coils outward
(R, > RR), we could take larger toroidal coils on the outside (to reduce the
ripple there) while keeping small ones on the inside (In order not to increase the
overall size), we could decrease the spacing of the coils on the outside (again
to reduce the ripple there). The choice of the machine conmguration has a very
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important effect on its minimum size.
Other choices that have been made were the experimental objectives (# =
1%, /- = 10) and the choice of the heating method. Further when we have
minimized the total cost we have included the capital cost of the machine and
the heating system. We would obtain other minimum size machines had we
chosen a different experimental objective, or had we included the cost of power
supplies etc.. The method we have developed allows us to obtain values for the
minimum scale machine, for the particular choices made. The impact of making
a different set of choices can easily be gathered by reapplying the method to
this new set.
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5. Summary
5.1. Introduction
This thesis addresses the cuestion of the constraints that set a minimum scale
for a toroidal fusion experiment. A method was developed that identi'es those
constraints. The resulting constraints have been investigated in general for any
particular toroidal experiment. In a second p'art we address the issue specifically
for a stellarator with helical magnetic axis, and find its minimum scale.
The starting point of this thesis was a question asked during a discussion about
the the design of magnetic fusion experiments. "Why can't we build a 1 Gauss
machine ?" A-nd as some apparently simple questions usually do, it posed an
important problem. What in fact are the constraints that set a minimum scale
for an experiment ? The constraints on the scale of an experiment depend in
part on what we want to achieve. We have chosen to concentrate on constraints
for experiments investigating the plasma physics properties of toroidal concepts.
The reason for this choice is threefold. One, the question of the constraints
was specifically asked in this cntext. Two, the problem of investigating the
plasma physics properties of some magnetic confinement concepts is particularly
important and timely. It is important because fusion research should keep
in mind the end product when assessing the potentiality of a concept as a
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reactor candidate. Some concepts, possibly more reactor-friendly, but still in
the earlier stage of their development are presently disadvantaged by the fact
that little is known about their plasma physics properties. The problem is
also timely ; we need to address the issue before we are definitively locked
into the tokamak/mirror alternative. The third reason is that the question
of the constraints that set a minimum scale is particularly relevant for those
experiments. Other type of experiments do not need the construction of a
new machine (one could use pure theoretical analysis, numerical analysis or
perform the experiments on existing machines, because they address concept
independent issues) or involve such a restricted and well-known set of constraints
(for ignition experiments : the Lawson criterion) that they need not be addressed
here. Construction of an experiment to test the plasma physics properties of a
concept is presently the only approach possible to the problem. Identification
of the constraints that set a minimum scale, in order to be able to perform the
experiment at minimum cost is then a key issue.
If we look at what the minimum scale is for an experiment, it implicitly assumes
that we can perform experiments that test the issues on a scale different from the
full size machine. This implicit assumption underlies all present experimental
effort. Indeed, no full scale reactor size machine exists yet.
Two approaches to investigate the plasma physics properties of a concept are
possible:
The first one is to rely on experiments only. We can the try to model the plasma
physics processes that occur in a reactor size experiment in a scale version. The
issue of relevance of the results of scaled experiments is then answered in the
same way that is used in other fields like hydraulics and aerodynamics : by the
use of similarity. This method is widely applied in those fields to obtain from
scaled versions (small models) results that can then be translated into results
of significance for the full scale object. The relevance of the scaled experiment
is justiefid based on the fact that, under some conditions, it models the same
processes as in the large version, and thus allows us to obtain information on
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thom. Sometimes the requirements are so stringent that no small experiments
could be build.
A second approach is then to rely partly on theory. Small experiments may
be used to check certain aspects of a theory. If this results in less stringent
constraints for the experiment than the first approach, it may be a first,
confidence building, step towards a second, larger experiment that then would
model the plasma physics processes of a reactor. For this second approach too,
when we look at the minimum size, we have to compare machines that fulfill
the goal to the same extend. This again can be done by using the method of
similarity.
The difference in applying the method of similarity for the first and second
approach is only in the follcwing: the family of machines, among which we
choose the one which, within constraints, is the minimum scale member contains
also the reactor, if we use the first approach. Using the second approach, we
choose the minimum scale member among a family which does not contain the
reactor. Each member of the family however, is similar in that it will test theory
to the same extend.
Applying the method of similarity to plasma physics experiments automatically
result in the constraints and limits that set a minimum scale for an experiment.
Three steps are necessary
-identify the parameter space in which one or more of the dimensionless
parameters can be dropped so that we have indeed some freedom in making
an experiment (if the number of dimensionless parameters we want to keep
constant equals the degrees of freedom, then only one experiment can be build,
and there is no point looking for a minimum scale).
-identify the constraints resulting from factors that are not included in the
similarity scaling.
-identify the constraints and limits on the possibility of actually obtaining the
parameters imndated by similarity considerations.
In the first part of this thesis we investigate in more detail the method of
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similarity and the constraints resulting from those three steps. The dimensionless
parameters are derived, and we show how in order to obtain two free scaling,
parameters ( a scale factor on the linear dimensions and a scale factor on the
magnetic fields) we need to drop two of the dimensionless parameters. The
constraints resulting from the three steps are investigated in general in terms
of plasma physics constraints and technological constraints. It entails some
theoretical analysis, analysis of experiments performed on existing machines and
the development of relationships between a number of parameters. Additional
constraints which can result from the particular geometry of a concept are not
investigated in general.
For fixed values of the dimensionless constants we can then plot in a size versus
magnetic field diagram, the constraints resulting from the three steps described
earlier. If a design window can be identified in this diagram, then we can make
a further choice based on minimum cost, minimum heating power etc...
The second part of this thesis is an application of the method to the particular ca.se
of a helical axis stellarator. There we first address in more detail the constraints
that arise from the geometry of the helical axis stellarator. The general method
is then applied to identify the design window within the constraints and this
finally results in a minimum scale for this particular experiment.
Let us now turn to the dimensionless parameters and plasma physics constraints.
5.2. Plasma physics considerations
5.2.1. Dimensionless parameters
We make the following assumptions: the plasma is fully ionized, consists of
only two species : electrons and ions, is in steady state and at rest. Based on
those assumptions we can construct eight dimensionless parameters, for which
we choose
-v-, the collisionality defined as the ratio between the connection length and the
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electron mean free path
-, the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure
-9, the ratio of the ion larmor radius in the poloidal field to the minor radius
of the plasma
-Nh, the number of particles per Debye sphere
-Q, the ratio of electron and ion temperature
- , the ratio of electron to ion density
the ratio of ion charge to electron charge
n, the ratio of electron mass to ion mass.
The ratio 9 will be close to 1 for reactors as presently envisaged and should
thus also be close to 1 for any experiment. Similarly, n is always close to 1.
Choosing hydrogen as the working gas, fixes g and . This in fact leaves
us with four dimensionless parameters to work with. Since we have only four
degrees of freedom (size, magnetic field, plasma density and temperature), we
have no freedom left in making a scaled experiment, if we want to keep the four
dimensionless parameters constant. To have some additional freedom in making
a scaled experiment, we will have to drop one or more of the dimensionless
parameters. We then have to investigate what constraints result from not
keeping one or more of the dimensionless parameters constant. This results in
a first set of constraints.
5.2.2. Investigating the degrees of freedom by not keeping one or more of the
dimensionless parameters constant
The number of particles per Debye sphere N is related to the charge neutrality
of the plasma. Not keeping NX constant is justified if its value is sufn-ciently
large that charge neutrality can still be guaranteed. A quantitative value can
be found by noting that the factor ln A, in the formula for collision frequencies
gives the dominance of the small angle collisions over the large angle collisions.
The value of A is 9 times the number of particles per Debye sphere 11).
Setting a rmnrimum of InA = 10, so that small angle collisions are at least 10
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times more frequent than large angle deflections, we obtain Mx > 2500. Other
constraints, related to Debye shielding and Debye length are : -< 1 , the
Debye length must be much smaller than the size of the experiment and ! > 1,
the ion larmor radius is larger than the Debye sphere. Not keeping ATx constant,
while keeping it suffciently large, can thus within certain limits be justified and
gives us one degree of freedom. This is however usually not sufficient. As second
parameter that we do not keep constant we can choose g, v. or 4.
Not keeping 0 constant corresponds to a model where distortion of the vacuum
fields by the .presence of the plasma is neglected. Experiments however seem
to indicate that this can have an important impact on transport. Not keeping
v. constant would correspond to a model where we neglect the influence of
collisions. It may be appropriate if we look at , limits and are only concerned
about the investigation of equilibrium and stability that is not influenced by
the resistivity of the plasma. It thus seems best to keep 0 and v. constant and
drop P' as parameter. We can drop - as parameter as long as the particles are
indeed contained. This means P, < 1. The infuence of - could also be gathered
separately on an experiment by varying a and B for example within a limited
range. In experiments that keep 0 and v. constant the scaling of density (n)
and temperature (T) with the free parameters size (a) and the magnetic field
(B) is
n - a-11334/3
T - a/3B2/3
For a given choice of P and v we can thus plot in a a, B diagram the density and
the temperature and already draw in this diagram the constraints resulting
from the fact that we did not keep NX or ? constant.
5.2.3. Effects not included in similarity scaling laws
Two major effects, not included in the similarity scaling laws, have been
considered here : the presence of neutrals and the presence of impurities.
Neutrals are prescnt in the plasma simply as a result of thermodynamic
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equilibrium between the atoms in their ionized state and their bound state
(Saha equilibrium). Because most laboratory plasmas are optically thin, they
are not in complete equilibrium with their radiation fields and the minimum
level of neutrals is a result of equilibrium between radiative recombination and
collisional excitation (Coronal equilibrium).
Additional sources of neutrals are penetration of neutrals from the edge, the
need to refuel the plasma and heating by neutral beams. In order for the center
of the plasma not to be influenced by neutrals coming from the edge, we need
that na > 1.6 X T. There are strong theoretical [42, 43) and experimental
[1363 indications that neutrals from the edge have an important effect on
limits and transport. If this condition on no is not fulfilled then neutrals from
the edge will penetrate to the center.
Assume as a minimum for the density of neutrals at the edge, the value arising
from recombination for a plasma density one tenth the plasma density at the
center and a temperature of 3eV. We can then calculate the level in the center
resulting from penetration. For collisions between charged particles then to
be 10 times more frequent than the collisions between charged particles and
neutrals, the plasma temperature should be below 400eV (the collision time
between charged particles increases with temperature, while the collision time
with neutrals is approximately constant).
The need to refuel the plasma may introduce even higher level of neutrals. A
simple model based on work from Podesta and Engelmann [39) allows us to
calculate their level and also shows that the charged particle confinement time
must be at least one order of magnitude larger than the energy confinement
time in order to be able to neglect the effect of losses due to charge exchange
on the energy balance.
Recently an important effect of heating by neutral beams was discovered [45-47).
The lowering of the charged states of impurities in the center because of charge
exchange with the fast neutral particles result in an increase in radiation losses.
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In the case of permeable plasmas, for the effect of neutrals to be minimized,
we thus have to work at suffciently low temperature, and with plasmas of
suffiiently long confinement times.
Since the presence and effects of neutrals are connected to recycling and refueling,
we have analyzed experimental results and tried to explain some of the seemingly
different behaviors observed in different machines. This resulted in a simple
model that can explain qualitatively those difference.
The second effect not included in similarity scaling laws is the presence of
impurities. Iripurities can be present in the plasma through several mechanisms:
arcing, sputtering by ions and neutrals. evaporation. They can also be introduced
through the original gas composition of the chamber prior to filling, by the
plasma formation scheme and through neutral beams used to heat the plasma.
Inopurities can have an effect on particles transport. In order for the collision time
between charged particles to be at least a factor 10 lower than the collisions with
impurities, the requirement is that ZJf < 1.1. Impurities also increases losses
through radiation and can affect drastically a profiles when the plasma carries
current. Since both Alcator (small high nheld tokamak) and Tosca (small low field
tokamak) have operated at Zeyf = 1 there seems to be little correlation of the
level of impurities with magnetic field. From their size we can also conclude that
at least any size above a = 0.1m is acceptable. The important factors are the
temperature at the edge, and the wall conditioning. Rapid recycling of hydrogen
at the wall result in a lower edge temperature, and thus less impurities. This
can be achieved by Ti gettering (Tosca) or walls operated at IN 2 temperature
(Alcator). Another method, that avoids the need of rapid recycling at the edge
is the use of a divertor.
From this section we conclude that the effect of neutrals indeed may set a
minimum on a combination of density and size of an experiment. Impurities
however, do not directly put constraints on the size or magnetic field of an
experiment.
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5.2.4. Ability to obtain the parameters as dictated by similarity considerations
Several methods are available for plasma startup and it is always possible to
find one that does not put any special constraints on size or magnetic field of
an experiment. Heating methods however, do put rather stringent constraints.
Ohmic heating has a low density limit because of runaway problems, while
for some concepts, there is some maximum on the combination of current,
magnetic field and size because of 1MID stability constraints (example q > 1 in
a tokamak). Accessibility requirement for ECRH set a minimum magnetic field
for a given plasma density. The actual relationship depends on which wave is
used (ordinary, extraordinary). Condition for absorption of the wave are less
stringent since multiple reeiection on the chamber walls can result in complete
absorption of the wave through multiple passes. At low density the equilibration
time between electrons and ions may become so long that we obtain a plasma
with very high electron temperature, but low ion temperatue. Lower hybrid
heating has a minimum cutoff density and a maximum for the combination of
wave number temperature and density. ICRH has a minimum on density in
terms of accessibility of the ion cyclotron resonance layer and because of the
need to thermalize the ion tail that is produced. A minimum on the product
of size and magnetic field is required because of the need to confine the fast
particles before they thermalize. This last requirement is also valid for neutral
beam heating. Thermalization of the fast particles will put some minimum on
the product of density and size of the machine, while the need for tangential
access too may put rather stringent constraints.
In this section on plasma physics constraints, we have, using the step by step
method identified the three sets of constraints, and investigated from a general
point of view their impact on the scale of an experiment. Other constraints arise
from technological considerations and those are addressed in the next section.
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5.3. Technological considerations
Two major technological constraints are current density limits and structural
constraints. Other constraints can arise from the availability of stored energy,
and the cost of the machine. In order to be able to address those issues in
sufficient generality and obtain scaling laws with size and magnetic field (our
two free parameters in the similarity method), we have developed a number of
relationships between mass, stored energy and pulse length.
5.3.1. Current density limits
Current density limits depend on the choices made : steady state or pulsed,
water or liquid nitrogen cooled or superconducting coils. The pulse length of an
experiment (the equivalent pulse length, including ramp up and ramp down of
the fields) puts it from the point of view of current density limits/heat removal
capacity, for water cooled coils rather unambiguously in one of two classes :
pulsed or steady state. For the pulsed mode (7 < 10sec), it is best to use as
much copper as possible and to dimension the cooling passage for heat removal
between pulses. The current density is then J = 10 ; For larger pulse
length, the coil can be considered in steady state and larger cooling holes shou:ld
be provided. The current density then is J = I . The use of liquid nitrogen
cooled coils is only justified in the pulsed mode. Limiting the temperature rise
to 150C the current density is then J = 109;0 Limits on current density
for superconductors result from stability and protection requirements. A value
that takes both constraints in account is given by
10kAf E -'/5
cm 2  108J1
5.3.2. Structural constraints
Structural constraints will set a minimum amount of reinforcing steel in cases
where the copper is not suffciently strong by itself to carry all the loads. The
minimum fraction of steel needed for reinforcement of toroidal coils is given by
Bl I Blag, Ec
poNESAccil 477 f .C J
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where B is the magnetic field at the geometric center of the toroidal coils,
la is the length of the line that threads the geometric center of the coils, N
is the number of coils, E., E, are the elasticity modules of copper and steel
respectively, Ace- is the cross sectional area of one coil, e is the maximum
allowable strain, g, can be considered as a geometric factor that depends on
the shape of the coils and j, is the average current density in the copper. This
formula can then be used to calculate the total mass of the toroidal coils.
We have also investigated how the structural mass scales with magnetic field.
One would expect it to scale as B2. If, however, stresses in the coils are dominated
by moments, then it is possible that the structural mass scales as B. Whether
moments are dominant or not in toroidal coils depends on their loading, their
shape, but also very much on the way they are supported. For the particular
case of circular toroidal coils we have developed a simple method (based on
Fourier expansion of the load), to analyze their stresses, including internal and
external reactions and found that by proper distribution of the net reaction
force we can minimize the moments in the coils.
5.3.3. Stored energy
The stored energy of a set of toroidal coils can be easily calculated as the volume
times P. Lo view of this simple formula it is tempting to look for a relationship
between the stored energy in the coils and the mass of the system. Moon has
proposed the scaling
('V) = 1.37( E 07
103kg 1yl J
The picture is bowever more complicated. In some limited, range the mass of
the system can indeed scale as the stored energy. A system consisting mostly of
current carrying copper will scale with a second power in the linear dimension
and the first power of the magnetic field (aRB). The scaling of the mass of a
pulsed system depends on the pulse length of the system as well as on the time
constant of the coils. The time constant 7 in turn depends on the copper mass
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of the coils through a formula we derived
10 9E 1.92 X 10--80m
= 0.093 -
(sg) p
where R is the major radius of the coil set, p the copper resistivity, gE and gi
geometrical factors depending on the shape of the coil. The problem of the mass
of pulsed system can then be solved self-consistently and results for very short
pulse length in a mass scaling as the stored energy while for longer pulses, the
mass scales as aRB.
The technical constraints and scaling relationship derived in this section provide
useful tools when we investigate the design window in a size versus magnetic
field diagram. The second part of this thesis is the application of the
method, and resulting constraints to find the minimum scale for a stellarator
with helical magnetic axis.
5.4. Application to the design of a stellarator with helical magnetic axis
5.4.1. Definition of the concept
A stellarator with helical magnetic axis is a particular type of stellarator that
relies essentially on the torsion of the magnetic axis to provide a rotational
transform. Several variations are possible. The particular one chosen is shown
in Figure 5.1
The toroidal coils are simple circular coils in 4 constant plane and they do
not link the central poloidal ring. An additional set of poloidal coils provides a
vertical field. Advantages of this concept are its experimental flexibility, its simple
modular coils and possibly its potential of achieving high 0 values. Disadvantages
are the highly complex geometrical form and the resulting constraints on the
size and magnetic field.
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Figure 5.1 A stellarator with helical magnetic axis
5.4.2. Geometry
First of all the geometry has to be chosen. Two problems prevent us from
taking the straightforward approach that we take the geometry to be the reactor
geometry. The first one is that there is no recent detailed reactor design. The
second one, more serious, is the following: if we make some estimates, based
on the available theories for the geometry of a reactor, and take into account
constraints, we would obtain for the experiment a rather large scale.
It was therefore felt that it would be more appropriate at first, to take the
geometry such that those theories, upon which the geometry of a reactor would
be based, could be tested under easier conditions.' The approach to define
the geometry has thus been to choose it such that the constraints resulting
specifically from the geometry, would be the least stringent.
In order to achieve this, we have first divided the parameters upon which the
geometry depend, on "soft" and "hard" parameters. The soft parameters being
current in the coils, while the hard parameters are those that are less easily
changeable once the machine is built (number of periods, ratio of coils size to
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Figure 5.2 Definition of some geometric parameters
overall size, etc...). A relationship between the geometry and the soft parameters
(current in the coils) was identified and used to make the geometry thus function
of the hard parameters only. The choice of the hard parameters was then made
such that the constraints resulting from the geometry were the least stringent.
The relationship between the soft parameters and the geometry is based on the
assumption, confirmed by numerical calculations, that the magnetic axis is a
helical line which can be defined as (Fig. 5.2)
r =r
R =Rr
c 6 + a sinG
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Figure 5.3 Constraints on Z for Exed bore of the coils and J= 2kA/cm 2 .
We have developed a simple model that explains the variations of r,, R., a.
with the ring current and the vertical Beld. The model also gives some simple
analytical estimates for the ring current 1p and the vertical field B, to obtain
ra= rC and R, = RR , namely,
n27B4 rO
po RR
po IR
B,= j ?
in a more re^ned version the model gives very accurately and effciently the
geometric parameters of the magnetic axis as a function of the ring current and
the vertical fieid. Those relations allows us to make the constraints, specifically
related to the geometry, function of the "hard" parameters only.
A frst constraint is the following. In order to preserve as much as possible helical
symmetry we need that the normal to the magnetic axis always points in the
direction of the ring. This requires
n 2 1-52
- 14Ec,
m 7-
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Other constraints are set by requirements of non interference of the coils on the
inside. For a fixed ratio of the bore of the coil to its displacement from the ring
(= = 0.5), the limits are shown in Figure 5.3. Note that the value of B
drops drastically for low i value because of the presence of the ring, while at
large i value the value drops too because of interference at the center. If we
now allow the bore of the coil to vary and take into account the requirements
of ripple on the outside, then the constraints become even more stringent.
The underlying reason is that size of the coils on the inside of the ring is
constrained by non-interference requirements. The constraint, because of ripple
requirement, is on the outside coils. For a tokamak the ripple problem can be
solved by increasing the size of the coils, without a very large effect on the
overall size of the system. In this case however, an increase in the size of the
toroidal coils results immediately in an increase in the size of the whole system.
The size of the plasma is not only affected by ripple requirements, it is also
affected by the angle between the magnetic axis and the plane of the coils. For
a fixed value of , four effects tend to favor a lower n number.
1. the ring cross section can be smaller, since the ring current is proportional 'to
n. This gives more space for the toroidal coils and the plasma.
2. the toroidal magnetic field is larger, for the same number of coils and current
in the coils since the length of the magnetic axis goes as 27rR l+ (ng)2
3. the ripple is lower for the same number of coils at lower n number.
4. the angle between the tangent to the magnetic axis and the 0 direction is
smaller, providing a better utilization of the coil.
It is true that when we go to larger n, we have all incentive to go to lower i so
that those four effects are less marked. Going to lower ' however decreases the
bore of the coils and thus the plasma size, for given overall size (R).
Those considerations, together with constraints related to MvHD and transport
result in a choice for the geometry n = 2, ' = 0.38, 9 = 0.255. This finalizes
the geometry. The constraint resulting from the geometry is the given by
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B
< 0.45.
2XIOA/m (M
Keeping in mind this constraint relating B, R and J we have thus now a machine
whose size and magnetic field we can vary in order to apply similarity scaling
laws.
5.4.3. Choice of the dimensionless parameters
Based on an adaptation of the standard neoclassical theory we have that, for
our geometry, i/* = 100 at the transition between plateau and P.S. (if we
defne v. = 1 at the transition Banana-Plateau). In addition, in order to avoid
efects due to toroidality, we need v. > 1. MHD theory predicts, again for
our geometry, a B equilibrium limit of about 3%. We will later choose v. and
# within the range 1 < z/ < 100 and # < 3%. By fixing those values, and
applying the three steps constraints, when we vary a and B to find the minimum
scale, we are comparing equivalent machines, machines that would test the
theory to the same extent.
5.4.4. Application of the geometrical, plasma physics and technological con-
straints
The geometrical constraint < 0.45, can be translated in a R,
GX107A/m 2 (31
B diagram. into requirements for current density. In view of actual limits for
the current density, this will set the possible mode of operation (if we want
( > 0.45, then we need J > 2kA/cm 2 , and only pulsed operation is possible).
This is shown in Figure 5.4.
With P and v- as dimensionless parameters ; R and B as our degrees of freedom,
we can express the density n, and the temperature T as
- = 4.73(-#2),
T 2(
-2.62 X 103(RB2 )/
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It can be easily shown that, within the range 1 < v. < 100, 0.3% < f6 < 3%,
dropping NX as parameter does not result in stringent constraints on R, B.
Dropping L' as parameter however result in the constraint.
R 516B2/ 3 > 1.48 /
The na limit (related to avoidance of a regime that may be dominated by
neutrals from the edge) translates into
B 2R > 0.027f-'i.4
Heating methods will further narrow the design window. We have investigated
two cases : the use of ECRH and the use of ICRH. Accessibility of ECRH waves
requires B2 R > #2L, where a- - = 1, 2, 4) depends on which wave
is launched.
Based on estimates of power requirement, we have chosen the values v. 10
and 3 = 1% for the dimensionless parameters. Power requirements for thbse
values of 3 and v. are shown in Figure 5.5. The design window for a machine
heated by ECRH is then shown in Figure 5.6. It follows from this figure that
R
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Figure 54 Current density requirements and corresponding 1T
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there are still choices possible with respect to the actual machine. Machine'
A ( R = 6m, B = 1.75T) would be the minimum size machine if we used
extraordinary wave at the second harmonic.
Machine B (R = 1.2m. B = 3.5T) the minimum size if we used the extraordinary
wave at the fundamental. If in addition we want the machine to be able to operate
in steady state, then the minimum size is machine C (R =4m, B =1.8T, with
extraordinary wave heating at the fundamental).
5.4.5. Finalizing the choice
In order to finalize the choice within the design window, we estimated the
capital cost of the machine, and the cost of the heating system. The capital cost
of the machine was calculated, for a reference design, from the weight of the
components, and an accepted cost/weight factor. For other machines the cost
was estimated by scaling the weight of the components appropriately with B
and R, The cost of the heating system was taken for ECRH to be 3$/W.
The total cost of the machine is then shown in Figure 5.7. Within the
constraints, the minimum cost machine would then be R = 1.2m, B = 3.5T,
n = 2.5 X 10 2 0/m3 , T = 650eV and about 2MW of ECRH power.
Other choices could have been made, for example if we also had to include
the power supplies for the machine, or if we wanted a steady state machine. A
similar approach for a machine heated by ICRF results in R = 1.4m, B = 2.5T.
5.5. Recommendations
We have seen that concept specific geometrical constraints play an important
role in the minimum scale of an experiment. It is tempting to think of a work
that would concentrate on identifying those constraints for all the different
concepts to complement our work. In our work we have concentrated on the
method and looked mainly at concept independent constraints. The method we
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Figure 5.5- Power recuirements for a helical axis stellarator heated by ECRF
waves as a function of size and magnetic field.
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Figure 5.6 Design window for ECRH heated machines
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Figure 5.7 Capital cost (machine an d heating power) for a helical axis stellarator
heated by ECRF waves as a function of size and magnetic field.
have developed, together with all the constraints, could then provide a complete
design methodology for any toroidal experiment.
More in particular for the confguration we have chosen for the helical axis
stellarator (circular toroidal coils, a poloidal ring, no topological link between
both) may be the configuration one would prefer for a helical axis stellarator
reactor. For an experiment however, one may be better advised to produce the
magnetic conrfguration by using helical coils, or, if one still wanted to avoid
using helical coils, consider the possibility of linking the toroidal coils with the
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poloidal ring. The resulting geometrical constraints would be less stringent than
those we obtained.
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Appendix A. Current Density in Water Cooled Coils
We have set up a model to calculate the maximum allowed current density based
on the heat removal capacity of water cooling, both under steady state and
pulsed conditions.
Model
We consider a souare conductor of dimensions L, with an internal cooling
channel, diameter d (Fig. A.1). We further deaine t = 1/2(L - d), t being the
distance from a side to the cooling channel. The heat generated within the
copper per unit volume can be written as pJ 2 . The heat will increase the
temperature of the copper and be removed by the cooling water.
Writing down a heat balance equation for the volume shown in Fig. A.2 we
obtain
L d
Figure A.1 Model of Conductor used
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Ld/
H
Figure A.2 Volume on which heat balance equation is written down.
PJ 2L2 - )H = CP7 - H oe + (Tw l - Tco 0 iant) hMrHd
(A.1)
where
Tcopper
Twal - Tcoolant
h
is the heat capacity of copper in J/*C kg,
is the density of copper in kg/m 3,
is an average copper temperature,
is the temperature drop at the copper-
coolant interface,
is the heat transfer coeficient in
W/m2oC for water
(turbulent flow) in round tubes.
The heat transfer coefficient h can be approximated by [101]
VO.8
h = 0.14(1+ 1.5 X 10-2 Tcoolant
where v is the fluid velocity in m/s, d is the cooling passage diameter in
n, and Tcoolant is the average water temperature in degrees centigrade. The
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temperature rise in the copper is given by 1l
ATe = 2  (A.2)
'where WV is the local heat input density in Nwatt/m 3 , k is the thermal conductivity
of copper (3.86 X 10-2 W/m"C), and /IT, is the temperature rise at the hot
spot in 'C and is approximately equal to Tcopper - Twall.
L2 -Defining X = Area copper/Total area = we obtain
dTcopper 4XpJ 2 = cPj dt +(1 -) Twall - Tcoolant)h (A.3)
Xp.J2t2 (A4
Tcopper - Twall = 2k (A.4)
This can be combined into
dTcopper Tcopper pJ 2  Tcoolant
dt 1(A.5)
d y; a e, 7 A6
T 11ai= Tcopper - (A:.)
cpY
where
4h t2
e = ( - X)(A.7)d 2k
X d
The meaning of the two parameters E and - is as fdllows: f can be thought
of as the ratio of temperature drop ATcopper and (Tcopper - Tcoolant) in
steady state. Indeed equating ATcopper = E(Tcopper - Tcoolant) we obtain
eX= (1- X)t' as defined.
In Fig. A.3 we have plotted the regions in which E can be neglected. For a
given fluid velocity the value of e is given as a function of the dimensions of the
conductor in Fig. A-4.
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If we assume p, cP, C, r to be independent of the temperatuies and taking cycles
where during a time ti, J is constant, while during a time t2 , J is equal to zero,
we can solve for the maximum temperature
P7 j2 C- _ -/r ACTcopper = Tcoolant + (1 + ) (A.9)
or we can calculate the maximum allowable average current density as a function
of the other parameters.
Cp7 ________
J = , copper - Tcoolant (A.10)\ pr(l + e)L To ate
In view of the results of Figs. A.3 and A.4 it is completely justified to neglect e.
The pulsed or steady state nature is contained in the factor _ . We have
plotted this as a function of tj and t2 in Fig. A.5. Five regions can be readily
identied and are indicated in the figure. It is clear that a major parameter,
to decide whether an experiment in this respect is steady state or not, is Y.
Recalling from Eq. (A.8)
>.dX = -(A.8)
Substituting the value for h = 0.14(1 + 1.5 X 10-2TCOO12mt)$
we obtain
( > cpl d1.2
1 - x 0.56(1 + 1.5 X 10-2Tcoolant) -8 (A-11)
If we take Tcoolant ::: 30*C then 1 + 1.5 X 10-2 Tcoolant = 1.5. Further with
CP_ ~ 3.97 X 10' J/m 3C, we can investigate the independence of T on v,d,L
(through \). This is shown in Fig. A.6 for v = 1 m/s. Increasing the fluid
velocity will decrease the value of r (Eq. (A.11)) with a 0.8 power.
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Figure A.3 Region where e can be neglected. The lower left corner is the
region of laminar flow. In the center region the temperature drop wall fluid
always dominates the temperature drop in the copper. In the upper right region
the values of 1 are shown for which the temperature drop wall-fluid equals the
temperature drop in the copper. For smaller 1 the wall-fluid temperature drop
dominates.
In stcady state (t 2 < tj) the current density is given by
7 (TCOpper - Tcoolant)
This value is plotted in Fig. A.7 again for v = 1 mn/s assuming a maximum
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Figure AA Values of f for v = 2 m/s. For v smaller the value of E becomes
even smaller, so that the temperature drop Tcopper - T7huid always dominates
the temperature drop in the copper.
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Tcopper - Tcoolant of 50*C and with p = 1.72 X 10-60m. The dependence
on velocity is a 0.4 power. Under pulsed conditions the current density can be
increased by a factor
1-N1 - e
Combining Fig. A.7 with the square root of the values given in Fig. A.5 allows
us to calculate the current density for arbitrary conditions. A question one may
ask is the following: assuming an experiment of given t i, is it more interesting
to choose a small r (small L, large d) in order to increase J~ and work
steady state tj >> r, or to take a larger value Of r, so that although the steady
state value of J is smaller, one can take advantage of the increase of
1 -+'2
To investigate this we have plotted in Fig. A.8 the value
J= -AT
. \ P1-e-4
for 2 -+ ccand ti = 10 s.
If ti > this will give -us the steady state value, if t1 < r it will give us the
maximum allowable value, assuming only one pulse and infinite cooling time. It
can be seen that for sufficient large L it is indeed more interesting to decrease
d, thus increasing r and work in a pulsed mode. For small r the opposite is true
(it is better to work steady state by increasing d, thus reducing r).
In Fig. A.9 we have plotted the local current density (in copper only). This
is a measure of how efn-ciently the copper is used, and using this criterium it
is always hcttcr to -go to steady state. The choice of tL = 10 s for the pulse
l gth is intermediate between two extremes and thus also gives the two possible
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Figure A.5 Region of pulsed and steady state operation.
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solutions, either steady state or pulsed. For t] = 100 s one can see from Fig.
A.10 that it is always interesting to go to steady state for a given L. However,
one can obtain the same average current density in pulsed mode by decreasing L
and d (i.e., d = 3 cm, L = 5.5 cm, steady state gives 2 kA/cm2 just as d = 0.2
cm, L = 2 cm will in pulsed mode). It can be seen from Fig. A.11 that the local
current density goes down drastically in pulsed mode.
For t, = 2 s, Fig. A.12 shows that for given L it is more interesting to go to
pulsed mode. The local current density indeed is.nearly independent of L and
d (Fig. A.13} and thus increasing d/L only brings down the average current
density.
Increasing the fluid velocity decreases the value of 7 (with v 0- 8 ) and thus tends
to favor the steady state option at lower values of t1.
Conclusion
The pulse length of an experi.ment puts it, from the point of view of current
density/heat removal capacity in the conductors, rather unambiguously in one
of two classes: pulsed mode or steady state. For a pulse length smaller than
about 10 s, it is best to work in pulsed mode and the maximum current density
is given byJ= A T being J ~ 10 kA/cm 2 / maximum for AT = 50'C
and p = 1.72 X 10- 8SQh. For a pulse length larger than about 10 s, a steady
state current density of J 2 kA/cm 2 is a reasonable value for a conductor
size of 5 cm X 5 cm.
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Figure A.8 Maximum average current density (including upgrading when
pulsed). tj = 10 s, v = 1 m/s.
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Figure A.9 Maximum local current density (including upgrading -when pulsed).
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Figure A,11 Maximum local current density (including upgrading when pulsed).
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Figure A.13 Maximum ]oca] current densiy (including upgrading when pulsed).
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Appendix B. A Model for Stresses in Circular Toroidal Magnets
Introduction .
Except for some notable exceptions, like the spheromak and the toratron most
toroidal systems have, as one of their basic components, magnetic coils that
provide the main toroidal feld. This analysis was set up to calculate stresses in
circular coils, as needed in Chapter 3. The model is kept suficiently simple to
investigate a wide range of possible structural support systems and the infuence
of the aspect ratio. We also wanted to clarify two points
1. for some of the published reference designs, using circular coils, the structural
weight scales as 3, not B 2 [103). Since in chapter 3 and 4 we use a relationship
between mass and magnetic feld, it was important to understand why these
reference designs give Mass - B.
2. there has been some debate on the advantages and disadvantages of circular
coils and "moment-free" D-shaped coils. The moment-free, D-shaped -were found
not to be moment free, while circular coils turned out not be dominated by
bending stresses.
Since the toroidal coils make up a rather large fraction of the total system cost,
both the conductor and magnet structure being significant cost items, large
efforts have gone into optimizing their design.
There have been basically two approaches.
One approach considers the coils separately, neglecting the out of plane structure,
and optimizes the shape of the magnet to reduce bending moments. The first
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analysis by File, Mills, and Shefield 1137} which used a filament in a simple
1/R field, supported by a central cylinder, was later further refined by taking
into account the finite thickness of the coils [138) and the ripple in the toroidal
field [137, 139). An attempt to consider not only the coil shape as the primary
design parameter but also proper design of the center support structure in order
to minimize in plane bending stresses, was presented by Ojalvo and Zatz [140}.
A second approach has been to model th-e coils, together with the out of plane
structure as a continuous rotationally symmetric shell. Gray, et al. approximated
the shell by a membrane 1141). Bobrov and Schultz (142) used Reissner shell
theory to analyze orthotropic shells of finite thickness and pointed out that
choosing the shape of the coils so as to minimize bending stresses may not be
the optimum strategy. The reason is that the additional circumferential length
needed to give the coil its bending free shape may more than out-weigh the
material savings resulting from its bending free properties.
Because of the intrinsic difference in the two approaches, each approach has
tended to concentrate on a different way to support the net inward force resulting
from the magnetic load. A central column is necessary to take the net force
when the coils are considered separately while the shell approach is easiest when
one assumes this force to be completely taken up internally. The importance to
distribute appropriately the load between both a shell structure and a central
cylinder was evident from the design of the toroidal field coils for TFTR [143).
Montgomery [144] has pointed out that the natural bending free shape depends
strongly on the way the coil is supported. It is thus important to have a model
that can include both the effect of the out of plane structure as well as the
reaction of a central column in taking up the net inward force.
The model presented in this appendix can achieve this. The coils are considered
separately, but the effect of the out of plane structure is included by modeling
the coils as beams on elastic foundation. The model is thus more complete
than the first approach, and contrary to the second, allows us to give different
properties to the coil and the out of plane structure.
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Model
The coil is considered as a circular ring of isotropic properties, with an applied
load given by the interaction of the coil current I and the toroidal magnetic
field B, for which we take a simple 1/R variation
(N/ 1 )=BI = 1 yoNI2
2 2 2rR
In this formula N is the number of coils. With R = R0 + a cos 0, where R. is
the major radius of the geometric center of the ring and a its radius (Fig. B.1),
we can write this as
1 pONI 2  1
7- 2 2R 14 cos 0
or
p(O) =PO (B.1)1 - ecos(
with
1 pNI2 and
2 2 R" R
The fact that the coil is part of a three dimensional structure is taken into
account by assuming a reaction force on the coil proportional to its displacement
f(N/m) = ky (B.2)
R
a
Figure B.1 \,,ode] for a toroidal coil.
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where f is the reaction force per unit length and y the displacement in the
minor radial direction. The reaction constant k can be chosen appropriately
to model a very strong interaction (Alcator Bitter plates) or a very weak one
(coils not interconnected). Note that here k is assumed to be constant. Two
different models are used for the central column, either a concentrated force
or a distributed force. The distribution of the reaction between the elastic
foundation, modeling the out of plane structure, and the central cylinder. can
be varied continuously.
The solution is derived from the known solutions of a circular ring on an elastic
foundation, subjected to a concentrated force P (Fig. B.2).
From 11451 we have
Pr3 (2a#
y --- 2 - Acosh a6 cos #O + Bsinh ac sin
M = -- ( 1 Asinh ae sin #O + Bcosh co cos #)
PQ = [(aA - #B)cosh aO sin #6 + (43A + aB)sinh ao cos PO]2
P r 2~ _1
N=- 2 - Asinh ao sin 30 - Bcosh a# cos p#
2 7r7
where
r4k
2
2
ccosh a, sin /r + sinh cr cos #,
A7(sin h 2 a i 2
B ~asinh ori cos Or - #cosh Q-r sin 87 ()
q(sinh2Q -, + s(inB.
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PFigure B.2 Definition of angles,
displacement y for a point force P.
d~D
N
dN M+dM
A +d 0
p= ky
moments and forces. Also shown is the
These results. which give y(6) for a force applied at = r, can also be considered
as the displacement y at r for a force at 4 (Fig. B.3). If we take the force to
be P = t(6) rdO and perform the integration we can find the displacement at
S= r for a distributed force t(6). It can further be generalized by making the
reference axis not vertical, but at an angle ;b (Fig. B.4). Still measuring 0 from
this reference axis we can get the displacement at an arbitrary location, for an
arbitrary distribution of the force, and more particularly for
rd4'P = -p(0)rd = -PC + o +I + e COS(7r + V) + 0),
We thus have
YNQ')= 1+ Ecos( + +0) 44#El
x (-i- - Acosh ad cos ,S6 4 Bsinh ao sin #6)do
T77
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In order to perform the integration we expand - I in Fourier series as
follows.
First use
1 1- E cos 6 + e2 cos 2 0- e3 cos3 0+ 4 cos 4 6...
1 + f cos 0
then write the powers of cos' 6 in terms of cos nO... to obtain
1 = + csnSCosa cos nO1+ccs6 2 n=1
with
-n+2i n '2i
nn= (-1)" _ C+.
i=O (
(BA)
The series to calculate the coefcients a, (summation over i) converges rapidly
each term being a factor
E2 (n 2i , 1)(n + 2i + 2)
4 (n + I )(i+1)
smaller than the previous one.
For the Fourier series also, only a few terms are necessary as the leading
coeEcient of a, is - Performing then the integration term by term finally
P
Figure D.3 Solution at 7:for force P at #
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yields
()=- X (0 X 27- - Achc(o) + Bshs(b)
4oP72 \ ~ a. 2
2(# = X X 2. + Ashs() - Bchc()
Q(0)= - ((cA - B)chs(vf) + (PA + cB)shc(P))
(__) =-_ X X 2r - Ashs(b) - Bchc(O)I2 ( ,-n2 2 (B.5)
where
chc()= J cosh a cosP4 + Z cosn(r + b ) d
= a[ + (P n -- n)cosh a7 sin &. cos n- + asinh a7 cos #7 cosni
((0 + n)cosh o, sin Pr cos ni b asinh u- cos fi cos n
(B.6)
I have defined
Figure B.4 The reference
at = a for n " 0
a = for n = 0.
axis now becomes tilted at an arbitrary angle 4.
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Similarly
7r
shs(4) = Jsinh aO sin 00 a' cos n(r + k + )
co
a/ acosh cer sin g7r cos n - ( - n)sinh wr cos 7, cos n
n= ja + ( in)']
+ + (P + 2] cosh air sin P7r cos nb - (0 + n)sinh aw cos 0#r cos nb
(B.7)
shc( b) - sinh ac cos #0 a'n cos n(r+ + )]
-7rO
T +1. 2 (-(P - n)sinh Lr cos 0 sin no + ccosh ar sin $ cos n)
( + n)sinh ar cos 07 sin no - acosh cer sin 07 cos n
(B.8)
chs(o) cosh a sin at ' cosn(7r+b+#)]
0 [2 + - ) ( asinh a cos P r sin no - ( - n)cosh aci sin g7r sin n )
) +asinh acr cos 07 sin no + (0 + n)cosh ar sin P7r sin no
(B.9)
These formulas completely solve the problem for the loading forces. For the
reaction forces we have investigated two cases.
1. A single reaction force applied at 0 = 0 or 0 = x (Fig. B.5). For this the
JorMulas (B.3) car, be used directly.
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2. In order to model the reaction of a central column we have chosen a force
distributed as sine ( cos6. The 8th power for the sin term is a compromise. A
higher power would give too peaked a distribution which would then not be
significantly different from a single force. For too low a power we obtain that the
effect on the outer section, between 6 = - and 6 = becomes important so
that we would not appropriately model a column in the center. This distribution
is plotted in Fig. B.6. In order to get the formulas for this case we have followed
the same procedure and expanded sing 8 cos 6 according to
26 6 6 08
sin - cos = -1 + 6 cos -- 14 cos + 16 cos -- 9 cos -+ 2 cos -2 2 2 2 2 2
-0.2187 + 0.3828 cos 6 - 0.2500 cos 20+ 0.1133 cos 36
- 0.03125 cos 46 + 0.004 cos 56 (B.10)
Again term by term integration is performed and in fact the earlier formulas
(B.5) - (B.9) apply, limiting the sum to n = 5 with a,, taken from (B.10).
The magnitude of the reaction force (be it the single force or the distributed
force) is varied with a parameter frac that measures what fraction of the total
net inward force, due to the magnetic loading, is taken up by the reaction, the
other fraction being taken up by the overall structure. The net inward force is
given by
reaction force at !9= reaction force at G=O
Figure B.5 Position of the concentrated reaction.
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+-Pcos8fJ 1+ f Cos
2-rrpoi[1 -- - (3.11)
For the single reaction force we apply
F, ftrac X 27rp A- [ -i
to the circular ring at 9 = 0 or 0 = 7r.
For the distributed force
256 1 1 1 s
P= frac X -pr- I - sin8-cos,49 E2
where the coeffcient of sin cos 0 is such that for frac = 1, the net outward
force exactly equals the net inward magnetic force.
Results
Displacements, moments, transverse and tangential forces have been calculated
for varying values of r/ (related to the stiffness of the structure k through
Figure B.6 Distributed reaction force.
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/
/
'7
Single force on the inside r = 2 E 0.45 frac - r c 0.25.
/ N
1'
7
Figure B.8
I-/
/
/x
Single force on the outside r= 2 e = 0.45 frac = 1, frac 0.25.
/X
Figure B.9
'lo
"'
Distributed force on the inside r= 2 c = 0.45 frac 2, frac = 0.25.
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/
Figure B.7
r; = Vf + 1), and e (inverse aspect ratio .). Some deformed shapes are shown
in Figs. B.7 - B.9.
Except in such extreme cases as where more than 50% of the net centering force
is balanced by a single point force on the inside or on the outside, the transverse
force Q is always less than 30% of the tangential force so that in our discussion
we concentrate on moment and tangential force only. It is helpful to calculate
the sum of the tangential force acting on both legs of the coil in the horizontal
midplane, as in Fig. B.10. The value of Ni + N 2 is equal to
Fz = log L±+).
If there were no external force, and the coil had to take the total bursting force
acting on it internally with hoop stresses then the theoretical minimum for NI
would be
N1 = -__ 1o -1&47, 2 log 1 e
To within less than 10% (for f smaller than 0.5) this is equal to
pANI 2  r
4i -n T4n R0
N N
Figure B.10 Tangential forces of the horizontal section.
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Figure B.11 Normalized N for P- distributed reaction.
-* N
p r
S1.0 
5 1.011
Figure B.12 Normalized N for no externe reaction.
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which is the value one would obtain assuming a uniform pressure calculated
from the current in the coil and half the magnetic field at the center.
The value of N normalized for the case where the total reaction is taken up by
a central cylinder (distributed force), is shown in Fig. B.11. If the net centering
force is taken up internally we obtain the results of Fig. B.12. Except for the
cases where more than 50% of the net centering force is taken up by a single
force on the outer leg, the value of N/N, 2  - is always within 25% of 1.
The variation of moments is somewhat more complicated, as it is much more
sensitive to e, 7 and the fraction of the force taken up by an external reaction.
Typical values of M/ as a function of r and-c for the case of a bucking
cylinder taking the total net centering force are shown in Fig. B.13. Figure B.14
assumes no bucking cylinder. The variation between no bucking cylinder and a
bucking cylinder taking up all the net centering force is shown in Fig. B.15, for
fixed e and 77. Figure B.16 gives the same for a single force. Some conclusions
can be drawn for the variation of the moments. First, there is an optimal
distribution of the net centering force between the reaction of the cylinder and
the part taken up by the internal structure. The smaller the aspect ratio, the
larger the optimal fraction is that should be taken up by a bucking cylinder. The
moments are usually smaller for a larger aspect ratio, while a stiffer structure
always gives smaller moments for any aspect ratio. By properly choosing the
fractions taken up and the stifness of the structure, it should be possible to
keep M/a well below 0.02.
As both N and M vary (even though N only varies slightly) we are interested in
what the variation of the stresses will be once they are combined. Will stresses
due to moments dominate or need the structure be designed essentially for
stresses due to N?
It is important.to make the distinction between stresses due to tangential force
ano stressed due to moments because they scale differently. And so will the total
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d reaction. 27
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Figure B.14 Normalized absolute value of the maximum moment for the case
of no external reaction.
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Figure B.17 Scaling of the weight with B, shown schematically.
amount of structural material necessary, depending on whether it is dimensioned
for bending or tangential stresses.
For a tangential force, if the load quadruples (for a doubling of the magnetic
field), the cross section and thus the weight have to quadruple if the maximum
allowable stress stays the same. The structural material thus scales as B 2.
For moments, as C = g (where h X b are the dimension of the section of
the coil, h being measured in the radial direction), if the load quadruples the
amount of material does not necessarily have to quadruple. By increasing h,
keeping b constant it is possible to keep the same maximum allowable stress
with only twice as much material. The structural material in this case scales as
B.
One way of distinguishing between dominance of tangential force or moments
is by comparing the actual built h of the coil with W-
Indeed let
N 6M
Abh2
N SM
= -H4- - -
A +N h
+ IBM r
ANr h)
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Figure B.15 Normalized moment as a function of the fraction taken up by a
distributed reaction.
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Figure B.16 Normalized moment'as a function of the fraction taken up by a
point reaction.
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If we call 9 = ( then if . > ()) it means that the normal force dominates,
thus giving a structural material weight scaling as B2. If i < ( the moment
dominates and by increasing i it is possible to have the structural material
weight scale as B. Of course this increase of } will be beneficial up to } =
at which point the weight will start to scale as B2. It is also possible that for
reasons of access, or of power dissipation one would rather not increase h. Then
c. course weight will scale as B 2 . This can be represented schematically in Fig.
B.17. Values of (~) are given in Figs. B.18 and B.19. The negative values of
frac are for a single reaction force at 6 = 0 in both figures. Positive values of
frac are for a single force at 0 = 7r in Fig. B.18, and for a distributed force
in Fig. B.19. For most present machines, the reaction force is provided by the
wedging action of the nose of the coil or by a bucking cylinder. If the wedging
action of the nose of the coil is considered as taking up the forces internally in
a very local manner on the inside, then our model is not applicable because we
have assumed that the reaction constant k is really constant along the periphery
of the coil. Alternatively, we can view the vault of the coil casings on the inside
as a cent:al cylinder that provides a distributed central reaction on the coils.
The model is then applicable and we are thus somewhat in between the case
of a single central force (frac = 0.4 -+ 1.0 of Fig. B.18) and a distributed
central reaction (frac = 0.4 - 1.0 of Fig. B.19). The radial build of the coil
is usually not larger than h/r = 0.3. Thus in general we have < () and
moments dominate. If however most of the centering force is taken up internally
by a well distributed cut of plane structure, without central reaction force or
bucking cylinder, ( becomes small so that A > ()) is easily satisfied, and
the structure has to be dimensioned essentially for the tangential force.
Our analysis thus shows that a more solid distributed intercoil structure would
be beneficial. It could take a larger fraction of the inward force thereby reducing
the moments in the coil. We can write down for M/- at the minimum
approximately M/ < M. Since we had 1 we can write ($ = <
31 = 0.15c. Thus for () > 0.15, the coil is not dominated by stresses.
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Figure B.18 Value of (h/r)0 as a function of frac for a single force.
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Figurc B.19 Value of (h/r), as a function of frac for a distributed force.
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Presently most of the net centering force is taken up by a bucking cylinder or
by wedging of the nose of the coils only and M/ ' . so that ~ . In
order for the coil not to be dominated by bending stresses it is necessary that
} > e, which is not fulfilled in most present cases.
It is interesting to note that our model confirms the fact pointed out by Bobrov
and Schultz 142) that circular coils, when taking into account the structure
that supports out of plane stresses, are not necessarily moment dominated. In
their model no additional reaction force was included. This model goes further,
in that it shows how circular coils may become moment dominated if most of
the reaction force is taken up by an external reaction (single force or distributed
force). It also shows that there is an optimum in the distribution of the centering
force between the out of plane structure and a central bucking cylinder. This
optimum, however, contrary to present practice, lies for circular coils in the
direction of having a large fraction of the force being taken up by the out of
plane structure. As of now the purpose of the out of plane structuxe is mainly
to take up torques and overturning moments resulting from the interaction of
poloidal coils with the current in the toroidal coils. Its usefulness in taking up
the net centering force should be recognized.
The fact that the addition of a small central reaction reduces the bending
moment in the coils can be understood qualitatively in the following way.
Assume an infinitely rigid circular coil subjected to the magnetic forces without
central support. The net inward force will be taken up through the elastic
foundation by a rigid shi't of the coil. It is easy to show that the net load on
the coil then has a cos 2 0 dependence meaning that the coil tries to deform into
an oblong shape. The moment at 0 = x is such that it tries to reduce the radius
of curvature there. Adding a small outward central reaction has the opposite
effect, thus decreasing the total moment. Recall further that in our analysis we
have assumed k, the reaction due to the out of plane structure, to be constant.
A continuous rotationally symmetric toroidal shell would have a larger k (stiffer)
near 0 = , than near 0 = 0. How much larger depends on the aspect ratio. The
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deformation of the toroidal shel is toward a D shape. The moment at 0 = -r is
then such that it tries to increase the radius of curvature. This is already past
the optimum as the addition of a central reaction would increase this moment.
Con clusion
A simple method has been devised for the analysis of circular beams on
elastic foundations subjected to an arbitrary distribution of in plane loads. By
expanding the load distribution in Fourier components, the method can be
applied to any particular case. Using this method to analyze the magnetic load
on toroidal coils we have shown that under certain circumstances circular coils
can be dominated by bending stresses. It is then possible for the structural
mass to scale with B rather than B2. We also have shown that the moments
in the coils can be reduced by an appropriate distribution of the net centering
force between a external reaction force (as from a central cylinder) and internal
reaction (provided by the out of plane structure that makes from the toroidal
coils assembly a torus).
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Appendix C. Insight in the behavior of normal and binormal for a
helical line wound on a torus
For a spatial axis given by F(s) the Frenet formulas define and relate the tangent,
normal and binormal as follows, (Fig. C.1 ).
Tangent t
(C.1)dFds -
Normal -, radius of curvature p
1 dT
-7= -
p ds
(C.2)-
Binormal b
(C.3)
t
b
Figure .1 Tangent, normal and binormal for a spatial curve
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Torsion }
I d3
n=- (C.A)Sds
As we further have
dii 1- 1-
= -t+ -b (C.5)ds p 7
it is possible to view p as a measure of the rate of rotation of the tangent in
the i,-f plane, while -would then be a measure of the rotation of the normal
in the b, T plane. It is important to understand the development further along
to be able to yisualize certain parameters. A helical line wound on a torus is a
particular case for which those formulas apply.
R0 is the major radius,,.r the minor radius. The toroidal angle is 6, while the
poloidal angle is 6.
The geometrical parameters are given by [1171 for an arbitrary winding law
6(0). Defining h(O) as follows
d6(9) h(G)R d = 1- (C.6)
dO 1 - - cos6 -
it is possible to calculate the radius of the curvature p(O)
Figure C.2 Geometrical quantities for the stellarator with helical magnetic
axis
26]
= (ri + h2)-3/2 r4 -r2(h
(a d a 
2 ( a+ h2)hd sinG+ 2r, RV
Ra - r. CoO
r (r! + R' + 2r2 cos 2 9 - 4rR0 COS
(Ra - ra COS 0)2
ra(r. COS' + 2r, - 2Ra cos 9)+ h 2 h 1/2
+ r(R0 
- ra cos 0)2
(C.7)
and the torsion
r3 tin 4 3ra cos Ohdh -r cos
+ . a
Ra - r. COS 0
1 4
r2(R'- r')h+ ra(3R - cos )h2 s
(Rr - r. cos 6)2
+ r.(2r - 2 + h2)Cos 0rR(R, - r cos 0)3 h
,2 (dh 2
ra 
-
(r2+ h2)h sin9
-r 2r. hh i
Ra - ra COS 0
+r 
- 4Ra cos 0 2r2 cos 9)h 2
(Ra - r, cos 0)2
i co- 2 6 -Cos + h2)h~~
(Ra - ra cos 6)2
Insight in the
certain angles
by F6 and e.
motion of the normal can be gained by tracking the variation of
which I define now. The tangent T lies always in the plane defined
The angle of i with F, is called the pitch angle and is equal to
tan p=
COS - ) o6 (C-9)
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I1
1
r(0)
(C.8)
2 -o2h..-
ae
Figure C.3 Geometrical representation of the winding law angle a
The complement of this angle, which I call q is the angle of the tangent T with
z6. Note that a "constant pitch" winding law requires
dd 1d6 ~ (C. 10)dO 1 - cosa
The proportionality constant can be obtained from a closure condition
d6 = --2d& (C.1I)
0 dO n
so that one obtains
- = -tanm- tan- (C.12)2 n \1 2
The constant pitch is then given by
tan p = r (C.13)
m7n R
A simple winding law is given by
M
S-6 (C.14)
n
We can generalize it by introducing the winding law angle a, as follows
S= B+asinG (C.15)
The angle a, can to first order be seen as the angle between F, and F, at
' , ( this is a quarter period), as shown in Fig. C.3.
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Figure CA Definition of the Euler angles e, and ep
The direction of the normal is completely defined by its Euler angles e, and ep.
The angle e0 is the angle a vector starting out parallel to the z axis has to
rotate around the z axis to become perpendicular to the plane containing the
tangent t and the z axis (Fig. C.4). The angle e then, is the angle a vector
parallel to the z axis has to rotate around the z' axis to end up parallel to the
tangent.
It is sometimes easier to visualize the angles c and d (Fig. C.5). The angle c is
the angle between E, and the normal K. As it is easy to know the direction of Z'
at each point, the knowledge of c gives a good indication of the direction of the
normal. The angle d is roughly a measure of how much the plane containing n
and Z, deviates from being a 4 = constant plane.
Having defined those parameters, let us now assume a winding law of the form
-( a sin 0)
n
(C.16)
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za
zX
Zx
xFigure C.5 Definition of the angles c and d. The figure shows three intersecting
planes and the torus. Plane A (unshaded), contains the vectors E1 and Fe, and
thus also the tangent 1. Plane B (shaded vertically) is a 0 = constant plane,
and thus contains Z, and E6. The plane C (shaded diagonally) is perpendicular
to the tangent T and contains E, and ff. The angle c is the angle between those
two vectors (E, ). The angle d, denned as e, - 0 is also a measure of the angle
between plane B and C, measured in the z = 0 plane.
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Projection of the winding law for different values of a
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Fig. C.6 shows a projection on the x,y plane of the winding law for different
values of a.
From those drawings we can see that one of the constraints on the winding law
will be jai < 1.
This can be generalized for a winding law of the type ~
m / /0-=- (o+ E - sin to (C.17)
n
d6.by requiring that 7 > 0 for all 8.
Figure C.7 shows the variations of the normalized curvature I and normalized
torsion 1 as a function of the angle 6 for various values of a. The normalization
factors used, are the values for a straight helix.
1 1
P0P ra~i±(C.18)
1 (C.19)
The variation of the angle q, which is the complement of the pitch angle, the
angles c and d are shown in Figure C.8.
One can notice a marked difference between the behavior of the angle c between
the cases a = 0.3 and a = 0.6. Recalling that the angle c is the angle between
the normal n and E, in the plane perpendicular to the tangent I have shown
schematically in Figure C.9 what the difference is between the two cases.
In one case, at 0 = 0 the major radius curvature dominates, while in the other
case, it is always the minor radius of curvature which dominates.
In one case the normal makes a complete 2-, rotation, in the other not. The
"dividing line" between the two possible behaviors depends on g, i and the
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Figure C.7 Variation of the cUrvature and the torsion. Both are normalized to
the value for a straight helix
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Figure C.8 VaTiation of the angles o, and d
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angle of the winding law through (see Fig. C.10)
(C.20)
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7
Figure C.9 Difference in the behavior of the normal when m inor radius curvature
dominates or when major radius dominates
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Figure C.10 Regions in parameter space where the major radius curvature
dominates
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Appendix D. Parametric variation of the geometric properties of the
magnetic axis with ring current ,R and vertical field B,.
In order to be able to extend the numerical work reported in section 4.3.2 and
obtain some feeling for the parameter variations it was imperative to understand
the behavior. In addition there was a need for some analytical guidelines as well
as for the possibility to investigate a broader parameter space without the need
to resort to extensive numerical calculations.
The following mode] provides those analytical guidelines to a fist order
approximation, explains the major findings of the numerical work, and in
a refined version obtains very eEiciently the major geometrical parameters
associated with the magnetic axis.
Recalling formula (C.9) the angle of the magnetic axis with ? is given by
tan p ' 6 (D.1)
C1g os6
Now we have that tan p at 6 = 0 and 6 = is also equal to
tan = B (D.2)
BO
so that we can write, using = 6- a, sin 8
At0=0
(B,) (D.3)By , (i -(1 + Ca.)
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At =7r
.B6 (DA)B1). (1 + (1- )
By eliminating a,, we obtain
n r. 1.B0)(BO)2_=_- (D 5)
mn R,, 1 - ea 1+k B
while a, can be written as
1 n 7-a (BO) (BO
Ua = (D.6)2 7n R, 1 - g. Be I B e
Equation (D.5) gives a relation between R, and -, that has to be fulfilled. Note
that the values of and (-) also depend on the Ra and r, so that the
equation can not be solved exactly in explicit form. However, by making somie
approximations it is possible. The toroidal field is produced by toroidal coils
and the poloidal eld is the sum of a component due to the ring current IR,.a
component due to the toroidal n'eld coils and the external vertical field B. Take
BO to be a constant, and the poloidal field due to the ring to -go as }. Further
assume the ratio of the poloidal component (B5,) at 9 = 0 and 0 = 7- due to
the toroidal field coils and the 6 component (BO) due to the same coils to be a
constant. From this we obtain
(B) B 2e-,+ 1|
(B, ~ f31 -- v
\O 0 BO
BO B 2-ro -
OpaIR + ]0--B1 (D.7)
B6 27 ro Bee - Bv
p/JIR
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(BO)B4 7 B027rr,
~POIR - (D.8)
The condition (D.5) can then be written as
Be },,
k.or
+(mR \B (D.9)
Substituting the values for B and and using
r = r ,
2
R = +R r .
(D.10)
(D.11)
We obtain
n2 r2 B,
7n~ 1?2 4 DIR
2ra -
2(Rp
(2r + 2(Rr.
- RR) 2) + 4-,(R. - RRf)
Which is approximately
2 R ~ 2r,
LrE-,,
or
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Similarly
er(Ra - RR) + RR)2)]
(D.12)
-2n
Boc + B.,,
9--
112 Ak (BO)- j L Be 0
2, (( O
'v(2r,2- Ra) +
M ra BO
n =1 1 (D.13)n R0 P R 11+ oJ
Note that this is similar to
rB
S= Be(D.14)RRBe
except that Bp is now composed of a component due to the current IR and a
component from the toroidal coils. Solving (D.13) for r0
2
=Ra (m - - + (D.15)2, R,,Bon n 2 B n 2 B
To a first approximation we can take R, = R. This gives values for r. in close
agreement with the numerical results and shows it further to be function of the
ring current IR only (not the vertical field coils).
The way we obtain a second condition (in addition to the first (D.5) ) is by
noting that, quite independent of the winding law, at 0,= the total vertical
field must be zero.
The total vertical field is the vertical field due to the ring, the external vertical
field and a component from the toroidal coils.
In Fig. D.1, I show normalized the loci of constant vertical component due to a
poloidal ring.
Together with formula (D.15) it can be used to obtain an first approximation of
the values of r, and R, for a given current and vertical field. In Figures D.2 and
D.3 I show how the combination of the two conditions leads to the appropriate
values of RQ and r,.
It can be gathered from those figures why r, changes very little with the vertical
feld, and also why R, varies both with JR and B,.
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Figure D.1 Loci of constant vertical field component for a ring current, distances
have been normalized to the radius of the ring, the magnetic Seld has been
normalized to the product of the ring current and the radius of the ring
An interesting analytical result is obtained by noting that for
BRc AD
JR 2-r
the locus -where the total vertical field is zero is nearly a straight line at R = R,
Thus for this value of the vertical field the major radius of the magnetic axis
would be centered on the ring.
A very approximate value for r,
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Figure D.2 Combination of first and second condition
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-
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Figure D.3 Combination of first and second condition
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rI = - (D.17)
\- 2xB n
is obtained by simplifying even more (D.15). Thus formulas (D.16) and (D.17)
give rule of thumb calculations for IR and B, if one wants to achieve a helical
solenoid with given r, and R, = RR.
While those results are quick and easy it is not completely justified to neglect
the contribution to the vertical field at R = R, due to the toroidal coils if
R, - R, this- for the simple reason that although the contribution is small, so
is the vertical field and the component due to the poloidal ring.
A computer model was set up, so that in addition to be able to explain the
trends I would also get results in better agreement with the numerical results.
The methodology is the same as outlined above, but the correct fields rather
then the simple approximation are used.
Using the exact fields along the lines 0 = 0 and 6 = 7 the combinations of R.
and ra that fulfill the first condition are sought.
For each combination of R, and r, we know the point in space where 0 =
Taking into account the field of the solenoid we check if the total vertical field
is zero. The single combination of R, and r, that fulfills both conditions is the
value that correspond to the given IR and B,.
In fact, to make the program more efficient, we first select the combination of
R, and r. that fulfills BRtro 0 by neglecting the contribution of the toroidal
coils, then, keeping r2 constant R, is slightly varied, taking into account the
contribution of the toroidal coils, to find the new Rr which fulfills Beta = 0
Centering the coils on the magnetic axis increases the space available for the
magnetic surfaces.
It is simple to include it in the model. Ater a first approximate evaluation of r.
and R0 , the angle is changed, ro is kept constant and R, is reevaluated including
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the fields of the solenoid with the modified modulation angle. By looping on the
evaluation of R, and the angle a, a convergent solution is very quickly found.
Results for r-, R, in the case where a, = cR are shown in Fig. D.4 and D.5.
The angle ap appears in Fig. D.6. The model reproduces here too the features
noticed in the numerical calculations, namely that as the angle of the solenoid
is changed, r0 , R. and a, will vary , but aR will stay very nearly constant.
The rotational transform calculated as an integral of the torsion is shown in
Fig. D.7. The modulation angle of the magnetic axis is shown in Fig. D.8 .
Comparison 6f Fig. D.4 to D.7 with Fig. 4.9 to 4.12 shows excellent agreement of
our model with the numerical calculations, except for the rotational transform.
There is a slight discrepancy (< 20%) in the calculation of the rotational
transform. The reason is the ellipticity of the surfaces, which also contributes to
the rotational transform as one can see from formula (4.1) and is not included in
the model. An excentricity of 1.5 would give reasonably close agreement between
the numerically calculated rotational transform and the one calculated from
our model. The value of 1.5 corresponds with the shape of the flux surfaces as
obtained by puncture plots.
The basis of our model is the assumption that the magnetic axis can be defined
as 7n
- = 0" + a,, sin 0"
- = Vra siB
R =Ra
or in words that the magnetic axis can be modeled by a single harmonic for the-
angle with a constant minor and major radius. Based on this assumption we
calculate three parameters aa, rT, R0 from three datapoints (the field at 6 = 0,
at 6 = fr and 0 = ' . That this assumption is realistic follows from the close
agreement between our results and the numerical results. An additional check
was made by applying a fast Fourier transformation to the coordinates of the
magnetic axis as obtained from numerical field line following. For a particular
case, (R; = 2m, re = 0.4m, a = 0.4, 1R = 800kA, B, = 0.04T, n = 3,
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and 60 coils with 194365A/coil) we obtain for the Fourier transform of the
coordinates of the helical axis in a cylindrical system (R, 2, 4)
R = 2.0985 + 0.4031 cos 34 - 0.00189 sin 34 - 0.03915 cos 64 + 0.004667 cos 34
z = 0.00191 cos 30 - 0.4084 sin 3q6 + 0.03982 sin 64 - 0.00463 sin 9
0 - 36 = 0.03 sin 36 + 0.00608sin6O - 0.001059 sin 94
We see that the amplitude of the harmonics higher than the first (n = 3) are
an order of magnitude lower than the amplitude of the first harmonic, which
justifies our assumption. We have also made a even more direct calculation. For
the case IR = 900kA, B, = -0.025T, we first estimated R, as the average
of R at 0 = 0 and 9 = 7r. Calculating then from the cylindrical coordinates
r= +z (R a)2 and performing a fast Fourier transform on r,, we
obtain r, = 0.42105 + 0.001969 cos 34. The harmonic on r, is less than 0.5%.
The underlying basic assumption of our model is thus completely justified.
Let us summarize : this simple model explains the variatifn of parameters
associated with the magnetic axis of a helical axis stellarator. It provides
analytical formulas which can be used as first estimates and in a more refined
version obtains those parameters accurately and efficiently (a non-vectorized
code on thle Cray calculates a 32 X 18 mesh, 32 points for the current and 18
points for the vertical field, with adjustment of the toroidal coil so as to center
the coil on the magnetic axis in, about 0.3 min).
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Appendix E. Relationship between Ring Radius and Coil Height
This appendix briefy addresses the issue of how to allocate the space r. -b
between the height of the coil h, and the ring radius r., taking into account
the relationship between the current in the ring (ZR) and in the coil (I,), the
number of coils (N), the displacement (R) and the number of periods (n). In
addition the requirements set by non-interference of the coils on the inside have
to be met.
Let
h,+ r = - bc
and
R + e = R - rc -b
2
Further we have
NW
=C IC
IR
2JrR
Set the ratio 4= X, where X can be calculated from the approximate formulas
2-rRB6 n r
IP = - -(-) -pc m\R
B2R\ 1 R n)
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Alternatively one could use the actual currents obtained from a computer code
that follows field lines and plots magnetic surfaces. We can eliminate from the
equations we, he, rR, R, IR to obtain
_(X +N) Ie XJ+ r -b +1
+ -i -c (rc -bc) 1=27,(R - 2rc) + V 7J 2(R - 2rc)
This can be solved for Ic
1 2
2(R-'r) + I> N
(R - 2rc)2 N 
L J3
The value of Ic can then be used to obtain
ZR x J, hT
and
hC= r7 - b, - rR
Those last two equations give the values of rp. and h, that meet the constraints.
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Appendix F. Relationship between number of coils, displacement of
the coils, bore of the coils and plasma size.
We take here the simple approach that the plasma is centered in the coils. This
is justified by the fact that the aspect ratio is larger on the outside, so that not
much can be gained, as in a tokamak by pushing the plasma more to a region
of lower ripple. The second reason is that, as is discussed elsewhere, the plasma
has a tendency to position itself there for choices of ring current and vertical
Eeld that give a magnetic well.
Another simplifying assumption used here is the following : surfaces of constant
ripple can be obtained by deducting from the radius of the coil a distance
proportional to the distance between the coils (Fig. F.1). The proportionality
constant depends on the value of the ripple. For = 3 the ripple is about 10%,
and C = 2 corresponds to about 2%.
With Li, the intercoil distance and Lf, the distance from the coil we have
AieLfjc
Defining the plasma radius a, as
ap bc- fc
and the ratio 77 as
ap = 77 b
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Figure F.1 Geometry
We can write
(1 r)bc = i
or, using bc = br)
(77 r)6r, e = (F. 1)
we obtain
2- \/ + 2(1 + 6) + (I n2)(I - 62)(k)2
(ri-aro)6
By w.riting thi~s as follows
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27r1/1 +2(1 + 6) + (1 +n2)(1+ 62)()2
we obtain on the left hand side a dimensionless number Q from which, given E,
and the fraction 77 we can calculate the number of coils needed. Or alternatively,
for a given e, and N we can calculate the value of v.
We have plotted this number in Fig. F.2 to Fig. F.3 under two different formats.
Figure F.2 gives for n = 2 the value of Q as level lines in a diagram of 3 =
versus R. Figure F.3 shows the value of Q as a function of R for different values
of 6 = as level lines. Fig. F.4 to F.5 use the same format for the number of
periods n equal to 3 and Fig. F.6 to F.7 for n = 4.
An example is shown in Figure F.4 Assume that we want = 0.3 and
= 0.5, we obtain from the figure Q = 80. With Q = EN(1 - r) this
tells us that if we want = 2 (for 2% ripple) and 7 = = 0.5 then N should
be equal to 80. The same information can be gathered from Figure F.5. (which
can be considered also as showing the number of coils -if we fix ( = 2 and
7= 0.5- as a function of g )
It may seem strange that Q decreases as k increases, for constant 6= 3. The
reason is that as k increases, the bore of the coil increases. While the absolute
distance .f, increases as ' increases, because the coils are further apart, this
increase is slower than the increase of the bore of the coil. Thus ' increases
faster than 9 or alternatively, if we keep 7 = constant, the number of coils
can be reduced.
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Appendix G. Similarity and derivation of the number of independent
dimensionless parameters for plasma physics
In this appendix we plan first to show the relationship between both methods
discussed in the example in chapter 2, and we will identify in more detail a
formalism that can be used with the second method to obtain the number of
independent dimensionless parameters. Applying this formalism to the equations
governing the plasma physics phenomena rigorously identifies the number of
independent dimensionless parameters.
G.1. Relationship between the two models
Define IV to be the number of independent variables according to the first
method. The number of basic dimensions is Dim. The first method says that
the number of independent dimensionless parameters (IDP1) is
(IDPI) = IV, - Dim
The actual number of variables, and the number of basic dimensions depend
on the choice of systems of units chosen. It is well known that there is an
arbitrariness in the number of fundamental units and in the dimensions of any
physical quantity in terms of those units (see for example Jackson 11461). The
nu-mber of independent dimensionless parameters however, is not affected by this
choice. The number of possible transformations, assuming all the independent
variables 1V1 can be freely chosen, is then given by the number of dimensions.
If some (FXI) of the independent variables 1V1 however are fixed, or chosen as
such (as in our example : taking p and p fixed, thus not changing the fluid ),
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the number of possible transformations (TRj) is reduced accordingly. Thus
TRj = [VI - FX1] - IDP1
Using the second method we have a set of equations EQ2 . Taking V2 to
be the total number of variables, dependent and independent, assuming at
first that all can be changed, we will have a number K 2 of scaling variables.
Requesting that the equations are invariable under transformation will yield a
number of independent relations (IR 2) from which dimensionless variables can
be constructed. The equations can then be written in the dimensionless form,
yielding EQ21 relations between the dimensionless parameters (note EQ2' can
be different from EQ 2 since homogeneous equations, as -V= 0 in our example
do not give a relation).
The number of independent dimensionless parameters IDP2 is then equal to
IDP2 = IR2 - EQ21
Note that taking some variables (FX2) ixed can be done formally by adding
FX2 equations of the form Variable =constant. This will not change the
number of dimensionless parameters since we now have FX2 more relations for
the kis, but also FX2 more equations
IDP2 = (IR2 + FX2) - (EQ21 + FX2)
= IR2 - EQ21
The number of transformations possible is equal to the number of k's (K2)
minus the number of relationships between the k's (IR2 + FX2). This gives
TR 2 = K 2 -(IR 2 + FX2)
showing that the number of possible transformations is indeed affected by fixing
FX2 variables. With
ID? 2 = IR 2 - EQ21
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we also obtain
TR 2 = K 2 - (EQ2t + FX2 ) - IDP2
The relationship between the first and the second method follows from the equality
of the number of dimensionless parameters and the number of transformations.
This yields
rV -FX = K 2 -(EQ 21+FX2)
giving us a way to count the number of independent variables for the first
method:
IV = K 2 -EQ 21.
G.2. Formalism for the second method
The formalism, using the second method is simple (the application of it however,
may not be). First write down the set of equations governing the phenomena.
Count all the variables (K 2). Count the number of independent relations (IR2)
for the k's resulting from the requirement that the equations are invariant
under transformation. Count the number (EQ2/) of equations that would result
between dimensionless parameters from the set of equations. The number of
independent dimensionless. parameters (IDP2) then is
IDP2 - IR2 - EQ21
The number of possible transformations (TR 2) is
TR 2 = K 2 - IR 2
Fixing a number of parameters reduces the number of possible transformations
TR 2.
G.3. Application to plasma physics
We can write down the Boltzman equation for the ions and the electrons, and
the Maxwell equation, in a simplified, suitable form for our dimensional analysis
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(since the geometry has to be to scale, we only use one component for vector
quantities). This results in
V-+ ,-  + *(E + B)- = --Ve L + h, (G.1)at az me a at C
a f- fi ei ( 8f-
-+v + (E + vB) hi (G.2)
a t ax Mi avi at
- = 0 (G.3)
BE 1( f
n e. f fedve + niei fidv) (G.4)az CO
BE BR
(G.5)ax at
pO(ne n vi fi dve) + pu0J +po (G.6)
The notation is standard except for h, and hi which are to be considered as
terms to model additional heating. In (G.6) we have also included a term pJ
(for external currents), in order to easily obtain that, if there are currents in
the plasma, they must scale the same way as external currents. This is needed
because the geometry must not change.
Let us take the electric and magnetic field to be the sum of an imposed (p) and
a self-consistent (s) field
E =EP+Es (G.7)
B = BP I Bz (G.8)
and the particle distribution function to be defined corhpletely by a temperature,
and a drift velocity for each species.
Fm(v, - v) 2 ) (G.9)
=i ; (0.10)T2 k Ti
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Taking first the case considered in the body of the text namely, steady state, no
motion v,, = ;= 0, and no imposed electrical field E, = 0. The equations
reduce to
a f ee +he8v, + -E +veB)-' - +h
ax me (+ B)av, at
fe
me 1/2 kkT, )2, kkTe
with a similar set for the ions and
E 1(
a E I(nee, fe v, + nie fj dvi )
8z ez aB
E =E
B = B i+ B,
The total number of k's equals 21. The number of independent relations between
the k's is 17, giving 17 dimensionless parameters. The number of equations
between the dimensionless parameters is 8, giving 17 - 8 = 9 independent
dimensionless parameters, one more than in the body of the text, since we have
here assumed that we could heat the electrons and ions independently. They
are $, , t M, n, d h. This set reduces to eight if we only heat
electrons or ions.
The number of transformations is 21 - 17 = 4. Assuming only one heating
method does not change this number 20 - 16 = 4. If we want to keep all
the eight parameters constant, and since we can not scale the charge of the
electron, the mass of the electron, c, or yo, we loose all possibility to make a
transformation.
The same number of parameters can be derived using two Buid transport
equat) ins (continujty, momentum, and energy for ions and electrons) and
Maxwell's equations. Extreme care must be exercised there to count the
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independent relationship between the k, since the energy equation is obtained,
as the momentum equation, from an integration of the Boltzman equation.
Let us now briefly discuss the case or a tokamak, where we do have a drift
velocity v, of the electron (assume v; = 0) and an imposed electrical field
E,. The equations (G.1) to (G.10) can be rewritten in steady state and yield
a total number of 23 k's. The number of independent relations between the
k's increases only by 1, while the number of equations does not change. Thus
for a tokamak, assuming additional heating of the electrons and ions, the total
number of independent dimensionless parameters is 11, one more than the
case with vo, = v, = E= 0. For this additional independent dimensionless
parameter we can take
VoC
the drift parameter.
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